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Finally. You can network OS/2 to OS/2. 
When you're working within an OS/2~ group, you want to 
network easily. You want to network in OS/2. That's why we 
designed LANtastic• for OS/2. And here's the best part-you 
don't have to quit OS/2 or OS/2 Warp to use it Plus, with the 
affordable, easy-to-use LANtastic operating system, networking 
within OS/2 doesn't have to mean high installation and 
training costs. 

With our true 32-bit multitasking, multithreaded network, 
your OS/2 workgroup can have the convenience and speed of 
LANtastic even if you're already on an existing client/server 
network. Because LANtastic for OS/2 coexists with Novell• 
NetWare Requester~ OS/2 and IBM~ LAN Server clients, and 
communicates with LAN Server, Wmdows NT' and other 
SMB-based servers. 



If you're looking for an easy and powerful way to network 
OS/2 to OS/2, call us at 1-800-809-1254. We'll give you the 
name of the nearest preferred LANtastic reseller and all 
the information you need to learn how to network within 
your OS/2 workgroup. 

Then you'll be able to talk OS/2 to OS/2. 

LANtastic· 
Powerfully simple networking."' 

-IJNlllllcOS/2 

Inc. OS/2 is 11 registered trademark of International Business .Modtines Corporation. \ll other product ~ 
1995 ~IITISOl'I', !:-IC. All rights reserved. ~rtison and LA~UlStic are registered o·ademar~s of lrtisol\, @ 

names are U1e property ofU1eir respecthe holders. ~ 
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See how this user calmed his fears of wasted support by downloading the latest 
version of this word processing program. 
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disk compression utilities. 
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PATROL for Lotus Notes, Corel's new CD Office Companion and a new addition 
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Exception handling adds logic to a program so it can deal with problems outside 
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0 IMAGE PROCESSING 

0 IMAGE EDITING 

0 PAINTING 

0 FILTERING 

0 WARPING 

0 DISTORTIONS 

0 SPECIAL EFFECTS 

WITH: 

0 USER CONFIGURABLE TOOLS 

0 MULTIPLE UNDO 

0 INTERACTIVE ZOOM AND PAN 

0 SMP ENABLED TO 64 CPUS 

·-·-··-"" 

~ 
SPG ColorWorks for OS/2 is a 32-bit dynamically 
multi-threaded graphics program of unmatched power, 
and speed. 

Say "good-bye" to the hourglass cursor telling you to 
Stop, Wait and Watch a status indicator count up to a 
100% after every drawing operation. When drawing with 
ColorWorks you can always fully operate the 
program. You can even continue to draw on canvases 
that have drawing operations still executing on them! 

ColorWorks has a powerful set of professional Photo 
Retouching Effects, unique Filter Labs, Special Effects, 
multiple methods of Warping, and Free Form Distortion 
Mapping. 

ColorWorks offers 255 levels of undo per canvas; the 
ability to drag and drop images between canvases; 
provides for ultra-precise image editing by enabling you 
to change a canvas' magnification level while you are in 
the middle of a drawing operation; and enables you to 
become your own plug-in effects developer without 
having to be a programmer! 

For power users, ColorWorks' unique DIMIC (Dynamic 
n-Memory Image Compression) can reduce the RAM 

uirements of editing images by up to 90%. Also, 
orks' advanced parallel processing architecture 
SMP Smart Threading) enables a user to attain 
·on performance and beyond on a PC platform! 

0 
fo 

-z• 
(305)362.6602 

SPG, Inc. 15505 Bull Run Road Suite 303, Miami Lakes, FL 33014 USA, phone (305) 362-6602, fax (305) 823-2753, Compuserve 74723,3437. ColorWorks for 
OS/2 SRP Is $495. ColorWorks, SMP Smart Threading, DIMIC, Dynamic In-Memory Image Compression, and "The Artists' Ultimate Power Program" are trademarks of 
SPG, Inc. OS/2, and the OS/2 Ready! mark are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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How to contact OS/2 Professional 

Letters to our Input section are best sent by e-mail to one 
of the Input addresses below. Please indicate in your 
e-mail where you live and how we can reach you by phone. 
Letters can also be submitted by fax (to 301-770-7062) or 
mail (addressed to Input, OS/2 Professional, 172 Rollins 
Ave., Rockville, MD 20852) . Letters should be signed, on 
letterhead, contain your telephone number and be no 
longer than two-double-spaced pages. All letters, by 
whatever means submitted, become the property of OS/2 
Professional and will be edited for length, content, and 
clarity. We cannot reply individually to Input letters. 

Business, general, or technical inquiries should be 
addressed to the appropriate depattment at 
OS/2 Professional, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, 
MD20852. 

E-mail addresses: 

Input: 
Internet: clauded@bix.com 

Bradley D. Kliewer: 
Internet: bkliewer@bix.com 

All unsolicited materials are sent at the risk of the sender 
and OS/2 Professional assumes no responsibility for their 
receipt, storage, or return. 

How to subscribe to OS/2 Professional 

Subscriptions are S25 in the United States, $40 in Canada 
and Mexico, and $65 airmail to other countries. 
Subscriptions may be paid by check or money order, Visa 
or MasterCard, or billing to a corporate address. 

BY E-MAIL. For fastest service, subscription requests 
may be submitted electronically to the OS/2 Professional 
via the Internet: os2sub@bix.com 

By phone: Call (612) 823-2657 

By FAX. Fax subscription requests w/o cover sheet on a 
single page to (612) 823-0151. Your request must be on 
corporate letterhead and include billing and/or credit card 
information plus a signature and title. Address your 
request to "New Subscriptions." 

By mail. Send check or money order, corporate billing, or 
credit card information to New Subscriptions, OS/2 
Professional, 4604 Chicago Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 
55407. 

Back issues: Back issues are $7 each (except issues prior to 
August 1994 which arc priced according to supply). Order 
back issues by sending check or money order and specify
ing the issue requested. We cannot accept corporate billing 
or credit card charges unless the back issue request is part 
of a new subscription. 

Administrative, Editorial & Production Offices: 
Edwin Black, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Claude 
d'Hermillon, Jr., Assoicate Editor, Margaret M. 
Dutcher, Associate Publisher, Alexandra T. McDonald, 
Advertising Traffic, 172 Rollins Ave., Rockville, MD 
20852, Phone: (301) 770-3333, FAX: (301) 770-7062. 

Editor's Office: Bradley D. Kliewer, Editor, 4604 
Chicago Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55407, Phone: 
(612) 823-2657, FAX: (612) 823-0151, Internet: 
bkliewer@bix.com. 

Advertising Sales: Richard B. Dubin, Advertising 
Director, FrankJ. Salamone III and John Muller, 
Advertising Representatives, Pinnacle Place, Suite 205, 
Albany, NY 12203-3409, Phone: (518) 489-4034, 
FAX: (518) 489-4045. 
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Art Director 
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Geoffrey Hollander, Ken Mackin, 
Gail Ostrow, Jerry Pournelle, 
Gordon Scott, Herb Tyson 

Leonard J. Eisenberg, Vickie Lewis, 
Kevin Pedicord, Tom Reed, 
Rick Stewart, Arlene Williams 

Brendan Connors 

Dan Halberstein, Affiliated 
Graphics, Hart Press 

Christopher J. Wees 

Christine Garwick-Foley 

Jose Luis Guzman 

DK Micro, MediaAutomation 

Jan French 

Dan Lake, Walter Ebner 

Dan Willard, Esq., Washington, D.C. 
Thomas Crooks, Esq., Chicago 
Arnold Kalman, Esq.,Philadelphia 
John B. Van de North,Esq., Minneapolis 

0S2 Professional, ISSN 1069-6814, is published monthly, except for combined July-August and 
November-December issues, and mailed to qualified OS/2 users by International Fearures, Inc. 
0S2 Professional is an independent publication not affiliated in any way with IBM. OS/2 is a 
registered trademark ofIBM. All other trademarks belong to their respective companies. 

0S2 Professional accepts no responsibility for and will not rerurn unsolicited manuscripts, 
photographs, artwork, software, data files, evaluation equipment, or computer diskettes. 

© Copyright 1995, International Features, Inc. 
Printed in the U.S.A. 
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Total for Canada: $1,909.18 

~ 

~ 
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11.85% 
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13.74% 

15.84% 

56.13¾ 

100.0¾ 

Generate reports that get results with groups, 
subtotals, graphics and even percent-of-total fields! 

Database Power Tools. 
Users and developers can use DBExpert TM 

to create tables, forms, reports, or entire 
applications without programming! 

Save Time 
Spreadsheet data editing, visual object designers, and on-screen 
report preview help you get the job done faster. 

Eliminate Paperwork 
Easily set up tables and data-entry forms to track your important 
information. 

Get Information FAST 
Use graphical Query-By-Example to get the information you need. 
Just drag-and-drop tables and fields and add conditions. 

Share Data 
Your teams can share data and applications while 0BExpert 
handles locking and transactions. 

Protect Your Investment 
When your database needs change, your applications 
will keep on working hard for you. 0BExpert supports 
dBASE, Clipper, FoxPro, FoxBASE, Oracle, 082/2, 
082/6000, SQU400, MVS 082, SQU0S. 

We Guarantee It! 
If you're not completely satisfied with 0BExpert, 
return it within 30 days for a full refund. 

6 0S2 Professional June 1995 
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Flag Inventory 

Part Number: ~ 

De-.'icriptfon: 

Bin Number: -

On H21nd: ~ 

. -... 
Create great-looking forms with text, data, graphics, 
3D effects and pictures with just a few mouse clicks. 

DBExperl™ 
Introductory price $199 thru 6195 (retail $495) 

i~~~!u~c~ll~~~~-I! @ 
Designer Software, Inc. 

01995. Dc~igncr Software. Inc. DBExpcrt i~ a tmdcmark of Dc~igncr Software. Inc. Other 
company and product names arc trademark, or registered tmdcmarb. of their rc,pccti vc holder. 
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PUBLISHER ' S MEMO 

Caught Between Microsoft and I BM 
BY EDWIN BLACK 

M 
y last editorial, Dismantle PSP, struck a nerve in 

Austin. We suggested, for the good ofW arp, IBM, 

and the computing community that relies upon both 

that PSP should be folded into SWS. In February, PSP under

went its latest reorganization, this time joining IBM's Software 

Marketing group, which oversees all networking, software solu

tions and OS marketing. We have advised IBM to finish the job

something IBMers mutter about all the time-dissolve PSP alto

gether, and place Warp under the baton of others at Big Blue. In 
this process, the best minds in Austin would be preserved for 

Warp, and the arrogant incompetents 

would be discarded. 

Now the people who control Warp in 

Austin are organizing their latest effort to 

retaliate against this magazine by instruct

ing employees not to talk to us, withhold

ing advertising and even forcing one 

staffer to rescind a commitment to appear 

on the Ethics in Media panel I am chair

ing at OS/2 World in Boston next month, 

and by doing other things in the business 

realm against us almost too unbelievable 

to mention. 

IBM's bullying tactics are getting old. 

They did it when we released the news 

about Ferengi, they did it when we released the news about a 

bizarre policy limiting its own advertising to two units per publi

cation and they did it when we released our Bloodhound cover 

story-a story that ultimately changed for the better the way many 

IBMers do their jobs. These tactics never accomplish anything 

other than to make IBM's customers wonder what kind of part

ner they have when they read the details. None ofit will alter OS/2 

Professional's mandate to tell vapor from reality, whether it's about 

Microsoft, IBM or anyone in-between. 

Ironically, IBM's chief complaint against this magazine is not 

that we tell falsehoods. That would be too easy to shoot down. 

They object because we tell too much of the truth. Our access to 

sources inside IBM is a little too good, better than almost any 

other publication. Witness our cover stories on Bloodhound, the 

Warp launch and this issue's scoop on DB2 version 2. 

When we praise what IBM does well, they ask for reprints. 

When we write something they don't like, they threaten us. The 

truth hurts and IBM has repeatedly petitioned us to tell less ofit. 

And we do. If for no other reason than we simply don't have the 

room or the inclination to produce a magazine devoted to IBM 

misdeeds and mistakes. But certainly, when those misdeeds and 

mistakes affect Warp and IBM's ability to make it succeed, we 

will tell what we know. 

In the past, IBM has harassed me with telephone calls to my 

house at 1 AM to complain about articles, 

instructed its Canadian ad agency to pull 

CSet advertising and explicitly state it was 

in retaliation for articles, faxed our confi

dential business plans to competing mag

azine publishers and threatened to pull 

our license to use "OS/2" in our name 

unless we ran a photograph of a PSP mar

keting executive-and each time we have 

steadfastly refused to cave in. 

Just before deadline we asked IBM 

about its latest retaliation plans. PSP 

spokeswoman Jo Ann Sager staunchly 

denied any such plans. But she did concede 

that PSP was upset with last month's edi

torial. Sager also confirmed that IBM suddenly cancelled its com

mitment for the OS/2 World Ethics in Media panel, explaining 

that PSP felt there was the "distinct possibility'' that their repre

sentative would be "roasted" by the following panelists: OS/2 Mag

azine Editor Alan Zeichick, OS/2 Magazine columnist Will Zach

mann, Atlantic Monthly columnist James Fallows, and myself and 

Brad Kliewer of OS/2 Professional. When asked, Sager responded 

as such to each name. Gust to reassure Austin that no one had any 

intention of doing that, we reminded Sager that the last time we 

had one of these, then-PSP Communications Director Pete 

Hayes loved the panel and wanted to come back.) 

The truth hurts. It hurts PSP. And it will probably hurt OS/2 

Professional. But it doesn't hurt nearly as bad as not facing up 

to it. ♦ 
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--~ HHey, have you heard about TechBridge .. 
Builder? Boy, does it ever cook!" 

At T echBridge Technology, we understand 
the way application developers work. 
You have users, requirements, and 
deadlines. You need a tool that allows 
you to use your existing skills and data to 
develop industrial-strength applications 
quickly and easily. So we developed 
TechBridge Builder for OS/2, a visual 
programming tool that accelerates the 
development of both graphical and 
object-oriented applications. 
"TechBridge Builder ... does make 
development of Presentation Manager 

You simply create icons representing 
the elements of your application -
dialogs, forms, business graphs, and 
databases. Using our visual design 
tools, you control the appearance 
and functionality of each element. 
"TechBridge Builder is something 
you should take a good long look at. 
It effectively marries the functionality 
of a high-end object-oriented develop
ment tool with the speed and ease of 
use found in GUI-based visual 

" •" , .. '" programming systems." 
business data applications more easy TechBridge Builder desktop in action Computing Canada, February 15, 1995 
and straightforward than conventional high-level languages." 
0S/2 Magazine, April 1995 

Making the most of your time 
With TechBridge Builder, you focus on meeting business 
requirements, while our framework of over 700 classes, objects, 
and templates takes care of lower-level programming details. 
You can add your own custom code, select from predefined 
functions, or even allow TechBridge Builder to automatically 
generate the application from existing database definitions. 
"It takes away the most tedious portion of this kind of 
application development. T his is the biggest plus I've found in 
using the tool." 
Computer World Canada, March 10, 1995 

Making obiects work for you 
With TechBridge Builder, you don't need to learn complex 
languages to realize the benefits of object-oriented technology. 

Exploiting your existing resources 
With TechBridge Builder, you can develop applications that 
access existing data without learning a proprietary language, 
SQL, or new database formats. 
"What makes T echBridge Builder noteworthy is how effectively 
it implements many cutting edge technologies and methods 
while maintaining accessibility." 
Computing Canada, February 15, 1995 

Phone for a free demo disk 
1 (800) 463-8998 
~ TechBridge 
~ Technology Corp. 

5001 Yonge Street, Suite 1301, North York, Ontario, 
forOS/2 

Canada M2N 6P6 Phone: (416) 222-8998 Fax: (416) 222-0168 

TechBridge, TechBridge Technology, and TechBridge Builder are registered trademarks ofTechBridge Technology Corp. All other product names are trademark~ of their respective companies. 
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De-installation of Windows 
OS/2 Professional is one of the few pub
lications that I make time to read every 
month and I was very impressed with 
your April Special Report, The De
installation of Windows. However, there 
are a couple of areas where I think 
Edwin Black's article went too far. 

I don't believe we need to de-install 
Windows from every 386 or higher 
computer. Most users will avoid the 
hassle and stick with whatever is 
installed on their computers. 

People will change when they feel the 
need to change, not when a program 
asks them if they want to. Such a pro
gram would be a waste of money and 
energy that could be better spent split
ting Microsoft into OS and Application 
companies. This step alone would create 
a much more level playing field for 
competitors. 

You also crossed the line when you 
said, "Microsoft would be barred from 
the computer hardware field." I see no 
reason to keep them out of this market 
(as a separate company) as long as they 
don't use their OS clout to push closed, 
proprietary standards. 

People might say that all of these sen
timents could also apply to IBM. Only 
in a sense though. IBM products do 
compete in all of these areas, but to date 
they either don't have the single user 
version, or have decided not to use this 
to unfair advantage. If they do begin to 
engage in the same monopolistic prac
tices as Microsoft has over the past 
years, by all means, they should be bro
ken up too. 
Michael 0. Schoneman 
via the Internet 

As a dabbler in OS/2 and UNIX and a 
fulltime user of DOS and Windows, I 
was particularly attracted to your article 
on Microsoft's lawsuit. 

Vaporware is a major problem in the 
computer industry and media today. I 
am ashamed to admit that I have fallen 
victim to it more than once, but did not 

Comments, criticisms, and observations 

realize at the time that it was a market
ing ploy. It is an industry-wide problem 
that desperately needs to be addressed. 

My initial reaction to the de-installa
tion ofWindows was varied. I currently 
run DOS, Windows for Workgroups, 
OS/2 Warp and Linux. I am a big fan 
of all these operating systems and use 
each for a specific task. The concept of 
the multi-OS CD-ROM is a great idea 
because it gives users a chance to see 
each operating system and to evaluate 
the strength and weaknesses of each in 
accordance to their needs. But, I also 
fear that the computer industry may 
become just as nasty a market as the 
long-distance telephone service. I am 
sick to death of AT&T, MCI and 
Sprint ads and I do not want to endure 
constant IBM, Microsoft and Apple 
ads! 

The true obstacle to overcome in 
Microsoft's market dominance will be 
overcoming the public's opinion. Many 
users are comfortable with the estab
lished paradigms and probably will not 
be persuaded to move to a different 
operating system even if Microsoft is 
split into three companies. 

The winner of this case will be the 
computer user who, like the phone cus
tomer of the AT&T era, will be 
released from a stranglehold and free to 
exercise true freedom in their comput
ing enviornment. 
Brandon M. Wise 
via the Internet 

I enjoyed the article on the de-installa
tion of Windows. It clarified many of 
the questions I've been asked about 
"what really is going on." One option 
that was overlooked, however, was the 
ability to have multiple operating sys
tems resident on the hard drive at the 
same time. On my home system, I have 
DOS, Warp and NT all bootable from 
my C: drive so that I can utilize the ben
efits of each OS as I need them. 
Scott Carpenter 
via the Internet 

Accurate analysis 
I am a brand new OS/2 Warp user. I 
found a copy of your February 1995 
issue and read Edwin Black's article on 
the lousy Warp advertising campaign 
{What Went Wrong With the Warp Cam
paign} and I must say he hit the nail on 
the head. 

I was skirting around OS/2's power 
until I read that article. No one had ever 
explained why OS/2 is a better DOS 
than DOS. As a real DOS jockey, I 
fired up my favorite antivirus 
(VirusAlert by LOOK software), while 
it did an entire hard disk scan. I then 
proceeded to open another OS/2 win
dow and install a utiliry I downloaded 
from a BBS. 

Even a diehard DOS jockey that is 
not into GUis would be twice as pro
ductive as with plain vanilla DOS. And 
ifl decide I do not like the PM inter
face, I can boot to a full screen OS/2 
window and go to my heart's content. 
So, OS/2 stays. 
E lliot R oss 
via CompuServe 

Open a window 
"OS/2 Professional does not own a copy 
of any Windows software, and declines 
to purchase any'' (Bytes &Pieces, April 
1995). You are doing your readers a dis
service. We need you to test problems 
with Windows software and Warp. 

I need to know that the fast load Wm
dows is incompatible with my A WE32 
sound card before I buy the card. Reviews 
of the A WE32 without testing W mdows 
programs are inadequate. 

My Corel Draw for OS/2 has several 
Windows programs included. I guess 
you can't review them because you don't 
use Windows programs. Reviews 
should show how they work together. 

Please cover the needs ofOS/2 users 
who also have to run Windows applica
tions. 
Howard Brazee 
via the Internet 

continued on page 23 
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Rather Fly Than Walk? 
Easy! Pilot NetOp® Remote Control Solutions and 

Travel Anywhere Between OS/2, DOS and Windows 
Remote control from 
your OS/2 desktop or 
from DOS/Windows. 

Automatically create list 
of PCs available for 
remote control. 

Remote control OS/2, 

Chat feature, ideal for 
support situations. 

Windows and DOS PCs ----4--1-.... ~A-------------#a~§;;;;;;;=--=-----'-,,.,...------t',-.. Intuitive graphical user 
interface. Q:µick to 
install and easy to use. 

simultaneously. 

Support for Workplace 
shell/PM, OS/2 
windowed/full screen, 
DOS box windowed/full 
screen, WinOS2. 6:54 Locol Keyboald et810S 

Control PCs using any 
popular communication 
standard. 

Take over any PC from the comfort of your own seat 

Increase User Productivity 

Save Travel Cost 

With a etOp remote control solution you 
can reach any PC from your own desktop. 
View the remote PCs screen, control its 
keyboard and mouse. Transfer files back 
and forth. All done across your LAN, WAN 
or via dial-up. 

Imagine the time you will save! Provide 
expert help and support to any workstation, 
configure servers from any distance! 

TAKE A TEST FLIGHT AND SEE 
FOR YOURSELF! Hurry - trial 
version supplies are limited! Call 
or FAX now! 

. . . • - - - • - ... 

A N etOp solution offers high performance 
and great stability, yet consumes a 
minimum of system resources. And it's 
quick to install and easy to use. 

N etOp provides true cross-platform 
support, designed to work in todays world 
of changing operating systems and 
communication standards. A flexibility that 
protects your investment. 

In America: Markham Computer Corporation 
Tel (407) 394-3994 • Fax (407) 394-3844 

Outside America: Danware Data A/S 
Tel (+45) 44 53 25 25 • Fax (+45) 44 53 15 51 

. .. - -. - -, ... - .. . •- . - •- ... 
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~
BYTES & PIECES 

News and trivialities, important and obscure 

Appealing numbers OS/2 Magazine Editor Alan Zeichek 
Readers following Judge Stanley and columnist Will Zachmann, as well 
Sporkin's rejection of the Microsoft/ as OS/2 Profassional Editor Bradley 
Department ofJustice consent decree Kliewer. Joining the group will be 
may have missed some interesting news Atlantic Monthly computer columnist 
and numbers edged out of media cover- James Fallows. 
age by the Oklahoma City bombing. The panel will tackle a host of thorny 
On April 24, a three-judge panel heard issues: Can industry consultants be 
arguments addressing Microsoft and objective when writing reviews? Should 
the DOJ's bilateral appeal of Sporkin's journalists sign NDAs? How does 
rejection of the consent decree. advertising affect publication indepen-

The judge had not reached a decision dence? How aggressive should trade 
at press time, though the crowd that reporters be? What about the revolving 
packed the courtroom did hear some door in computer journalism? How do 
enlightening numbers concerning companies such as IBM work to stifle 
Microsoft's processor agreements with or promote media independence? The 
OEMs. Jeffrey Jacobvitz, representing answers to these and other questions 
I.D.E. Corporation, stated that I.D.E.'s will be hotly contested as the panelists 
agreement with Microsoft requires it to differ and bicker over who's right 
pay $20,000 per quarter to ~ and who's righteous in 
Microsoft for operating system computer media ethics. 
licences used or not, but I.D.E. can- 0 For information on OS/2 
not possibly sell enough to fulfill its R World, call (415) 905-2354. 
obligations. Therefore, Jacobvitz con-
fessed that I.D.E. can not afford to load EXX reigns 
non-Microsoft operating systems During last month's Sixth International 
because doing so would prevent the REXX Language Symposium at the 
company from recouping the $2 million Stanford Linera Accelerator Center 
it has already spent for Windows OS/2 REXX took center stage. Du; 
licences. Jacobvitz speculated that out later this fall IBM's Object REXX 
throughout the industry, probably an was the subject of nine of twenty pre-
additional $25 million of unrecoverable sentations during the symposium. 
payments prevents other smaller com- What was perhaps the most exciting 
panies from preloading non- demo focused entirely on this forth-
Microsoft OSs. The judges coming product. 
are expected to rule on Object REXX's flexibility extends 
the appeal by early backward compatibility to all standard 
summer. SAA REXX code, ensuring that noth

Media Ethics at 
05/2 World 
OS/2 World will 
host a panel discussion on ethics in the 
computer media on July 20 at 3:15. 
The panel will be chaired by OS/2 
Profassional Editor-in-Chief Edwin 
Black, who chaired a similar and spirit
ed panel discussion at an OS/2 gather
ing in Palm Springs two years ago. 

Panelists at OS/2 World will include: 

ing in older REXX programs will 
break. Whereas OOP has been around 
for some time, many maintain that no 
language prior to Object REXX has 
been as simple to learn and use, yet still 
able to retain the depth and power of a 
true OOP language. 

Because the new syntax adds to SAA 
REXX without replacing anything, · 
REXX programmers can immediately 
begin to define objects in terms of class
es based on their attributes. There is no 

need to relearn new REXX procedures 
or to alter old code. Object REXX 
automatically takes care of messages 
between objects, allowing developers to 
concentrate on intuitive object pro
gramming. One ramification is the fact 
that client/server applications may be 
written by "non-programmers" with 
very little knowledge of communica
tions software. 

Adding to the momentum, IBM 
announced that it will give away its 
source code for Object REXX (in Linux 
C code), allowing it to be easily ported 
to other platforms. Gearing up for the 
release, REXX publishers have been 
working overtirtie, releasing comprehen
sive new titles such as The REXX 

Cookbook by Merrill Callaway and the 
RE.XX Reference Summary Handbook, by 
Dick Goran. 

If you're interested in what's hot in 
the world of REXX, send your queries 
to the REXX Language Association at 
chuckles@netcom.com. 

Warped Wally Casey 
comments 
OS/2 Profassional's May issue interview 
with Wally Casey asked the Warp mar
keting director what the next addition 
to the Warp family would be. Casey 
answered, 'Which one pops out of test
ing first? I can't answer." This ambigu
ous reply belied what PSP was really 
doing, which was preparing a series of 
niched BonusPak upgrades, including a 
so-called BusinessPak, ConsumerPak, 
ExtendPak and ConnectPak. OS/2 

Profassional has been interviewing IBM 
officials since 1992 and this is the first 
time a PSP official has not been com
pletely forthcoming in an interview. All 
OS/2 Profassional interview transcripts 
are edited, and interviewees see galleys 
just before press time in case any infor
mation has become outdated or updat
ed. PSP declined to reply to questions 
about Casey's omissions. 
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FOR SOME PEOPLE 
SIZE IS AN ISSUE. 

WE GO BOTH lYS. 
Introducing the new PMCS series 3.5 inch mini-cartridge 

tape back-up system with SCSI & Parallel ports ... 

■SC&IIO 

AND, IT ISN'T FLOPPY! Our new 3,5" mini-cartridge 
system, like all our tape drives, is incredibly fast whether 
you 're using a SCSI or Parallel port (8-18 MB/ min. for 
Parallel and 36 MB/ min for SCSI). That's for single pass 
read/ write and verify. 

Just like the rest of our family of plug-and-play tape 
back-up systems, the "mini" connects to either a desktop 
or notebook computer, is easy 
to set up, and comes complete 
ready to use out of the box. 
You don't even have to 
format your tapes. 

Pictured Above: J.5 inch mini, QJC, -1111111 DAT 

The "mini" offers 1GB - 4GB capacities, features the most 
reliable tape transport mechanism available, and operates 
using DOS, Windows, OS/ 2, NetWare, SCO Unix, 
Macintosh System 7, QNX, and LAN Server/Manager. 
Making the "mini" as well as any of our other portable 
tape back-up systems the only way to go! 

For more information or to place an order 
call 1-800-998-7839 

for IBM LAN II 
It runs with 
NetWare 

.. ;p~~ PARALLEL 
.... STORAGE 
..... SOLUTIONS 

RUN WITH THE BEST! 
for OS/2 

Tel. 800-988-7839 • Fax: 914-347-4&4& 
For more information circle #113 
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Retailing Nightmares 
BY BRADLEY D. KLIEWER 

D oes Warp's packaging promote confusion? The offi

cial IBM line says, "No." Vendors understand the 

various packaging schemes-blue if you don't have 

a Windows machine, red if you do. Warp Connect if you have 

a network adapter, the standard package if you do not. An 

upgrade package if you have 2.1 installed, a regular version if 

you do not. The scheme is really quite "simple." 

But this rationale makes some basic assumptions that break 

down very quickly in the retail channel. The first is that the reps 

IBM deals with can adequately pass those simple instructions 

down to the sales force-perhaps 

through a few layers of bureaucracy. If 

you ever played telephone in grade 

school you'll immediately spot the 

potential for confusion. The second 

assumption might be that the retail 

environment fosters calm, efficient 

customer/salesperson interaction. 

Clearly, IBM folks need to get them

selves to a gargantuan computer retail 

outlet to see how the whole process 

really works. 

If an uncorrupted message reaches 

the sales force, the salesperson still 

must be competent enough to under-

stand the customer's questions and provide corresponding 

answers. Even if each salesperson possessed this kind of com

puter savvy (and the lousy wages and benefits offered virtually 

assures they don't), the customer still must be able to find said 

salesperson. Good luck! A recent experience I had at a local 

Computer City illustrates the problems of transferring corpo

rate know-how to real people. 

I was looking for an internal SCSI connectorwith more than 

two drive connectors (to configure the RAID I reviewed in the 

April issue). While browsing the shelves, a woman next to me 

asked a salesman about printer cables. She kept saying she had 

a serial printer from her Mac that she wanted to use with a PC 

laptop. She was looking for a new 9-pin to 25-pin cable because 

the one she had already purchased was not working. 

The salesman kept handing her a parallel printer cable 

despite her continued objections that the connectors didn't 

look right. He repeatedly told her she needed a printer (paral

lel) cable, not the modem (serial) cable she was looking at. Not 

normally an assertive soul, I felt compelled to step in. I pulled 

a modem cable off the rack, picked up 

a null modem adapter and gave a quick 

lesson on serial communications, 

explaining that most serial printers 

have the "transmit" and "receive" pins 

reversed relative to a modem. I told her 

to try the cable with the null modem 

attached, but to keep in mind that plen

ty of other configuration issues might 

make a reliable connection difficult: 

XON/XOFFprotocol, setting the data 

bits and baud rate, and so forth. Fortu

nately, her nephew had already 

matched the MODE parameters to her 

printer, so she was pretty confident that 

the only problem was in the cabling. 

She went on to tell me that she hated shopping at the super

stores because it's so difficult to find someone to help, and once 

you do they don't seem knowledgeable enough to help. 

Of course, the superstores have a better-informed sales staff 

than that of my latest Warp sighting: Musicland, where the 

saleswoman had no clue how to point me to CDs by Gorecki 

and Savage Aural Hotbed. 

I didn't even bother to ask about CD-ROMs. ♦ 
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Major changes in IBM's flagship 
database signal a strategic shift in 
database platforms. 

or OS 2 
by Bradley D. Kliewer 

S 
ome people age gracefully, meeting the demands of life 
and learning along the way. Others become worn down 

by the stress of daily living. Likewise, computer technol

ogy, which becomes stagnant without new breakthroughs, can 

follow a course of continued advancement and learning or the 

denouement of tired old thinking. One key technology long 

synonymous w1th relational database management, DB2, for

tunately shows signs of continuing vitality. DB2 was an out
growth of IBM research conducted by Dr. E.F. Codd. In 1969, 
his appliqti_on of ilathematical theory to data modeling would 

begin a new era o' data management. In typical bureaucratic 

fashion, IBM would take until the early 1980s to ship DB2-
its first commercial product based on relational technology. 

While slow to arrive, DB2's robust technology was based on 
years of research and testing. 
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The latest incarnation, DB2 for OS/2 Version 2, in many ways 

exemplifies the best and worst ofIBM: a solid product neverthe

less hampered by slipping release dates and poor packaging. The 

latest revision, version 2.1, was announced in 1994 but will not 

ship until July 28. And while DB2 Version 2 provides an indus

trial-strength database that lends new productivity to old IS 

departmental methodologies, those old methodologies require, 

and have required, a significant investment in outside 

tools and expert skills. The DB2 package by itselfis 

nearly worthless. Traditionally, it has required 

a few grand invested in add-ons to give it 

the flexibility and power to handle 

data processing projects that 

bring standalone PC databas- (Y 
es to their knees. # 

Fortunately, changes 

both in and outside of ~ 
IBM are revolution- ~ ,~ 
izing the database ~ 

market. Innovative 

companies are low

ering the price point 

of those necessary utili

ties that bring sanity to an 

otherwise frustrating 

development process. 

DBExpcrt, VisPro/C, 

VisPro/Rexx, GpfRexx, 

l\ 1icrosoft Access and VX -Rexx 

Client/Server edition arc just a 

few of the economical alternatives 

that can get you connected and develop-

ing applications on a budget. And for those who 

simply need a robust database to handle a prepack-

Illustration: Lucinda Levine 

REPORT 

aged application, even IBM has jumped into the market with its 

WorkGroup product line. Better yet, IBM has finally acknowl

edged the importance of the growing SOHO segment with its 

yet-to-be-released enduser database, code-named Ultralite. 

To better understand the forthcoming changes, OS/2 Profas

sionalwas given an exclusive preview ofDB2 for OS/2 Version 

2.1 beta 4 with post-beta fixes. Our impressions have been quite 

favorable. In fact, the beta has proven surprisingly stable 

and complete. Had this been any 
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other PC-oriented product, we would have expected more prob

lems in the first shipping version. For example, the DB2 Version 

2 beta, at three months before its release date, seems far more 

mature than a Warp Connect beta dated one month before its 

release. 

Perhaps the most unfortunate aspect ofDB2 Version 2 is that 

it's not an enduser's database: this is no Paradox, Access or 

dBASE replacement. DB2 is merely the brain that drives the body 

of database applications that connect to it. Yet if our experience 

proves typical, growing businesses will flock to a database man

ager with a robust growth path. We have found that even mod

erate workloads can tax the limitations of the current enduser

oriented databases. 

Another problem affecting the enduser database market is a 

disturbing PC industry trend that treats glitz and creeping featu

ritis as more important than reliability, integrity and backwards 

REPORT 

compatibility. An example familiar to many on OS/2 Profession

als staff is Borland's Paradox. As Paradox for DOS grew ever 

more complicated with more features, functions and field types, 

the operations became ever less reliable. In turn, application cod

ing moved from adding new functions to working around prob

lems in the database. In one application, we discovered that 

adding the contents from one table to another was so unreliable 

that we manually coded a record-by-record transfer of data. 

When Borland designed Paradox for Windows without support 

for DOS-designed forms reports, and program code, it dashed 

hopes of migrating key applications to a newer platform. Now, 

with all development efforts focused on the Windows platform, 

the chances for fixes to the DOS product seem slim indeed. 

Even without reliability problems, user-oriented databases can 

grow cumbersome because of the way they access files: treating 

the network as a large hard disk. In query operations, massive 

First Cousin of D12 Version 2 
For those who came to the world of client/server computing via the IBM 

mainframe, CICS is a familiar acronym. Although its demise has been pre

dicted several times, CICS has been and remains the backbone of on-line 

business data processing. CICS has been in widespread corporate use since 

the early seventies, and CICS OS/2 is one of the latest offspring of the ven

erable transaction processing system. Like D82 Version 2, CICS/OS2 is not 

I 00 percent compatible with its mainframe counterpart However, the list of 

incompatibilities is short and will probably not affect your mainstream appli

cations In general, CICS/OS2 offers a few fundamental advantages for any 

corporate data processing department. 

For example, when used in conjunction with D82 Version 2 and the 

COBOl/2 compiler, the previously hard-wired 3270 programmer has the 

equivalent of a mainframe CICS/D82 development environment and all of 

the convenience of a laptop computer at its disposal Throw in a mainframe

like PC text editor such as SPF/PC or Kedit and you've got the shortest pos

sible learning curve toward distributed application development and exe

cution. This combination of sohwareand hardware can dramatically increase 

the productivity of those responsible for the construction and maintenance 

of mainframe code. 

Not only does CICS/OS2 support SOL data access, it also provides data 

access to existing Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) files. This devel

opment approach will save the mainframe millions of instructions per sec

ond associated with development and maintenance costs, but the big pay 

back is that it can double the productivity of your average $50,000 per year 
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programmer/analyst. 

CICS/OS2 provides a viable production platform for the communications 

and data access component of client/server applications. It can do this sev

eral ways, but my favorite features are function shipping, transaction rout

ing, distributed program link and the external call interface. 

Function Shipping predates CICS/OS2 in that CICS/MVS regions have 

been using this feature to send data requests across CICS regions for years. 

You can function ship not only from the PC to the Host, but also from the 

Host to the PC. 

Function Shipping provides interesting architectural possibilities when 

used in conjunction with CICS queues and triggers. It gives the application 

programmer the ability to access remote data with virtually no special appli

cation coding considerations Function shipping is a quick, clean and easy 

way to get host-based data or messages to and from the workstation 

Transaction routing, like function shipping, has been around for quite 

some time. One of the nice things about transaction routing is that it is entire

ly possible using the mundane 'EXEC CICS START' command to start a trans

action from the host to any CICS/OS2 node, which is of course very useful for 

mainframe-initiated file transfers or messaging. This facility also can be used 

in conjunction with ISDN networksohware to access, route and display host

based customer data at a PC workstation before a customer support rep 

answers the call. 

The distributed program link is a powerful facility in that it gives the user 

the ability to execute a subroutine based on network node locations as 
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quantities of data may traverse the network, 

leading to saturation and poor performance. 

At the file level, each system is responsible for 

its own locking and other low-level manage

ment tasks. While workable on a small scale, 

such schemes become unmanageable as the 

user base grows. These user-oriented data

bases were designed to start small and grow, 

but they quickly hit resource and bandwidth 

allocations problems in the process. 

workstations 

requested data transverses the network). As 

Mark Christmas, database administrator at 

Royal Bank of Canada puts it, 'We've run the 

DB2/2 database server for the last two and 

going after the one-half years. With 75 workstations going 

after this thing it simply doesn't break." You 

can forget the one-button install, however. 

Configuring and connecting to a DB2 Ver

sion 2 server can make LAN Server configu

ration look like child's play. Even then, you 

won't have the tools you need to make much 

D82/2 server. 

it simply does 

Systems such as DB2 Version 2 suffer the 

opposite problem. They are designed to move 

not break:• 

a large system down to a smaller platform. Thus, the driving fac

tors in development are reliability and efficient processing on one 

or more central servers. DB2 Version 2 meets these criteria: the 

database is robust and network operations are efficient (only the 

defined by the SYSID parameter in the CICS/OS2 PPT. It is ideal for the exe

cution of statically-bound SOL subroutines sometimes known as remote 

stored procedures. Remote stored procedures are typically a more efficient 

mechanism for the retrieval and maintenance of large volumes of DB2 data 
as compared to the DDCS/2 communications facility. 

Aside from becoming more efficient with CICS/OS2, the system also gives 

the application programmer a great deal of flexibility in the development of 

client/server systems. By moving the SOL subroutine ( or any data access sub
routines for that matter) to a different platform and changing the PPT SYSID 

accordingly, you have taken the first easy steps into the brave new world of 

client/server computing. CICS/OS2 also allows for the dynamic redirection 

of execution. That is, instead of adjusting PPT entries, you can programmat

ically determine a SYSID and use it as a variable in the 'EXEC CICS LINK' 

statement. This is a good path to the dynamic rerouting required for appli

cation recovery. 
External call interface is a feature that allows for non-CICS/OS2-con

trolled tasks to gain access to CICS/OS2 and, by extension, Cl CS/MYS-con

trolled resources. This function call is easily used in Presentation Manager 
programs. It can be executed synchronously or asynchronously. Moreover, 

this facility will support single or parallel communication sessions. The API 

contains a window handle and a message to post upon return from the func

tion. This function can be used by both COBOL and C programs and is very 
easy to implement relative to other networking packages that offer similar 
functionality . When used in conjunction with the Distributed Program Link, 
Function Shipping or Transaction Routing, the systems analyst has an arse

nal of networking and data access tool at his or her disposal for strategic 
client/server application development. 

use of the server. 

Fortunately, IBM has conceded this point. Gone is the quirky 

Qyery Manager from DB/2 Version 1.2. lnstead, IBM will bun

dle several utilities and extenders with the package. Although the 

exact configuration had not been finalized at press time, the lead-

The final advantage of CICS/OS2 is that the learning curve is relatively 

mild. If you have a staff of I 00 mainframe programmers and analysts in your 

corporate data processing department. you probably have close to I 00 peo
ple who could easily pick up CICS/OS2 and be productive within a short time. 

This number should also compare well to the number of TCP/IP program
mers in the shop 

CICS/OS2 uses APPC or NetBios protocols in its underlying communica

tions code, and supports both single and parallel APPC sessions. Based on 
my own experience, the amount of execution time overhead is not unbear

able given the ease of use and flexibility I know from experience that it is 

possible to build a client/server application using COBOl/2, Presentation 

Manager, CICS OS/2, CICS/MVS and DB2 and consistently get sub-second 

response time. 

CICS/OS2 has been available since the late eighties. More recently IBM 
has announced support for the AS400, AIX, Windows and DOS version. Given 
the underlying technical inefficiencies of Windows and DOS, I cannot rec

ommend the use of CICS/OS2 for mission-critical applications on those plat
forms (it's a response time issue relating to the single-threaded nature of 

DOS and, by extension, Windows 3.1 ). 

One final note of caution: if you choose CICS/OS2 as part of your 

client/server strategy, you should negotiate on-going maintenance fees up 

front. Implementation on one or two workstations is one thing, but imple
mentation on several hundred can lead to expensive upgrades. 

Mark lvanovich is the president ofThe Object Group, Inc., a Chicago-based con

sulting company specializing in the development of client/server applications that 

use OS/2 Presentation Manager, CICS, DB2 and DB2 Version 2. 
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The Best 
TimetoGet 

BackAgain/l 

Wasa 
Second Ago. 

You didn't mean to get rid of it. After all, it 
was great work. But now it's gone ... forever. 
If only you had installed BackAgain/2'. As 
the ultimate backup utility for your PC, Back 
Again/2 V3.0 takes full advantage of OS/22 

Warp. We've packed it with choice new fea
tures, including IBM OS/2 Workplace Shell 
"drag and drop" support, dynamic com
pression adjustment, and full network sup
port. And we've kept other goodies such as 
built-in scheduling, a complete stand-alone 
restore facility, and full 32-bit operation. 
With our great-looking graphical user inter
face, you'll create backups with the greatest 
of ease. No question, Back Again/2 is the 

most complete backup and disas-

1 
ter recovery software available. 

Call your nearest reseller or CDS 
at 612-730-4156 
System requirements: IBM 05/2 2.1 or greater, and 
suppo rt for most SCSI tape drives 
'BackAgain/2-Copyright CDS, Inc. 

for OS/2 '05/2 is a trademark of IBM 

It's Never too late - With BackAgain/2.@ 

For more information circle #252 Available through OS/2 Express 
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ing contenders include a "try-and-buy" package of Visualizer 

modules, a line of products that helps users build queries, reports 

and simple programs, and Ultimedia Oliery, a tool that finds 

images based on image descriptions. Better yet, IBM appears to 

be ahead of schedule on its Ultralite development. Ultralite com

bines the friendly interface of an enduser database with the 

robustness of a single-user version ofDB2. From the user's point 

of view, DB2 never enters the picture. Rather, a set of GUI tools 

replaces the arcane SQJ, language that drives DB2. It's as if the 

user had DBExpert or Microsoft Access without ever configur

ing the connection. It remains to be seen how transparently Ultra

lite will configure in a client/server configuration. Indeed, this 

particular piece may explain the late delivery date for DB2 Ver

sion 2. If all goes well, officials may decide to bundle Ultralite as 

a free add-on until the end of the year. Of course, ifIBM cannot 

deliver Ultralite in time (or ifusers prefer an already familiar front 

end) the prize for the company that closes the gap between the 

large enterprise and the end user database will remain unclaimed. 

We had only one minor problem connecting Microsoft Access 

to the DB2 Version 2.1 beta -a bug in the Windows GUI con

figurator that has already been fixed. We experienced no prob

lems connecting via the native OS/2 knock-off, DBExpert. 

DBExpert, reviewed in this issue's Dot Exe section (page 25), 

provides an interface similar to Microsoft Access in a native O S/2 

program. In using it with DB2 Version 2, we were sometimes 

frustrated by its obvious under-utilization of multithreading. 

However, despite IBM's concern that DBExpert was untested 

with the DB2 Version 2 beta, we found DBExpert the best tool 

among the many we tested for prototyping and interactive access. 

For power users both small and large who prefer to code their 

own applications in whatever language they wish, DB2 Version 

2 provides a development platform that enduser databases can 

scarcely touch. With DB2 Version 2 you can write your user 

interface code in REXX, C, COBOL, or whatever, and include 

APis (or even in-line SQL statements) that access the database 

on the server. 

With DB2, the large tools predominate. The high-end data

base shops get their CICS migrating applications from MVS to 

OS/2 and AIX. In this cross-platform world of multi-lingual pro

grammers, tools aimed at COBOL programmers and team pro

duction find a receptive audience. Of course, DB2 Version 2 itself 

provides the necessary libraries to let programmers hand-code 

applications in C and COBOL. But most shops turn to high-end 
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OS/2 tools such as Application Manager, ESL and VisualAge. 

DB2 Version 2's clients span the workstation gamut, as beta 

testers at Union Gas in Ontario have discovered. In addition to 

the OS/2 tools such as Techbridge Builder, a slick GUI-based 

designer with a COBOL-derived language, Windows tools such 

as PowerBuilder and even VisualBasic find a prominent role. 

Small companies may never run into the limitations of the 

older database technologies. But for larger companies such as 

Union Gas, Royal Bank and UPS, optimized distributed fea

tures and spanning become important. DB2 Version 2.1 was 

designed to overcome operating system limitations such as 

OS/2's 2GB file size limit by partitioning data across table

spaces. Other improvements such as user-defined functions, 

user-defined data types and LOB (large object) support will be 

welcomed by developers both large and small. 

Most importantly, DB2 Version 2.1 continues to support 

applications written to the older 1.2 specs. Although the D B2 

Version 2 developers seemed slightly ill at ease as I put untested 

third-party applications through their paces while connected to 

the 2.1 beta, I found remarkably few problems. Other than the 

aforementioned Windows GUI Configurator bug, the only other 

problems came when compiling programs with Hockware's 

VisPro C. IBM changed the API library from SQL_DYB.LIB 

to DB2API.LIB, thus requiring a minor change to the .MAK 

file . Another problem was due entirely to an obsolete API used 

by VisPro C . Already in the now aging DB/21.2 documentation, 

IBM recommended changing calls from an API that makes the 

database connection to the explicitly issued SQ!., CONNECT 

command. With 2.1, the API no longer exists. Again, a simple 

change to the VisPro C-generated source code fixed the prob

lem. 

In DB2 for OS/2, IBM has built a powerful and reliable brain 

with a neural system that reaches across every application and 

client on your network. The DB2 features that applications can 

exploit for advanced functionaility and object-oriented tech

nology are ready to go, but it remains the challenge of indepen

dent vendors (and other divisions within IBM) to provide the 

muscle-power to make it all run smoothly. Christmas summed 

it up best: 'When we started talking with IBM about Version 

2.1 a year and a half ago, I was skeptical. I didn't think they could 

do it - the changes were just too huge. They should be com

mended for what they've accomplished so far-they're going to 

have a real winner." ♦ 

High-quality GUI 
parts that enhance 
and extend IBM's 
VisualAge,. 

a Interface Design 
a Task analysis 
a Prototyping 
a Usability testing 
a Style guides 

Education 

... 00 Specialists 

... Prototyping 

... Design 

... Tools 

... Mentoring 

- Synchron ized List 
- Hierarchical List 
- Spin List 
- Word-Wrap List 
- Plus others!!! 
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~ Smalltalk 
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~ GUI Design 
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0S/2 BakupWiz™ is the SCSI tape backup 
solution you have been looking for! Designed to 

exploit OS/2's multiple threading, BakupWiz 
gives you a quick and reliable method to com-

TM pletely back up your OS/2 system. HPFS and FAT 
file systems are supported and Extended Attributes, Long File Names, System files, and the Workplace Shell are 
backed up. You can even restore your entire OS/2 boot volume from tape! 
Ease of use is another of OS/2 BakupWiz's strong points. A simple, character oriented menu interface and com
mand line operation are provided. OS/2 BakupWiz comes with support for most 1/4", 4mm (DAT), and 8mm tape 
devices. BakupWiz can also backup to other hard drives, file servers, minis/mainframes via TCP/IP, and remov
able drives including Bernoulli, Syquest, diskette, and magneto optical. There is even a version of OS/2 BakupWiz 
that supports many of the automatic tape changer mechanisms. Any SCSI host 
adapter that has an ADD driver can be used with OS/2 BakupWiz. 

PCX also works hard to keep you satisfied after the sale with outstanding customer sup
port. Being a small and aggressive company means that we can respond to your needs that much quicker. 

OS/2 BakupWiz is priced at $149 (autochanger version $399). PCX also has a competitive upgrade program 
where you can purchase OS/2 BaltupWiz for just $49 by sending in an eligible competing product. We offer a 30 
day money back guarantee to protect you in case OS/2 BakupWiz does not work for you! Call our toll free number 
and order today! 

forOS/2 for LAN Server 

PortaTape™ is your complete 
portable tape backup solution for OS/2. 

Using high speed SCSI tape devices, the 
PortaTape line offers capacities ranging 

from 250 megabytes to ID gigabytes. Offering backup speeds from 6 to over 18 megabytes per 
minute when using a high speed, bidirectional printer port, units in the PortaTape series are 
priced from $995. 
Members of the PortaTape series utilize a range of SCSI tape drives including 1/4 inch, 4mm, 

and 8 mm mounted in low profile external enclosures. Connection to the host system is via the sys
tem's parallel printer port, which may be utilized concurrently with tape drive operation. A copy of OS/2 BakupWiz 

is included with each PortaTape. 
PCX also markets a complete line of standard SCSl~aalll: ..... bl~ r lOgB. Available in both internal 

and external models, these units are priced from $51L:'ll.t.'ikijt~--. JICk6n 
loader mechanisms from 48gB to over I terabyte. 

LinkWiz™ transfers files between OS/2 
and/or DOS/Windows systems, over parallel cable, 
at 5 megabytes per minute - several times faster 
than any other file transfer utility. 

Now ... transfer files at up to 5 megabytes per minute between OS/2 and OS/2, or OS/2 and DOS/Windows, 
or DOS/Windows and DOS/Windows, or OS/2 and UNIX, or DOS/Windows and UNIX. 

If you have lots of time on your hands, stay with your old transfer utility. But... ii you want warp speed file 
transfers of large production size files and directories, then LinkWiz™ is for you! LinkWiz was developed to 
unleash the power of OS/2. 
■ Installs and runs in only minutes. ■ Intuitive operation allows anyone to make simple or massive 
warp speed data transfer between systems. ■ Special parallel and serial transfer cables are included. 
■ Supports Presentation Manager, long file names, extended attributes and blindingly fast 32 bit 1/0. ■ Clone hundreds 
of other OS/2 systems from a single "seed" OS/2 system. 
■ DOS/Windows and OS/2 version list price is $149. 
Call about our competitive upgrade offer. 

FDR MORE INFORMATION DR TD ORDER CALL: 

1-800-80 P -IIIS4" If you are ready for a next generation warp speed 
performance file transfer utility ... try LinkWiz now! 
Call or fax your order today! ex 3525 D■I Mar Heights Ra■d, Suit■ 313, San Di■ga, CA 92130 

(619) 259-9797 · Fax: (619) 481-6474 

Shipping Is non-refundable. No cancellations on special order items. 20% restocking fee on hardware refunds within 30 days. No refunds or exchanges after 30 days. Prices subject to change. 
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KOGAN'S KORNER 

IBM Tools Up OS/2 Application Strategy 
BY MICHAEL S. KOGAN 

I BM's mission to stimulate native OS/2 application develop

ment has been a challenging one. Despite Lou Gerstner and 

his executives' exhortations, ISVs have been reluctant to bite 

for several reasons. 

Primarily, ISVs are focused on Win32 development for Win

dows 95-basically refusing to commit to anything that will 

detract from theirabilityto compete in the Windows market. Sec

ondly, they are not convinced that OS/2 is here to stay nor that it 

can bring them profits. 

Finally, although the development tools 

for OS/2 have improved, and IBM has 

bundled One Up's SMART tool (for con

verting Windows code to OS/2 code) with 

its Developer's Connection CD, this has 

not been enough. While SMART assists 

ISVs in rapidly creating a native OS/2 

application, they do not relish the prospect 

of trying to preserve feature parity across 

multiple codebases that use different 

development tools. 

Now it appears IBM has recognized 

that the best way to get OS/2 applications 

developed is to offer state-of- the-art 

development tools that compete head to head with Microsoft's 

tools and Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) on the Windows 

platforms. By providing developers with tools that do everything 

Microsoft's do for Windows and more while providing single 

codebase cross-platform support for OS/2 and AIX, IBM creates 

a situation for ISV s where what's good for Windows will be even 

better for OS/2 and AIX. 

At the core of the strategy are versions of CSet++, Visual 

Age/Smalltalk, and Bart (IBM's Visual Basic competitor) for the 

Windows, OS/2 and AlX platforms. If you've seen the CSet++ 

V3 beta, then you've seen a glimpse of the future. The Visual 

Builder from Visual Age has been incorporated into the CSet++ 

development environment, and the ICLUI class library has been 

revamped and renamed OpenClass. 

Using the object-oriented tools and OpenClass interfaces, 

developers can code an operating system-independent program 

that takes full advantage of advanced features such as multitask

ing, drag and drop and compound documents. IBM is expected 

to deliver a version of Open Class optimized for C++ and a lan

guage-independent version for other languages via SOM, mak

ing it accessible by any language on any platform. 

The strategy hinges on several linchpins-actually delivering 

the tools, making sure OpenClass effec

tively deals with OLE2/OpenDoc differ

ences, competing in the Windows devel

opment tools arena and figuring out how 

to get developers onto the OpenClass 

platform. 

Getting There From Here 
IBM's cross-platform tools strategy is 

more attractive than yesterday's SMART 

approach because it does not strand 

developers in that nether-land of using 

multiple code bases to reach multiple 

platforms. However, IBM is still faced 

with an uphill battle because ISVs do not 

want to jeopardize their Windows plans or actually commit their 
own resources and money to OS/2 development. 

Since late April, it has been rumored that IBM has been trying 

to incorporate a subset of the Win32 APis into the OS/2 API, 

making it easier for developers to create OS/2 applications from 

a single codebase. We're not talking about binary compatibility 

for Win32 applications, but about providing support for the most 

frequently used Win32 APis that have analogous OS/2 functions. 

Remember Micrografix Mirrors, the porting tool that allowed 

a 16-bit Windows program to be recompiled for OS/2 by map

ping the Win16 functions to OS/2 functions? Mirrors made 

Win16 the cross-platform API and actually inhibited the devel

opment of native OS/2 applications that exploit the power of 

OS/2. 
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From what I understand, IBM's Win32-in-Warp strategy is 

Mirrors all over again, but worse. IBM does not plan to support 

all Win32 APis, just the most frequently used functions . Fur

thermore, there is no support for Win32 functions that have no 

OS/2 counterparts, such as memory-mapped files (all Win32 

memory sharing is through mapped files) and bezier curves. 

Nor does IBM's strategy address the OLE2/0penDoc issues. 

It also tells developers to use Win32 and MFC for their cross

platform APL ISVs will see this as the path ofleast resistance, 

ignoring IBM's more strategic goal of moving to OpenClass. As 

a result, they will stay with Microsoft tools and interfaces. 

Rather than work on this half baked Win32-in-Warp scheme, 

IBM should revisit today's strategy centered around One Up's 

SMART tool. First, IBM should use its OS/2 application devel

opment budget to fund ISV costs for a SMART port of their cur

rent products to OS/2. This will result in ISVs bringing both a 

Win95 and an OS/2 version of their products to market, both of 

which will have feature parity, and revenue generating capabili-

I·1.;w,10,\· l .O 

C++ Virtual Operating 
Syste111 

• Supports IBM CSet++ V2.01 and Borland C++ 
Vl.S for 05/2 2.1 & 3.0 

• The C++ exception mechanism is used extensively 
within i++. 

• The Online Programming Reference is second to 
none. All classes, methods and constants are 
documented in hypertext format. 

• Over 100 samples covering most aspects of PM 
and GPI programming are included. 

• A superior Online Programming Guide contains 
comprehensive tutorials highlighting C++/GUI 
programming techniques. 

• The i++ runtime is Royalty-Free! 

11irtual Stift1vare 
Available NOW on CD-ROM through 05/2 EXPRESS! 
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ty, all without impacting today's Windows plans. 

Then IBM must continue to support the ISVs in the key step, 

moving to a single codebase using IBM's object-oriented tools, 

and the OpenClass interfaces. The obvious tool to help IBM 

move these ISVs to OpenClass, while making money in the 

Win95 and OS/2 markets, is a version of One Up's SMART tool 

that converts Win32 and MFC source code to OpenClass. As I 

understand it, this is already a done deal. So please, IBM, ditch 

Win32 in Warp. 

I like this new tools strategy that IBM is embracing--what's 

good for Windows is good for OS/2. The strategy is attractive to 

both retail and corporate developers because of the rich function 

and its availability across all platforms, not just Microsoft plat

forms. Winning the hearts and souls ofISVs in the Windows 

markets by providing superior cross-platform tools will ultimate

ly benefit OS/2 and will bring IBM kudos from the development 

community. ♦ 

The knowledge 
and the rules of 

your business: 

with 

O r is a pm is tile profes
sional 32bit implemen• 

tation of Prolog, tile 
worldwide renowned 

AI language. 

orisabaseisthe 
complete object oriented 
develop,11e11t environu1ent 

(available Q3/95) 

Seeing is 
believing. 

gineer 
your 

knowled~ 
Concentrated and directly accessible 
through Ori Sa 's expert system tools! 

• r z s a 
State-of-the-Art performance 

Full OS/2 PM support 

Compatible with IBM Prolog/2 
and Edinburgh syntax 

Built-in D8/2 access 

Over 400 ready-to-use functions 

Incremental compiler 

Complete onllne manual & tutorial 

Or get your professional version: or i s ap,o for $999! 

r i s a software gmbh ® 
knowledge based so/11tio11s 

phone & fax ++049 (0)7156 • 4 88 08 
sommerrain 8 • D-70839 gerlingen • germany 
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continued from page 9 

We have gezillions if Windows programs 
in our Minneapolis lab and among our 
reviewers. Wbat we meant was that we 

don 't own any Windows seftware that is 
operational or in use. -Editor's Note. 

Ouch, phone home 
When your organization wrote off 
home use ofOS/2, I shrugged and 
thought, well, to each his own. But your 
continued bias against home users is all 
I can take. 

i am a home user of OS/2 and not a 
"computer professional." I have used 
OS/2 since version 2.0 on my home 
machine (first a Gateway 2000 and now 
a no-name clone) and have been able to 
install, after the fact, a Sony CD
ROM, a second hard drive, and a 
Mediavision Proaudio 16 Basic sound
card without any major problems 
except when I use DOS/Windows. I 

INPUT 

can use advanced OSs and there are 
more of us out here than you would 
care to admit. 
Mark D. Weber 
via CompuServe 

The home market and the personal 
market are really different and we should 
make that distinction. There are many pro
fessionals in the home market. -Editor's 
Note. 

Color conundrum 
I take exception to some of your com
ments in Bytes &Pieces [April 1995) 
regarding comparison tests between red 
Warp and blue Warp. My home office is 
not equipped to run benchmark tests, and 
I am not a techie or a programmer. I'm 
just an applications person who disliked 
the Windows environment, tried OS/2 
and liked it. OS/2 has been my primary 
operating system since version 2.0. 

Without attaching a stop watch to 
system tests, I know absolutely that 
blue Warp boots faster, creates the 
desktop faster, and loads all types of 
apps faster. In fact, versions 2.1 and 
2.11 were faster than red Warp. An 
IBMer told me that Microsoft Win
dows was the culprit for the slowdown. 
He strongly suggested that WIN-OS/2 
is a better Windows than Windows and 
assured me that I would be much hap
pier with the performance of Warp 
Fullpack when it was released. He was 
correct; I am happier. 

When I read something so contrary 
to my experiences, I wonder how the 
facts were compiled. Is my system 
unique? I don't think so. I have a two
and one-half-year-old 486 50MHz 
with 8MB and I have trouble digesting 
what I read. 
Anne Fresoli 
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida ♦ 

"W"hen Operating; .£.t These iipeeds, 
Please Use Doth Hands. 

Clearlook - The Cellular Word Processor "' is The Clearlook Upgrade Combo $219 
developed exclusively to unleash the power of Includes vl.5, Free Lifetime Tech-Support, 
OS/2. This high-performance, multi-threaded Plus Free Upgrade To v2.0. 

application has achieved international acclaim for Clearlook vl .5 $169 
processing capabilities. Users quickly and easil~ Order Today ! 
its superb design and substantial document R and free lifetime tech-support 

construct complex d?c~ments fro1? ~e start. With 1_800-8l8-LOOK 
unsurpassed product1v1ty and flex1b1hty, Fax: 309-764-2086 

Clearlook is the fastest word processor in the OS/2 ' · , 1 ™ Mastercard, Visa, and American Express welcomed. 

marketplace! So please use both hands, thank you. tor os;2 Free Demo On BBS - 309-764-0082 
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Re-hosting? 
Rightsizing? 
SPF/Worlcbench™ for 05/2 
provides the ideal applications development 
environment for the PC platform! 

The SPF/Workbench family of products provide a Zero Learning Curve solution 
path to get you up and running fast in new client/server environments, reducing 
start-up costs and time-consuming training. 

SPF/PC® v. 4.0.7 

Industrial-strength file manager, editor, 
browser and dialog development envi
ronment. Includes full ISPF emula
tion, powerful multifunction select 
lists, REXX, Dialog Management 
Services, Table Services and ISPEXEC 
support. 

SPF/Shell™ for Micro Focus® 

COBOL application development 
through familiar ISPF Foreground and 
Utility panels. All Micro Focus tools 
accessed with a familiar ISPF interface 
echoing your mainframe counterparts. 

SPF/Shell™ for XDB® 

Full emulation of ISPF DB2I interface 
for use with XDB Systems' DB2 emu
lation product. 

SPF/Shell™ for D82/2™ 

Full emulation of ISPF DB2I interface 
for use with IBM's DB2/2 emulation 
product on OS/2. 

SPF/Shell™for MVS™(optional) 

Comprehensive read/write access to 
MYS mainframe files, status info, JES 
queues, and all MYS control functions. 
(Also requires a host component). 

For more information on SPF/Workbench: 
Call 800-336-3320 or Fax 510-521-0369 

To Order SPF/PC: Call 1-800-OS2-KVVIK! 

Command Technology Corporation 
1040 Marina Village Parkway 
Alameda, CA 94501-1041 

SPF/PC v. 4.0.7 is required 10 run SPF/Workbench. SPF/Workbench. SPF/PC and SPF/Shell arc trademarks or registered trademarks of Command 
Technology Corporation. Micro Focus is a registered trademark of Micro Focus Ltd. XDB is a registered trademark of XDB Systems. Inc. 
C ICS. IMS. D82/2 and MYS are trademarks of IBM Corporat ion. All ot her products and marks are the propcny of their rcspcc1i ve owners. 
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DOT EXE 
Software for OS/2 

DB Expert: Good Relations for OS/2 
This RDBMS product has the potential to make a 

wonderful front end for a distributed DB/2 database. 

BY RICK CHAPMAN 

D
BExpert, from Designer Software of Fruita, Colorado, is 

a general-purpose relational database management system 

(RDBMS). Designed from the ground up as an OS/2-spe

cific application, DB Expert is a full 32-bit, object-oriented appli

cation that supports the Workplace Shell. No Windows version 

is planned. In its current incarnation, DB Expert gives OS/2 users 

a good reason to switch from the Windows-based RDBMSs that 

necessity has forced them to use. But be aware that this first release 

(which uses dBASE IV format 

internally) has no import or 

export capability of its own. For 

instance, to import a comma

delimited file for testing, I had to 

fire up an old version of Paradox 

4.0 for DOS, import the file, then 

export it to a dBASE structure 

before using it with DBExpert. 

When first running DBEx

pert, you may notice similarities 

user's choice of file structure determines the database, record and 

number of fields allowed per record restrictions. This version of 

DBExpert also connects to Oracle and DB2 files, but not Para

dox-a shortcoming that needs to be rectified. 

You can approach all functions in DBExpert through the 

Application Window. Once you have opened an existing appli

cation or created a new one, you can begin to create or modify 

application objects via a tabbed notebook. At this point you can 

• C 

create tables, queries, forms, 

reports and macro objects. All 

objects are stored within the 

application's structure. To create 

a table object, for example, simply 

click on the table tab and begin 

defining the table's parameters. 

Use the OS/2 clipboard to copy a 

current application's structure to 

a new one. 

between it and Microsoft's 

Access. This is no accident. 

Designer Software positions 
Tabbed notebook provides at-a-glance access to stored data
base files . 

DB Expert supports text, num

ber, bitmap, date/time and memo 

field types. The program does not 

have a logical (yes/no) data type in 

DBExpert as an enduser data-

base, a la Lotus's Approach, Alpha Software's Alpha Four and 

Five, and Access. These databases allow users to create fairly com

plex database applications easily, without programming. Since 

DBExpert in its current incarnation lacks an underlying pro

gramming language-a deliberate design decision-it fits well 

into this category. 

Designer Software plans to release an API to its DLL libraries 

that will allow developers to manipulate DBExpert tables and 

objects via C++ and REXX. The company also plans to release a 

run-time module for DBExpert in the summer of1995 that will 

support compilation to an .EXE file. DBExpert uses the Q&E 
database engine, a middleware product, to access its files. The 

this release, but it can be simulat

ed through the use of check boxes in forms. Also not available in 

this version is a way to assign string constants to a field, which is 

useful, for instance, when you want the program to automatical

ly place the period after a middle initial. (This can be accom

plished with an update query or string calculation in a report.) 

Numeric data can be formatted as general, money, fixed decimal 

and percent. 

As fields are defined, a wide range of validation rules may be 

assigned to them. For instance, a user can create a validation rule 

triggering an error message if an entry in an "income" field was 

less than $1,000. Field validation rules can reference values in 

more than one field. 
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After you've finished creating tables, you can create forms using 

DBExpert's WYSIWYG form designer. Forms can be based on 

queries or tables. The query format allows you to quickly design 

fill-in-the-blank forms that can greatly simplify data analysis and 

retrieval. Forms can contain subforms, allowing users to scroll 

through detail records in a related form. Subforms may contain 

subforms-a particularly nice feature. Fields can be laid out on 

grid and assigned different fonts, colors and titles. A form can 

contain all sorts of buttons (slider, radio dial, etc.), checkboxes, 

list boxes, combo boxes, toggle boxes, bitmaps, text and simple 

graphics. 

For advanced users, an important feature in the form designer 

is a form's ability to call macros or functions when events take 

place either at the form or field level. Events supported include 

Before and After data entry, Before and After deletion, and 

Before and After opening and closing a form or record. DBEx

pert also allows users great flexibility in customizing the view and 

control of data, which results in applications that can provide pre

cise control of data entry. For instance, users can set a form's 

default view, edit related ( underlying) tables, record locking con

trol, order tabs when moving through fields and create locked 

("look but don't touch") forms. Qyeries can also be attached to 

buttons in forms, allowing the creation of powerful "query by 

form" capabilities for enduser applications. 

While the form layout feature is powerful, a couple of refine

ments need to be added to make it even easier to use. One nice 

change would be the ability to drag and drop field names from 

the pick list onto a form (the current procedure is a bit obscure: 

users must place the field box, then click on the field list), though 

the quick form feature does allow the user to place all the fields 

on a form and delete unneeded ones. Another refinement would 

be the ability for a right-click of the mouse button to show users 

an object's properties. As RDBMSs become more object orient

ed, this capability is becoming de rigeur. Maybe the next release? 

DBExpert's query capabilities also are powerful. As is custom

ary, the program has a visual query designer. When creating a 

query, a visual display of the table relationships is available. Tables 

can be added and deleted quickly from a query and relationships 

set using drag and drop. Within the query designer, which resem

bles the ubiquitous spreadsheet format made famous by Borland's 

Paradox, fields in related tables can be chosen from pick lists and 

quickly added to the query table. Several different basic query types 

can be created, including Insert, Delete, Make Table and Total. 
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In addition to the basic operators, some more esoteric query 

statements such as Between and Not Between are also support

ed, as well as a decent array of string, time, date and number func

tions. Unfortunately, there is no expression builder, which could 

save a lot of typing. For those with masochistic tendencies, the 

underlying SQ!, statement being assembled by the query can be 

accessed and edited. 

For reports, DBExpert uses the popular banded approach 

found in many RDBMSs. Like the form designer, the report 

writer has a multitude of different WYSIWYG options. Reports 

can print report, page and group headers, and can contain subre

ports, which in turn can contain more subreports. 

In addition to strong layout abilities, the report writer also pos

sesses some muscular features that help it stand out from the 

crowd. One of the most important is a two-pass capability. This 

allows users to set up reports that can, for instance, calculate per

centages of a total. To perform such a function with a one-pass 

system requires either programming or running the report twice. 

Another strong feature allows reports, like forms, to execute 

macros during report events. Supported events include On Open 

( of the report), On Close, On Format and On Print. Few DB Ex

pert users will need to consider buying a dedicated report pro

gram. And since DBExpert is a multithreaded application, users 

can run large reports without bogging down the system. 

For advanced applications, DBExpert can create very sophis

ticated macro objects. Macros can contain If, If-Else, While and 

Repeat-Until statements. A macro also can call another macro or 

function. Coupled with DB Expert's ability to call macros in form 

and table events, most users will never need recourse to a pro

gramming language. 

But, I do have some complaints. This first release has no pre

defined label or mail-list templates. Since these types of reports 

are very common, their inclusion would be useful. Another minor 

limitation is the lack of ability to lay out snaking columns - a 

useful feature for text-heavy reports. But my biggest gripe is with 

the skimpy documentation, which copies the "minimalist" trend 

that has become increasingly popular as software publishers look 

to cut costs. The instructions need a clearly defined tutorial sec

tion for the beginning user, documentation of all product error 

messages and more examples ofbasic relational concepts and data 

manipulation. If you aren't familiar with PC-based relational 

DBMS products, you'd be best served by picking up a guide for 

the Access database system, or perhaps Paradox, as a supplement 
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to DBExpert's slim manual. 

Still, DBExpert looks like the robust end-user RDBMS for 

which OS/2 users have been waiting. (Make sure you have the 

1.02 release.) And it has the potential to make a wonderful front 

end for a distributed DB/2 database. Its development and release 

is continuing proof that the OS/2 applications market is alive, 

well and growing. The suggested retail price is $495, with a cur

rent promotional price of$199 through the end ofJune. Put this 

product on your buy list. ♦ 

AT A GLANCE 

DBExpert 
Designer Software, Inc. 

542 Willow Street 

Fruita, CO 81521 

Phone: (303) 858-0200; fax: 858-3313 

CompuServe 74561,653 

List Price: $495 ($199 until June 30) 

PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
for 0S/2 

+ One Step Payment of Recurring Checks 
+ Comprehensive Financial Reports 
+ Quick Reconciliation of Bank Statements 
+ Reminder of Due Dates for Bills 
+ Easy Tracking of Credit Card Purchases 
+ Unlimited Allocations for Transactions 
+ Fully Graphical User Interface 
+ Simple Budgeting 
+ Quicken Import and Export 18'\ 
+ Extensive On-l ine Help ~ 
+ All for Just $89 + Shi in 

Computer Interlace Corporation 
Call (800) 992-3428 

5 Whittier Road, Natick MA 01760 
508 651-8111 Fax '508 651-8112 
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A PROGRAMMING TOOL 
THAT WON'T 

SCREW YOUR HEAD UP 

Splat! There goes another 
masterpiece. It was going to be a 

work of art, a monument to elegance and 
flexibil ity. It was going to be your finest creation. What happened? It got 
beaten into unrecognisable garbage by some clumsy GUI builder. And 
the controls ended up as subtle as a flying sledgehammer thanks to a 
resource editor with an attitude. 

It's enough to turn a decent living programmer into a serial killer. 
Somebody out there had better come up with a solution. 

We just did. It's called Prominare, a professional's programming tool 
for GUI creation that has all the answers. Take a look at the code it 
generates. It's exactly the way you would have written it yourself. Define 
your naming convention and Prominare will stick to it to the letter. 

To create custom controls, use Prominare as the resource editor and 
you'll have enough options to give you total freedom. It will also handle 
al l major object libraries, PEN and multimedia. It handles all versions of 
DS/2 and understands your old resources or Windows resources as well. 

Prominare is also intelligent. When you make modifications to an 
application you won't be hindered by unnecessary generation phases, it 
only regenerates the parts that have been modified. 

Now here's the best bit. A shareware version called Prominare Lite is 
freely available on the Internet. Help yourself to it and see how it beats 
the stink out of anything else. Then get your head around this question. 
If the shareware version is this good, what will the full version do? 

AVAILABLE THROUGH: 
INDELIBLE BLUE TEL: 1-800-776-8284 (OUTSIDE USA 1-919-878-9700) 
OS/2 EXPRESS TEL 1-800-672-5945 (OUTSIDE USA 1-612-823-6255) 

EGGHEAD SOFlWARE TEL: 1-800-344-1123 (OUTSIDE USA 1-509-922-7031) 
IMAGESOFT INC. TEL: 1-800-245-8840 (OUTSIDE USA 1-516-767-2233) 

PROGRAMMERS PARADISE TEL: 1-800-441-1511 (OUTSIDE USA 1-908-389-9228) 

Prominare 
lite 

AVAJLABlfONTliEINTERNfT Tel: +1 (416) 363 2292 Fax +1 (416) 363 6157 
~ Tel +44 (117) 987 2679 Fax +44 (117) 972 8600 

e-mail: designer@prominare.com 
:nnect to our Web site at http://www.prominare.com/prominare 
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wor Is getting w~rpe . 

'' OS/2 lf,fop is faster and prettier than ever 

before. Its reliable, and can give you 32-bit comput

ing on your desktop today.'' 

Personal Computer World, December 1994 

(United Kingdom) ' ·,. 

'' f 0S12} Warp is the natural upgrade for OS/2 

for Windows'" users as it will run the latest 

versions of Microsofi'"s Windows software.'' 

The Collrier Mai l, October 18, 1994 _ 
(Australia) 

"With Windows 95 delayed ... this is JBM•s 

window of opportunity. OS/2 has always been tech

nologically superior ... '' 

Computing Now!, December 1994 , 

(Canada) ' , 

" . d l ... no operating system pro uct to c ate 

has offered as much out-of-the-box value 

as OS/2 Warp." 

lnfoWorld, November 14, 1994 
(USA) 

"The wizard of OS/2 ... the main feature 

of this new version is that it requires less 

memory and it provides better perfonnance." ,,-

lnfoCHANNEL, October 1994 / 
(llfexico) 

'' . I My personal favorite-perhaps the most useful 

productivity software available today -is JBM s superior 

operating system, 0s12.'' 
FORTUNE,' Jlfarc/1 6, 1995 

(USA) 

'' OS/2 Warp . .. brings advantages which give 

it a significant technical lead .. . ' ' 
_ . - • - The European, October 14, 1994 

(Europe) 

·- ·- '' Fast, dependable, able to work 

better with fewer resources ... a 

viable candidate for standard operat

ing software for the multiplatform 

PCs of the future.'' 

PC Windows, September 1994 
(Italy) 

'' JBMs OS/2 has quietly evolved from a DOS 

replacement to a corporate-class, scalable family 

of desktop and server solutions. " 

' ·, 

-·-· -·-· 
PC Week, November 14, 1994 

(USA) 

· - ' ' ... its obvious that IBM has put a 

great deal of time and effort into making 

{0S12/ lfarp a highly-optimized, easy-to-

·, 

i nstall, and easy-to-use operating system .. . ' ' 

BYTE Magazine, November 1994 

' ·, ·, 

(USA) 

'' OS/2 Warp will bring your system up to 

speed, hitting all cylinders by putting serious 

power under the hood." 

Home Office Computing, February 1995 
(USA) 

The 32-bit, rn . d crash-protected, 
U.lt1ta ki cesse , 

Wind 8 ng, multimedia, Internet-ac uter. OS/->•ll\,. 
ows frie dl our colllP .:;, ra _,o 

n Y, totally cool way to run Y .,.rwr-

~:~1:;~i~5e:v~,~~b:~00sii~~~ ~;n~fut~ai;n~o~~a? 
1
:n~-g~12 ~;:~o~a~p oS}~ ~~ f;~ i~~~~~kagr:~:ti~t~r~~i~~I i~i~j~~~IE~)~~~i~:~ cj~~i~!~ion. 

IBM, Operating System/2 and OS/2 are registered trademarks of the IBM Corp. Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. All others are registered 
trademarks of their respective companies ~1995 IBM Corp. All rights reserved 
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High-~omoression □ ata fngines 
Stacker 4.0 for O S/2 and ZipStream use two different approaches 

to extending your disk storage space. 

BY STAN MIASTKOWSKI 

l 
he old truism that data expands to fill the storage space avail

able is getting a bit trite, especially in this age of inexpensive, 

high capacity hard drives. For those of us who remember 

when 20MB hard drives were the standard, it's a humbling expe

rience to go down to the local warehouse store and pick up a 1 GB 

name brand IDE drive for $399, as I did recently. 

Yet space saving utilities that compress your data still keep 

going and going, and are popular sellers. There are some good 

reasons. For one, today's applications require tremendous 

amounts of space, with single application requirements often in 

the 15-20MB range (never mind the huge data files they pro

duce). Even the largest hard drives can start to fill up fast. More 

pragmatically, there are still plenty of systems out in the real world 

with older low capacity hard drives. Then too, high capacity hard 

disk drives are a rarity in the ultra hot portable computer market. 

Space limitations in laptops require small physical drives, so 

capacities of200-340MB are common. 

For this review, I looked at two of the latest commercial com

pression products-Stac Electronics' Stacker 4.0 for OS/2 and 

DOS, and Carbon Based Software's ZipStream, a product from 

Australia. Although both squeeze data and program files down 

~ 

C D E F 

Backup St■IUI I 
ii!MIMNRI , 

to a fraction of their normal size, they take radically different 

approaches to the details, both in the underlying technology and 

the user interface. 

Stacker4.0 
With its five-year history, Stacker has become the standard of 

commercial compression schemes. In fact, its LZS compression 

is licensed by a number of companies and is extensively integrat

ed into commercial products such as backup software. The off

the-shelf version of Stacker uses a "container" approach-it uses 

a device driver to create a large file that essentially becomes a trans

parent drive where all the compressed files are stored. 

Even though the latest incarnation of Stacker is named version 

4.0, it's actually Stac's second OS/2 version. The initial version, 

released two years ago, suffered from painful installation and 

mediocre performance (I know from first-hand experience). And 

it only worked under OS/2; you were out ofluck if you wanted to 

use the dual-boot features . 

In version 4.0, Stac solved those problems, creating an easier 

to install and considerably faster product that works (as its name 

implies) under both DOS and OS/2 if you're using dual boot. 

However, if you're an HPFS fan, you're out ofluck ... atleastfor 

::□ 

• • • c . 
ZioStream Referenc9 ZtoStreo.m Raodme ZicSheim Order Fonn Z'IOStre8m C.Omc-•• 

,.,, ,,_ 8 

Figure 2: (Above) Although you can set up ZipStream to automatically 
compress and decompress files copied to its virtual drive, it also includes 
numerous utilities that let you control the process manually. 

Figure 1: (Left) Stacker's Toolbox (available in both OS/2 and Windows) 
shows you detailed information on the state of your Stacker drive and lets 
you tune and optimize Stacker partitions. 
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NEW PRODUCT 

LinkRight 
forLANs 
File transfer for networ ks. 

Includes both User version for 

temporary connection between 

two systems and Administrator 

version for cloning. Clone com

plete systems or just a few files. 

Uses NetBIOS Multicasting to 

send one to many for multiple 

clones. 100 User License. 

Also available from Rightware: 

LinkRight for parallel and serial port file transfers. 

For more information, 
call Susan Tremble at Rightware Inc. 

Phone: (301) 762-1151 18\. 
Fax: (301) 762-1185 ~ 

For more information circle #102 Available through OS/2 Express 

ObjectSpYi-M Ver. 1.0forOS/2 Warp 

Clau l\affle: WPObfeot 
Ol.L,_,.: PMWP 

WPFieSystem 
~ .. 

WPP,ogn,mfi, -WPPmterDriver -WPPointer 

An easy to use, 
all-in-one guide to 
WPS classes and 
their instances, yet 

~ 
Sy,tem do 

Sa;,tF .. 

ProfieFiAes 

Your 
Workplace Shell 
companion! 

W.UOU&MMPM 

""""' Ob111cc rm: Templa1e1 
Ob1ect ct.H: WPTemplates 
DLL Name: PMWP 
Object 0: <WP_TEMPS> 
Location• <WP _DESKTOP> 

C cy 

SOMObjed 
WPOl,jeot 

WPfioSy
WPf .... 
WPT-

[Ge"""' 
Styles ·-
......... 

powerful enough to provide information you may 
never knew was accessible, change object behavior 
with a few mouse clicks, perform complex class 
registration and instance creation operations, 
maintain INI files, and much more. 

Plus Plus Design Software, Inc. 
19473 Preserve Drive, Boca Raton, FL 33498 
Tel. ( 407) 482-3994, Fax: ( 407) 482-3046 
CompuServe: 76652, I 003 

For more information circle #300 Available through OS/2 Express 
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now. Stacker 4.0 only works under the FAT-based file system. 

A Stac spokesperson says an HPFS version will be available 

eventually, but declined to say when that might be. 

Installation 
Installing Stacker still takes awhile. You should start, of course, 

by making a full backup of your existing system. Then (as the 

manual suggests), you'll need to run OS/2 CHKDSK and cre

ate a Stacker-aware boot floppy. The actual Stacker installa

tion takes place under DOS; you either need to dual boot to 

DOS or boot from the Stacker installation disk. Both express 

and custom setup options are available. Express makes most of 

the decisions for you, installing Stacker and compressing all the 

space on your drives. 

Custom gives you much more control, allowing you, for 

example, to compress only certain drives or only part of a drive. 

I chose to compress my D: drive, a 432MB SCSI disk. The final 

part of the process-creating the actual compressed drive-can 

be time consuming, especially ifit' s filled with data; Stacker took 

about an hour to compress my drive. Stacker for DOS and OS/2 

makes all the changes to both DOS and OS/2 startup files. 

The early version I tested changed OS/2's CONFIG.SYS 

file, but as this article went to press I was told that future ship

ping versions will put their required lines into 

ST ARTUP.CMD instead. This is a wise choice because it 

leaves OS/2's already complex CONFIG.SYS alone, and sim

plifies troubleshooting in case something goes wrong. 

T he end result is impressive: my 432MB drive became a 

1055MB drive. Average file compression is about 2.5/1 

depending on the types of application and data files you have. 

Stacker uses sophisticated technology to wring every last bit of 

space from a drive. Besides its LZS file compression, Stacker 

uses a number of tricks. For example, under a standard FAT file 

system, fixed cluster sizes indicate unused space at the end of 

each file. That's a space waster, but Stacker uses up all the extra 

space. It also has a number of hidden features that protect your 

data. If the Stacker container file is damaged or even deleted, 

you can still recover your data. 

Stacker's biggest strengths are its speed and transparency. 

Compression and decompression are virtually instantaneous

most users won't even notice any speed differential. And 

though Stacker includes utilities for tuning and optimizing its 

drives, they won't change the way you use your PC. Stacker just 

works, and well. 
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ZipStream 
ZipStream takes a very different approach to data compres

sion, and one that's OS/2 specific. Unlike the "container" 

approach used by Stacker, ZipStream is a unique IFS (Instal

lable File System) that mirrors access to the existing OS/2 file 

system (either FAT or HPFS). It doesn't work under DOS. 

Even though you create a drive letter for storing compressed 

files in ZipStream, files are actually compressed and decom

pressed on a file-by-file basis. For example, you create a drive 

(using an ATTACH command), and any file you copy to the 

drive is automatically compressed, and decompressed when 

you access it. 

ZipStream comes on a single floppy disk, and installing it is 

a quick and painless process using OS/2' s Device Driver Install. 

After rebooting, ZipStream is ready to use. Initially, it's not 

quite as transparent and automatic a process as using Stacker, 

but it doesn't take long to get used to using it. According to its 

makers, ZipStream uses a combination of proprietary and 

licensed commercial compression schemes. I found its average 

compression ratio to be about 2:1, although it's unique in let

ting you specify three different Warp compression schemes 

that trade off speed and degree of compression. Speaking of 

speed, ZipStream is considerably slower than the almost 

instantaneous compression/decompression of Stacker, but 

that's not a big problem because of the very different way that 

ZipStream works, not to mention that the product uses O S/2's 

true multitasking to do its compression/ decompression work in 

the background. 

Choices 
Despite their different approaches, both Stacker and Zip

Stream do what they claim to do very well. And they both use 

safe and proven technology. I've used Stacker since its initial 

DOS version and have never lost any data. Whether you real

ly need either of these packages depends on many factors, not 

the least of which are your storage needs and what type of hard 

drive you have. If you need to maximize your drive space with 

the least effort, Stacker is the obvious choice. You can install it 

and forget it. ZipStream is a better choice if you want to com

press only certain files. However, you do need to be realistic 

about compression. For example, multimedia (sound and 

video) files are heavily packed with data and don't compress 

well. If multimedia's your thing, your best bet is to buy a big 

IBM LAN Server? 
You Must Have 

"LAN Intensive Care Utilities" 
Without it, what if ... 
• Alias logon assignments fail? 
• Domain/accounts corrupted? 
• Permissions disappear? 

How do you ... 
• Break-up/consolidate domains? 
• Move accounts/resources? 

You're dead without our tools! 
Lieberman and Associates 
221 N. Robertson Blvd. Suite C 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 -1703 
Phone: 800-829-6263/ 310-550-8575 
Fax: 310-550-1152 BBS: 310-550-5980 
CS: 76426,363 IBMMAIL: USMVHLVH 

Try it out yourself today! 
Download it from: Our BBS, 
Compuserve: GO OS2DF2 Lib3, 
IBMLINK, Hobbes Ii® 

For more information circle #301 Available through OS/2 Express 

Industrial strength native 
OS/2 PM Communications. 
When you outgrow the "lite" weight 

software and need heavy duty 
communications solutions, the 

software of choice is RhinoCom. 
RhinoCom is reliable, versatile, 

friendly, and uses native PM Code 
to maximize the benefits of OS/2. 

Please call 1-800-234-4546. 

Reliable OS/2 Communications 
MSRP $199. VISA & MC. 
8835 Columbia 100 Pkwy, 
Columbia, MD 21045 
Phone: (410) 730-2575 
FAX: (410) 730-5960 

C!~t!~!!~ 
Developing System Software since 1977. 

For more information circle #271 Available through OS/2 Express 
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drive and avoid compression. 

Whether or not you have a large hard disk drive, you probably 

have space hogging seldom used files that you don't want to rel

egate to backup storage. This is one area where file compression 

can come in particularly handy. For example, I have nearly three 

years' worth of indexed online news stories stored on a Stacker 

drive. When I need to search them, they're immediately avail

able. When I don't, they don't take up a huge amount of space, 

especially since Stacker compresses plain ASCII text at about 6/1. 

Your mileage, of course, may vary. But the bottom line is that 

both Stacker and ZipStream are excellent choices for maximiz

ing your data storage. ♦ 

Stan Miastkowski is a writer and consultant who has covered the per

sonal computer industry far the last 17 years from his base in the New 

Hampshire woods. He has been an OS/2 user since version 1.0, and 

was co-founder and publisher of the OS/2 Report newsletter. He can 

be reached on the Internet as stanm@bix.com. 

AT A GLANCE: 

Stacker 4.0 for OS/2 and DOS 
Stac Electronics 

12636 High Bluff Drive 

San Diego, CA 91230-2093 

(800) 522-7822 ext. F644, (619) 794-4333 

fax (619) 794-4570 

List price: $90-$100 (plus a $20 rebate through 7 /15/95); 

upgrade, $69.95; Warp and Stacker are also bundled 

together for $129 (plus a $30 rebate 

through 7/15/95). 

ZipStream 
Carbon Based Software 

PO Box 912, Runaway Bay 

Olieensland 4216 Australia 
(011) 61 75 37 1949; fax (011) 61 75 29 1544 

List Price: $ 79. 95; 30-day evaluation version available on 

CompuServe (Library 1 ofOS2BVEN and 

Library 4 of OS2USER) and through many 

OS/2-specific Internet FTP sites. 
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Any Day Now ... 

Coming soon to a worksta
tion near you! With its multi
threaded architecture, 0B2/2 
is faster on an SMP, more 
powerful than your current 
client/server, and able to 
span multigigabytes in a sin
gle database. We think you'll 
find the new 0B2/2 a super 
addition to your database 
development platform. 

Call OS/2 Express for 
availability information! 

0S/2 • Windows • NT • '95 

Lost in Cyberspace? 
Get Voyager '95! 
Describe, Inc. 
CD-ROM featuring full unexpiring versions of 
the award-winning DeScribe Word Processor 

5.0 for 05/2, Windows, NT, and Windows '95. 

Describe Voyager '95 $44.95 
Technical support is available at an extra charge. 
Na guarantees and no refunds. All produa sales are final. 

Official IBM 
Reseller ·· 

EXPRESS 
THE O.UICKEST WAY TO ORDER OS/2 APPLICATIONS, TOOLS, BOOKS, & ACCESSORIES. 

IBM 

The wait is finally over! Buy 

05/2 Warp Connect for your 

home or office computers. 

OS/2's functionality and blaz

ing speed, plus built-in net

working! Options include 

additional corporate features 

and Windows compatibility. 

OS/2 WARP Connect LANversion $124.00 
Order number 261 A (CD-ROM only) 

OS/2 WARP Connect with 
WIN-OS/2, LAN version* 
Order number 263 A (CD-ROM only) 

MSR $229.00 

$159.00 
MSR $299.00 

Warp Connect Upgrade from 
OS/2 for Windows $114.00 
Order number 380 (CD-ROM only) MSR $199.00 

Warp Connect Upgrade from 
OS/2 2.1 $114.00 
Order number 380W (CD-ROM only) MSR $199.00 

•• 

17u• 1or11/lr ro,J um 
to nm ,,,,;/ m·t1rnri 
wur ,.,m,pu11•r 

Connect 

Which Warp Connect is right for you? See page 34 for details! 

Warp Connect Upgrade 
from OS/2 Warp v. 3 $89.00 
Order number 381 (CD-ROM only) MSR $149.00 

Warp Connect Upgrade from OS/2 Warp 
with WIN-OS/2 $89.00 
Order number 381 W (CD-ROM only) 

ExtendPak for 
OS/2 Warp Connect* 
Order number 382 (CD-ROM only) 

MSR $149.00 

$69.00 
MSR $79.00 

•prices and availability subject to change without 
notice. Specify "A" for CD-ROM, "B" for 3.5" diskettes. 

·· ·······················~ ································ ·········· ····································· ······································· ···································· 

~ .. ► With every OS/2 Express order over $150 receive 

~~ a free Mesa 2 30-Day Trial Software package!!! 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 
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OS/2 WARP Version 3* $69.00 
Order number 251, A or B MSR $129.00 

OS/2 WARP with WIN-OS/2 
(Full Pack)* $113.9S 
Order number 262, A or B 
IBM 
The mandatory update to the Borg and OS/2 2.11 is 
finally a reality. Incredibly fast, fewer resource require
ments, one-button install, Internet access-it's every
thing you have waited for. Engage! 

OS/2 WARP* 
with WIN-OS/2 upgrade $69.00 
Order number 278, A or B MSR $149.00 

0S/2 WARP Connect 
LANversion* $124.00 
Order number 261 A 
(CD-ROM only) MSR $229.00 
Warp Connect for installation on 
DOS/Windows PCs. 

OS/2 WARP Connect with 
WIN-OS/2, LAN version* $1S9.00 
Order number 263 A (CD-ROM only) MSR $299.00 
Bring your enterprise up to WARP speed. Includes LAN 
Server and Novell requesters, TCP/IP V3.0, Peer-to
Peer, Lotus Notes Express, Net SignON and Lan Distance 
Remote! 

Warp Connect Upgrade from OS/2 
for Windows $114.00 
Ordernumber380(CD-ROMonly) MSR $199.00 

Warp Connect Upgrade 
from OS/2 2.1 $114.00 
Order number 380W (CD-ROM only) MSR $199.00 

Warp Connect Upgrade 
from OS/2 Warp v. 3 $89.00 
Order number 381 (CD-ROM only) MSR $149.00 

Warp Connect Upgrade from OS/2 
Warp with WIN-OS/2 $89.00 
Order number 381W (CD-ROM only) MSR $149.00 

ExtendPak for 
OS/2 Warp Connect* $69.00 
Order number 382 (CD-ROM only) MSR $79.00 
Add additional corporate features to Warp Connect. 
Includes Mobile file synch, System Performance 
Monitor/2, CM/2 APP(, AnyNet/2, DCE client, remote 
8235 Server access, and NetView DM/2 StartUp. 

•prices and availability subject to change without 
notice. Specify "A• for CD-ROM, "B " for 3.5" diskettes. 
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05/2 

OS/2 WARP Virtual Update $49.00 
Order number 405 
A two and one half hour video which includes a series of 
presentations on OS/2 Warp by the 05/2 Warp develop
ment team. The Update presents the key features of 
OS/2 Warp that will help you evaluate the product and 
get you started or ... "get warped". 

WinGrate 

Order Number 309 
DK Micro 

$10.00 
Warp add-on $S.00 

MSR $20.00 

Already bought Warp, but want Full Pack functionality? 
WinGrate migrates your WIN- 05/2 environment to a 
format compatible with Microsoft Windows and pre
pares your system for Warp installation. All you need to 
upgrade OS/2 2.1 (Borg) are copies of OS/2 Warp ver
sion 3, Microsoft Windows 3. 1 or 3.11, and WinGrate. 

BACKUP 
ADSTAR Distributed Storage 
Manager/2 $1,075.95 
Order number 354 
IBM 

MSR $1,295.00 

Addresses your needs for asset protection and data avail
ability in a distributed environment. ADSTAR provides 
operational flexibility by allowing users to define their 
need for backup and archiving. It also provides produc
tivity gains by automating a formerly labor-intensive 
process. 

ADSTAR-Ten additional 
back-up clients $499.9S 

MSR $595.00 Order number 355 

Back Again/2 Personal 
Order number 370 

$34.9S 
MSR $49.00 

Computer Data Strategies 
Back Again/2 3.0 Personal edition has all the features of 
our Professional edition without the support for SCSI 
tape drives. Back Again/2 Personal is the perfect solu
tion for backup to floppy disk, magneto optical, and 
LANs. Includes drag-and-drop support, scheduling, and 
command line utilities so you can completely restore your 
OS/2 partition. 

Back Again/2-Pro 
$9S.OO 

Order number 236 MSR $149.00 
Computer Data Strategies 
Back Again/2-Pro is a graphical 32-
bit backup program for 05/2. It 

supports backup to LANs, SCSI tape, and other removable 
media. Includes compression, backup scheduling, and 
command line utilities for complete disaster recovery. 

BACKUP 

Back In a Flash 
Order number 290 
(CT 

sale price: $9.00 
MSR $49.00 

Schedules incremental or comprehensive backup to 
diskette, Bernoulli, LAN drives or Opticals. Support 
unavailable. 

Backmaster 1.1 a for OS/2 $6S.OO 
Order number 129 MSR $89.95 
MSR Development 
Backmaster is the 32-bit backup program that supports 
popular QIC 40/80 tape drives. New features include 
auto-verify, file save sets, DOS/Windows/05/2 data 
exchange, enhanced disaster recovery utilities, support 
for high-speed adapters and parallel tape drives. 

BakupWiz 
Order number 171 
PCX 

$9S.OO 
MSR $149.00 

BakupWiz is the 05/2 solution for backup to SCSI tape, 
Bernoulli, Syquest, magneto optical, and tape auto
changers. Full support for EAs, long names, and network
ing is included. Your OS/2 system partition can be 
completely restored. 

Cheyenne ARCsolo for OS/2 $22S.OO 
Order number 240 MSR $295.00 
Cheyenne Software, Inc. 
ARCsolo is the first substantial native OS/2 backup solu
tion. Designed with a WPS-like front end, it offers drag
and-drop functionality, multithreading, and an 
object-oriented approach. 

NovaBack 3.0 QIC for 
OS/2 WARP 
Order number 396 
NovaStor 

$S9.99 
MSR $149.00 

Nova Back, with new 05/2 PM interface, now supports 
floppy and parallel interface, QIC 80, 3010, 3020, Long, 
Wide, and Travan tape drives. Includes complete disaster 
recovery, tape diagnostics and Network support. 

NovaBack 3.0 SCSI for 
OS/2 WARP 
Order number 397 
NovaStor 

$S9.99 
MSR $149.00 

Nova Back 3.0 has a new 05/2 PM interface, faster perfor
mance, software compression, scheduling, multitasking, 
disaster recovery, diagnostics, command line and net
work support. SCSI version supports over 300 tape drives! 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945) 

FAX (612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 



BACKUP 

NovaBack for OS/21.x & 2.x $49.99 
Order number 138 MSR $149.00 
NovaStor 
Nova Back for OS/2 is a complete backup solution for all 
OS/2 workstations or networks. Support for OS/2 1.x and 
2.x is shipped together. Nova Back supports more than 
300 SCSI and QIC-80 tape drives. 

Sytos Premium Backup & Disaster 
Recovery for OS/2 $139.00 
Order number 332 MSR $299.00 
Sytron 
The standard in powerful OS/2 data protection. Sytos 
Premium for OS/2 advanced features include complete 
Warp and Lan Server 4.0 compatibility, disaster recovery, 
scheduling and the widest device support available. 

FINANCIAL-BUSINESS 

lnCharge $72.00 
Order number 326 MSR $79.00 
Spitfire 
In Charge is a full-function personal and small business 
financial system. It supports multiple sets of books and, 
within a set of books, supports all types of accounts and 
multiple currencies. In Charge provides a set of integrat
ed systems for managing multiple-year budgets, 
accounts payable/receivable, property, securities, insur
ance, and tax data. 

Check+ Financial Software $89.95 
Order number 398 MSR $99.00 
Computer Interface Corp. 
Check+ Financial Software is an intuitive, fully graphical 
OS/2 software application that provides powerful financial 
management for the home and office. Features point
and-click interface, check printing, icon-driven color cod
ed bill-paying reminder system, unlimited number of 
accounts, credit card tracking, user-defined 
income/expense analysis, automated bank account bal
ancing, integrated budgeting, and more. 

DESKTOP MANAGERS 

DeskMan/2 v 1.5 
Order number 187 
Development Technologies 

$49.95 
MSR $79.95 

The essential Workplace Shell utilities. Dramatica lly 
improves the ability of corporations and users to get the 
most out of OS/2. Manage, secure, backup, and migrate 
the WPS; get organized with virtual desktops; more. 

DESKTOP MANAGERS 

Gamma Tech Power Pack 
forOS/2 
Order number 11 O 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 

$59.95 
MSR $69.95 

Power Pack is a PM-based application that launches 
applications and executes lengthy keystroke operations 
with a couple of function keys. It also includes a sophisti
cated editor to create, delete, or modify OS/2 INI files and 
the Extended Attributes associated with your data files. 
Supports both ASCII and hex. Enhanced screen saver with 
"hot" corners included with this offer. 

OS/2 Essentials $29.95 
Order number 368 MSR $39.95 
Stardock Systems 
OS/2 Essentials is a mini-application suite with: an 
advanced file manager, a screen saver with green moni
tor support, a workplace shell trash can, a directory space 
grapher, a taskbar, a multimedia arcade game and more. 
Most of the applications can use MMPM/2, are all multi
threaded, and have slick PM interfaces. 

PrntScrn 
Ordernumber 154 
MITNOR Software 

$105.00 
MSR $115.00 

4 Integrated Utilities-1 Low Price! Copy any portion 
of any desktop image; import, export, view, print clip
board images and text; nine screen saver displays; 
date/time display. LAN installable; includes OS/2 2.x and 
1.3 versions. 

PM Assistant $99.00 
Ordernumber 183 MSR $129.00 
Utilis, Inc. 
A comprehensive and integrated 
suite of utilities including hot-key -~~-
access to applications, automatic 
application placement on screen, 
keyboard macros, task scheduling, 
screen saver, and password 
protection. 

QuikSwitch for OS/2 $19.95 
Order number 180 MSR $39.95 
BitWare Consulting 
Increase productivity by starting and switching between 
frequently used programs quickly by pressing key combi
nations (hot-keys). Works for DOS, Windows, and OS/2 
applications. Speech-enabled; works with IBM's ICSS 
speech recognition software and most sound cards. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-0S2-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 

FAX (612) 823-6267 
(: 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 

DESKTOP MANAGERS 

Skyscraper™, Desktop Manager 
for OS/2 $36.95 

Order number 299 MSR $49.00 
Binar Graphics, Inc. 
Realize the full power of OS/2 with 
Skyscraper. This application gives you 
practically unlimited screen real estate. 
Virtual desktops at a single click; all 

your applications run maximized on their own desk
tops! Launchpad and many other features. 

System Sounds for OS/2 
Order number 252 
BOCASoft 

$46.00 
MSR $59.00 

System Sounds gives your computer a voice by 
associating audio with system events and keystrokes. 
Includes more than one megabyte of professionally 
recorded sound effects in Microsoft audio format. 
Requries an audio card supported by MMPM/2 (includ
ed with OS/2 2.1). 

Secure Workplace for OS/2 $49.95 
Order number 165 MSR $59.95 
Syntegration 
The Secure Workplace for OS/2 gives you workstation 
security, extended control of the workplace shell, and a 
set of workplace management utilities no user should 
be without. 

10-Station Enterprise Edition: $459.95 
Order number 166 MSR $549.95 

WipeOut $42.00 
Order number 245 MSR $59.00 
BOCASoft, Inc. 
WipeOut is a 32-bit screen saver for OS/2 featuring ani
mated displays and video screen savers, integrated 
with multimedia audio, password protection, screen 
capture, and priority manager. 

XFolder 
Order number 292 
The Desktop Company 

$19.95 
MSR $49.95 

XFolder arranges and aligns desktop and folder icons. 
Select row, column, or perimeter layouts. Position all 
icons or selected icons. Multiple levels of "Undo ''. Save 
and restore favorite layouts. Customize icon spacing. 

FILE MANAGERS 

"Bloodhound" 
Ju e al price $75.00 
Order number 215 MSR $300.00 
IBM 
"Bloodhound" (aka SearchManager/2) is probably the 
most powerful text finding tool you can buy for a PC. 
Once you've indexed your files, this native 32-bit OS/2 
utility and its Thesaurus will find and retrieve with 
lightning speed files in five languages containing the 
words, linguistic variations and synonyms you seek. 
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FILE MANAGERS 

Gamma Tech File Secure 
for OS/2 $34.9S 
Order number 111 MSR $39.95 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 
Encrypt your most precious corporate asset-your 
company data! Using the latest data encryption tech
niques available*, Gamma Tech File Secure protects 
sensitive data from unauthorized viewing. Files are 
encrypted using unique file keys that cannot be repli
cated. Data can be obliterated using techniques that 
conform to U.S. Department of Defense 5220.22-M 
specifications. (*This product's use of Data Encryption 
Standard algorithms means its sale, resale, or use out
side the U.S. and Canada is expressly prohibited). 

SofTouch File Star 
Introductory price: $S9.00 

Order number 362 MSR $99.00 
SofTouch Systems, Inc. 
Manipulate al l your disk files with a 
drive window, a directory window, 
and two file windows within a single 
session . Browse files with your 
favorite browser or viewer; ZIP files to 
save space; monitor free space, swap
per size and RAM size dynamically. 

SofTouch File Star Ten Pak 
Introductory price: $449.00 

Order number 367 MSR $799.00 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 

LinkRight 1.1 
Order number 113 
Rightware Inc. 

(w/cables): $99.00 
MSR (with cables): $189.00 

This parallel/serial port file trans
fer utility package for OS/2 
includes three versions : 
Presentation Manager, OS/2 
command line, and DOS. Copy 
files to/from OS/2 and to/from 
DOS systems retaining EAs and 
long file names. Compatible with 
Lap link cables. 

LinkRight 1.1 (w/o cables): $6S.OO 
Ordernumber 114 MSR (without cables): $110.00 

LinkRight for LANs $249.00 
Order number 403 MSR: $395.00 
Rightware Inc. 

• 

le transfer for networks. Clone com
plete systems or just a few files. 
Uses NetBIOS Multitasking to send 
one to many for multiple clones. 

100 user license. 
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FILE MANAGERS 

Linkwiz (aka UniBeam) 
Order number 239 
PCX 

$179.9S 
MSR $189.95 

Linkwiz is an OS/2 and DOS/Windows File Transfer 
Utility with an up-to-2 mbps transfer rate over parallel 
cable. It's extremely easy to install and use. Native OS/2 
code supports Presentation Manager, extended attrib
utes, long file names and 32-bit 1/0. Includes both a 
parallel and serial cable. 

OS2Tree Lite 
Order number 141 

Levine 

$27.9S 

OS2Tree Lite is what XTREE Gold is to DOS, what Norton 
Commander missed, and more. Dynamic graphic file 
management for OS/2 supporting both FAT and HPFS. 

OS2Tree Pro 
Order number 142 
Levine 

$89.00 

All the features ofOS2Tree Lite plus LAN drive, main
frame file upload/ download support, and one year of 
upgrades and product support. 

ZIPMANfor 
PKZIP/UNZIP for OS/2 
Order number 345 
Software Builders, Inc. 

$32.00 
MSR $39.95 

Easy-to-use graphical interface. Ability to view more 
than one ZIP file at a time. Drag and drop files to be 
zipped. View or execute any file in a ZIP file without first 
having to extract it. 

JOB SCHEDULING 

ATSforOS/2 
Order number 181 
MHR 

$31S.OO 
MSR $349.00 

Advanced Task Scheduler for OS/2 is a production job 
scheduling utility that eliminates the need for human 
intervention during routine batch processing. ATS 
allows you to take complete control over how and when 
each of your scheduled programs will run. 

Chron $89.00 
Ordernumber 184 MSR $99.00 
Hilbert 
Chronis an OS/2 PM application that will schedule other 
OS/2, DOS, or Windows applications to run at a speci
fied time and frequency . 

JOB SCHEDULING 

Job Scheduling Server 
forOS/2 $800.00 

MSR $960.00 Order number 376 
MicroWork, Inc. 
The package automates unattended job scheduling for NOVELL 
and IBM LANs. Schedules multiple OS/2, DOS/ Windows jobs on 
any OS/2-based network node. Conditional job scheduling, 
sophisticated calendar, job logging, and much more. 

Network Version 
Order number 377 

$1,450.00 
MSR $1700.00 

UTILITIES• DISK 
EZP2-Easy Pro Tools for OS/2 $49.00 
Order number 373 
MaxWare, Inc. 
A set of utilities for routine works. Unleash the power of 
OS/2 named pipe, combined with UNIX command line (30 
commands) provides an extremely productive develop
ment environment, a real winner from the best of both 
worlds. For novices as well as professional users. 

Gamma Tech Utilities for OS/2 
Version 3.0 sale price: $99.00 
Order number 109 MSR $149.00 

SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 
Performs FAT and HPFS optimization, 
file undelete, and desktop backup. 
PMand command line utilities per
form disk analysis, recover corrupted 
files, back up/repair boot sectors, and 
include a sector editor. Drives greater 
than 2 GB supported. 

IBM AntiVirus/2.2 
$8S.OO 

Order number 233 MSR $89.95 
ISSC 
IBM AntiVirus/2 uses new "neural 
network technology" developed by 
IBM Research scientists to detect 

previously unknown boot viruses and "learn" how to 
identify infected and uninfected sections of software, 
thus significantly reducing false alarms. 

J&J Utilities for OS/2 $39.9S 
Order number 112 MSR $49.95 
J&J Computer Consulting 
J&J Utilities v 1.5 is a collection of more than 20 utilities 
including file locate, HPFS and FAT file defragmenters, 
process control, automatic job scheduling, and more. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 

FAX { 612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 



UTILITIES • DISK 

PartitionMagic 
Order number 356 
Power Quest 

$94.95 
MSR $129.95 

PartitionMagic makes partitioning easy! Shrink, expand, 
and move any DOS or OS/2 disk partition without run
ning FDISK or FORMAT. PartitionMagic also converts FAT 
partitions to HPFS while keeping all data intact. 

Stacker 4.0 for OS/2 and DOS $99.00 
Order number 337 MSR $199.00 

-· Stac Storage & Communications 

--l&Ra. 
GUIRANIEED. 

Now put an average of 2.5 times as 
much data on your disk with the new 
Stacker 4.0 for OS/2 and DOS. And it's 
OS/2 Warp compatible. 

STACKER 
ZipStream for OS/2 2.1 
Order number 295 
Carbon Based Software 

$68.00 
MSR $79.95 

ZipStream is an OS/2 Installable File System (IFS) that 
mirrors access to existing OS/2 File Systems and simulta
neously provides automatic transparent file compression 
and decompression services. 

UTILITIES • SYSTEM 

CPU Monitor Plus 
Ordernumber 108 
Bon Ami SoftWare Corp. 
A premium performance and analysis 
package for OS/2. CPU Monitor Plus 
permits real time monitoring and con
trol of CPU, RAM, disks and ports, and 
program and thread control for all 
OS/2, DOS, and Windows programs. 

Describe - Lights 
Order number 217 
Describe Inc. 

$79.95 
MSR $129.95 

$25.00 
MSR $29.00 

A unique, unobtrusive CPU-activity monitoring tool. 
Takes up only one pixel of screen space at the bottom of 
the OS/2 screen. Acts as a thermometer of CPU activity 
identifying CPU overload, hung systems and other multi
tasking activity. 

OS/2 RM Lite $67.00 
Order number 335 MSR $99.00 
C.O.L. Systems Inc. 
Osrm2 Lite is the OS/2 analyst's professional tool for moni
toring performance and reporting on CPU, IRQ, Memory, 
Logical Disks, Physical Disks, Paging, Swapping, 
FAT/HPFS/HPFS386 caches, Applications, Threads, Files, 
IBM Lan Server and Lan Requester. Uses OS/2 REXX for 
reporting. Certified OS/2 and OS/2 LAN Ready. 

UTILITIES • SYSTEM 

Performance Plus for Warp $27 .00 
Order number 330 MSR $39.95 
Clear & Simple, Inc. 
Performance Plus is a system-tun
ing and utility kit for OS/2 Warp. 
Features a new simple GUI, 
DOS/Windows application opti
mizer, bitmap viewer, swap moni
tor with audible warning, and 
more. Plus bonus OS/2 bitmaps. 

Pegasus Resource Monitor 
sale price: $50.00 

Order number 168 MSR $149.00 
C.O.L. Systems 
The first affordable, professional performance monitor 
ofOS/2 version 2.x. Features statistical data logging, pop 
up, exceptions, and a real-time graphical display. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

EXTRA! for OS/2 v 2.0 
Introductory sale price 
hrough 6/95: $309.00 

MSR $425.00 Order number 358 
Attachmate 
EXTRA! for OS/2 v 2.0 is a 100-
percent 32-bit, object-orient
ed, multithreaded emulator, 
with extensive 3270 and 
APPC/CPI-C support and full 
integration with the 

- Workplace shell. 

Communications Manager/2 v 1.11 
$310.00 

Order number 280 
IBM 

MSR $495.00 

Comprehensive communications processor includes 
improved 3270 and 5250 terminal emulation and more 
APPC functions, plus features such as Data Compression 
and Distributed Feature Workstation. 

FaxForward 
Order number 206 

call for pricing 
MSR $3,850.00 

Computer Systems Integration, Inc. 
FaxForward is an Interactive Voice Response/Fax com
munication system designed to provide a software 
development platform for creating integrated voice, fax, 
database, and host-supported applications. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

FaxWorks for OS/2 
Order number 102 

SofNet, Inc. 

$99.00 
MSR $149.00 

• 
FaxWxk5~ 

Faxing from any OS/2, Windows, 
or DOS application via a Class 1, 
Class 2, or CAS fax modem. The 
software also includes annota
tion tools to allow electronic 
markups, fax broadcasting, and 
multiple channel options. 

10-user LAN version 
Order number 103 

HODstar™ Pager 
(single license) 
Order number 255 
HODstar™ Support Solutions 

$495.00 
MSR $699.00 

$80.00 
MSR $85.00 

Permits users to send messages quickly and easily to 
today's standard pagers. Also creates standalone pro
grams to add pager functionality to any OS/2 batch 
file, REXX program, and commercial application. 
Supports all AT-compatible modems. Also available in 
site-wide and 'unlimited use' license. 

HyperACCESS/5 V3 .1 
Ordernumber 161 
Hilgraeve 

$129.00 
MSR $199.00 

Award-winning async comm program includes virus 
protection, host mode, on-the-fly unzipping, 12 fast 
file transfer protocols, 17 terminal emulations. PC 
Magazine Editor's Choice. 

KopyKat vl .1 
Ordernumber 162 

Hilgraeve 

$129.00 
MSR $199.00 

Graphical OS/2 remote control. 
Displays the remote desktop in a win
dow on your OS/2 system. Connects 
through networks or modems. New 
Vl.1 supports fast file transfer and 
TCP/IP. 

LAN Distance Remote 
Version 1.1 
Order number 343 
IBM 

$57.95 
MSR $69.00 

The IBM Lan Distance family of products extends the 
"office LAN" to remote users. It allows you to transpar
ently dial in and execute office applications as if you 
were physically connected to the LAN. 

LAN Distance Remote 
AL Cert. 
Order number 344 

$49.00 
MSR $59.00 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK (1-800-672-5945) 

FAX ( 612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

PM2YOU 
Order number 140 
Ridax 

sale price: $157.50 
MSR $255.00 

Control your OS/2 Desktop and Presentation Manager 
or character mode programs remotely from another 
OS/2 or Windows machine via dial-up modems, 
NetBIOS, APPC, TCP/IP, SPX, or Named Pipes. 

PMCOMM2.30 
Ordernumber 105 
Multi-Net Communications 

$89.95 
MSR $99.95 

Pmcomm is a full-functioned, 32-bit, GUI, PM commu
nications program. It supports complete key 
re-mapping, REXX scripting, host mode, pop-up menus, 
various terminal emulations, and file transfer protocols. 

Post Road Mailer 
lnnoval System Solutions, Inc. 

Post Road Mailer is a new e-mail program for OS/2. It is 
available in two editions: the Green Edition for people 
who send e-mail through the internet, and the Blue 
Edition for users of IBM's Office VisionNM electronic 
mail facility known as PROFS. Features drag-and-drop 
filing, multiple address books, sorting and subject 
threads for mail folders, filtering of inbound messages, 
and MIME compliant file attachments. 

Green (internet) Version $49.00 
Order number 387 MSR $59.00 

Blue (PROFS) Version 
Order number 388 

RhinoCom 

$64.00 
MSR $79.00 

$179.95 
Order number 336 MSR $199.00 
Rhintek 
Advanced Workplace Shell technology, easy customiza
tion through extensive macros, REXX scripting, and 
native OS/2 code make RhinoCom a powerful tool for 
the sophisticated communications user. 

RUMBA for the Mainframe. 
OS/2 version 3 $365.00 
Order number 286 MSR $400.00 
Wall Data Inc. 
Easy-to-use 05/2 to Mainframe connectivity with drag 
and drop file transfer and paste linking of host and PC 
applications. Interface support for MS SNA Server, APP( 
and CPI-C 2.0, Novell Netware for SAA and TCP/IP. 

TE/21.30 
Order number 107 
Oberon Software 

$39.00 
MSR $49.00 

Full-featured OS/2 telecommunications and terminal 
emulation package; supports ANSI, VT100, IBM3101, 
and TTY emulations, and most common file transfer 
protocols. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

UltiMedia Mail/2 
Order number 247 
IBM 

$99.00 

IBM's new client/server OS/2 e-mail is a PM application 
built on SOM and TCP/IP. It supports multimedia 
attachments, integrates with Time and Place and Visual 
Document Library, and supports both VIM and MAPI. 

PRODUCTIVITY 

CA SuperProject 
Order number 208 
Computer Associates 

$489.00 
MSR $649.00 

CA SuperProject is a complete set of project management 
and presentation tools that are easy to use and learn. 

IBM WorkGroup 
IBM 
One killer package, includes: UltiMail, Bloodhound, 
Time and Place/2, FaxRouter, lntelliAgent, FlowMark, 
Form Talk, Visual Document Library, lmagePlus 
Visuallnfo, Visualizer, Person-to- Person, BookManager, 
and more. 

IBM WorkGroup CD-ROM $119.00 
Order number 392 MSR $179.00 

IBM WorkGroup CD-ROM $509.00 
(5-user pak & 1 server, includes DB2/2 single user) 

Order number 393 MSR $789.00 

IBM WorkGroup 
Additional Users CD-ROM $399.00 
(5-user pak; does not include DB2/2) 
Order number 394 MSR $615.00 

IBM WorkGroup 
Additional Users CD-ROM $719.00 
(10-user pak; does not include DB2/2) 

Order number 395 MSR $1159.00 

Lotus SmartSuite Version 2.0 
for OS/2 $149.00 
Order number 366 
IBM 

MSR $439.00 

The applications in the SmartSuite for 05/2 take full 
advantage of 32-bit technology and the object-oriented 
OS/2 Workplace Shell to provide a unique, unparalled 
combination for simultaneously performing multitask
ing and multithreading. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945) 

FAX (612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 

PRODUCTIVITY 

MESA 2 v.2.0.2 $179.00 
Order number 328 MSR $199.00 
Athena Design 
Mesa 2 for 05/2® is an object-ori
ented, 32-bit, 3-dimensional 
spreadsheet. Mesa offers real
time data feeds, DDE, file 

import/export including WKl, WK3 and XLS (Excel 3 & 4) 
files, multi-threading, Workplace Shell interaction, and 

. REXX scripting. 

. MESA 2 Educational Package 
$79.00 

Ordernumber 411 MSR $89.00 

• Technical Support Package •· ESA2 
• $89.00 
. Ordernumber 412 MSR $99.00 
I One year technical support contract for support 
· beyond the initial 90-day period included with the pur

chase of the spreadsheet. 

Person-to-Person for OS/2 $177 .00 
Order number 277 
IBM 

MSR $280.00 

It's the ultimate in PC interactivity! Person-to-Person per
mits up to five users to interact with each other-in real 
time-while viewing the same screen contents. Share, 
annotate, and print to common window contents while 
discussing the work over the phone. 

Power Translator 
Professional for OS/2 $124.00 

plus $25 manufacturer's rebate 

Order number 116A-German 

Order number 116B-French 

MSR $199.00 

MSR $199.00 

Ordernumber 116(-Spanish MSR $199.00 

Globalink, Inc. 
This powerful application provides idiomatically accurate 
full-sentence foreign language translations under 05/2. 
Get the most accurate translations available to computer 
users today, with subject-, industry-, or profession-specif
ic dictionaries. Versions are available for translating to 
and from Spanish, French, or German. 

GRAPHICS 
CorelDRAW! 2.5 for OS/2 2.0 $139.00 
Order number 100 
Corel Corporation 
One 32-bit illustration package does it 
all: CorelDRAW!, CorelCHART, and 
CorelPHOTO-PAINT in one box, all opti
mized for 05/2. Plus a bonus CD-ROM 
with more than 12,000 clip art images 
and 250 fonts. 

MSR $199.00 



GRAPHICS 

GALLERY 2 
Ordernumber417 

$63.9S 
MSR $99.00 

•

rel Corporation 
Corel GALLERY 2 includes 15,000 clipart 
images plus a state-of-the-art Visual 
Multimedia File Manager, 500 photos, 500 

fonts, 75 sound clips, and 10 video clips. 

ColorWorks for OS/2 $399.00 
Order number 374 $495.00 
SPG, Inc. 
ColorWorks for OS/2 is a high end, 
native 32 bit, image processing, 
painting and image editing program 
of unmatched power, and speed. 
ColorWorks Configurable Tools, 
Painting abilities, Photo Retouching 
Effects, unique Filter Labs. Special 
Effects, Warping and Distortion Effects, abilities to edit 
images in a compressed state and to spread work across 
multiple processors, yields the most power-packed pro
gram available to the Computer Artist or Designer. 

IBM CAD/3X 
Order number 172 
IBM 

$9S.OO 
MSR $495.00 

IBM CAD/3X is an easy-to-use CAD package. Yet it gives you 
more professional 2D features than any CAD under $1 ,000. 
Recommended for plans, sketches, layouts, and more. 

IBM CAD Draws Cape Cod $12.00 
Ordernumber 318 MSR $15.00 
SKPSolutions 
This 75-page booklet takes you step by step, through the 
process of drawing the floor plan of a mid-size home 
enabling you to understand the process and use the tools 
and techniques available with IBM CAD/3X. 

Symbol Files for 
$22.00 each IBM CAD/3X 

MSR $29.00 

Architecture Order number 311 

Electrical/Electronic Ordernumber 312 

Piping/Welding Order number 313 

HVAC Order number 314 

Mechanical Ordernumber 315 

Landscape Order number 316 

SYMBOLS BUNDLE $7S.OO 
Ordernumber 317 MSR $99.00 
Save on all six fil es!!! 

GRAPHICS 

Graphic OS/2 
Order number 204 
Scientific Endeavors Corporation 

$39S.OO 
MSR $495.00 

Grap hi( is a library of "C" routines for creating every sort 
of technical plot. High-resolution vector format for publi
cation quality. 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • C 

C Set++ for OS/2, enabled for Warp 
IBM 
This package includes a no-charge upgrade to the next 
version of C Set++ for OS/2 when it becomes available. 

C Set++ CD-ROM 
Order number 383 

$429.00 
MSR $450.00 

C Set++ CD-ROM and Documentation 
$4S9.00 
Order number 384 MSR $489.00 

C Set++ 3.S" diskettes and 
Documentation $499.00 
Order number 385 MSR $525.00 

C/C++ 10.0, CD-ROM Edition 
(CD-ROM with on-line 
documentation) $189.00 
Order number 212 MSR $199.00 
Watcom 
Professional C and C ++ development environment for 16-
and 32-bit DOS, Windows, OS/2, Windows NT, and Novell 
NLMs. Includes a comprehensive tool set with an IDE, 
debugger, C ++ class browser, MFC support, and more. 

ObjectPM 
Secant Technologies 
The first class library geared specifically for 05/2 and the 
Presentation Manager, Objectpm provides more than 200 
classes of objects encapsulating windows, controls, 
graphics tools, forms, threads, and much more. Supports 
Borland C ++ for 05/2 and IBM CSet++. 

C Set++ Version with Source $349.00 
Order number 119A MSR $399.00 

Borland Version with Source $349.00 
Order number 119B MSR $399.00 

C Set++ Version without $199.00 
Source 
Order number 119( MSR $235.00 

Borland Version without $199.00 
Source 
Order number 119D MSR $235.00 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • REXX 

GammaTech REXX 
SuperSet/2 for OS/2 
Ordernumber 174 
SofT ouch Systems, Inc. 

$69.9S 

MSR $79.95 

SuperSet/2 contains more than 308 functions in 7 
DLLs; extensions include support for EHLLAPI, LAN 
Server, NetBios, TCP/IP, and miscellaneous host utili
ties. It simplifies your life by eliminating the need to 
maintain poorly documented DLLs from disparate 
sources. 650-page reference manual included. 

REXX Diagnostic Commander $129.9S 
Ordernumber 139 MSR $150.00 
Suitable Alternatives 
Rexx Diagnostic Commander is a source-level, interac
tive REXX debugging tool. Set breakpoints, single-step 
instructions, Jump or Run to any instruction. Windows 
allow variables, monitoring, and alteration. 

RexxTools for OS/2 
Order number 298 
Innovative Business Technologies, Inc. 

$139.9S 
MSR $149.00 

Toolkit of two Rexx development tools. RexxPack com
presses a Rexx command file. RexxComp creates an 
OS/2 exe from a Rexx command file providing secure 
code. 

Rexx VIM: The VIM Toolkit $279.00 
for Rexx 
Order number 294 MSR $295.00 
Innovative Business Technologies, Inc. 
Allows Rexx to access cc:Mail and Lotus Notes for mes
sage creation, addressbook activities, in-box automa
tion, and other e-mail activities. Full VIM capabilities 
from within Rexx. 

VX•REXX for OS/2 
Order number 211 
Watcom 
Powerful and easy-to-use inte
grated environment for developing 
OS/2 2.x PM applications, includ
ing a project management facility, 
visual designer and debugger. 
New to this version are Notebooks, 
Containers, Sliders Popup menus, 
DDE, objects and more. 

$9S.OO 
MSR $99.00 

Watcom VX-REXX Client/Server 
Edition Version 2.1 $289.00 
Order number 266 
Watcom 

MSR $ 299.00 

A visual development environment for 05/2. Powerful 
connection, query, and chart objects allow you to 
access several databases, manipulate data and chart 
results quickly and easily. Features include drag-and
drop programming, bound controls, professional mult
ithreaded, multi-windowed and drag-and-drop
enabled application development. 
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DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

BD/CX ("Baby Driver") 
Order number 178 
Autumn Hill Software 

$399.00 
MSR $499.00 

BD/CX is the third generation of Baby Driver, Autumn 
Hill 's printer toolkit. BD/CX provides printer support for 
your application, allowing you to print text and graph
ics on more than 900 printers. 

CA Realizer 
Order number 207 
Computer Associates 

$79.00 
MSR $99.00 

CA-Realizer is the ultimate BASIC construction set for 
Windows and OS/2. The same CA-Realizer BASIC code that 
creates a Windows application ports instantly to OS/2. 

CEnvi for OS/2 
Ordernumber 156 
Nombas 

Sale price: $10.00 
MSR $45.00 

A scripting tool to enhance or replace batch/REXX pro
gramming. Automate any session. Exploit 150 internal 
functions and the 05/2 API. Includes hundreds of sam
ples and utilities. 

Hyperwise Version 2.0 
Order number 284 
IBM 

$199.00 
MSR $295.00 

Hyperwise is a productivity tool for application and title 
developers. Hyperwise enables WYSIWYG authoring of 
hypertext on on line information. Hyperwise 2.0 provides 
more editing features, enhances developer support for 
moving Windows help to 05/2, and supports World 
Wide Web browsers on Internet. 

Hyperwise Version 2.0 
Upgrade 
Order number 386 

$119.00 
MSR $165.00 

i++ June Sale Price $199.00 
Order number 346 MSR $375.00 
Virtual Software 
i++ is a C ++ class library kernel for IBM (Set++ V2.01 
and Borland C ++ Vl .5. It includes an extensive excep
tion class mapping all 05/2 error codes, 1/4 million-line 
online programming reference and more than 100 PM 
programming samples. 

IPF Editor 
Order number 264 
Perez Computing Services 

$139.00 
MSR $150.00 

IPF Editor, a 32-bit PM program, makes it easy to create 
on-line documents and context-sensitive help for 05/2 
applications without learning IPF. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945) 

FAX ( 612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 
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DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

IPF Builder 
Order number 265 
Custom Design Software 

$8S.OO 
MSR $99.00 

IPF Builder is an essential tool for all 05/2 program
mers. This specialized editor will save you time, money, 
and frustration when creating the source code for your 
INF and on-line HLP files . 

MENUET/CX $499.00 
Order number 179 MSR $599.00 
Autumn Hill Software 
MENU ET/CSX is a C ++ application framework for 05/2, 
WINDOWS and DOS. MENUET/CX was designed and 
developed under 05/2. 

Notrix 
Percussion Software 
Notrix uses REXX to build Lotus Notes event-driven, 
server add-in applications. Manipulate Notes data with 
no Notes API or C programming. 

Application Developer's Kit $18S.OO 
Order number 270 MSR $199.00 

Notrix Server Kit: $1,450.00 
Order number 269 MSR $1,495.00 

ObjectPM Control Pack $79.00 
Order number 404 $99.00 

: Secant Technologies 
rofessional se_t of PM custom controls that 
can be used in most development envi
ronments. Controls include a spread
sheet, multi-column listbox, data field , 

RTF viewer, and more. 

ObjectSpy Version 1.0 
Order number 402 
Plus Plus 

$S9.99 
MSR $79.00 

~ 
: unique WPS utility to provide complete 
• information about WPS classes and their 
: instances, including method signatures 
• and SOM IDL interface definition. Performs 
· object setup and class registration opera-
: tions, INI file maintenance and much more. 

Orisa 
Orisa Software GMBH 

ofessional 32-bit implementation o~ the 
· Al language Prolog, opening new dimen

sions in client/server application devel
opment: Describe your problem's facts 

and rules and let Orisa infer the solution. 
• Comes with full PM support, DB/2 access and 

online manuals/tutorial. 

Orisa Entry 
Order number 407 
Full featured Basic Version. 

Orisa Pro 
Order number 408 
Enhanced Productivity Version. 

$S4.9S 
MSR $66.00 

$S49.00 
MSR $666.00 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

OS/2 UCSD Pascal Development 
System $27S.OO 
Order number 267 MSR $299.00 
Cabot Software 
The UCSD Pascal 32-bit professional development system 
is for Turbo Pascal users who want TP compatibility, a full 
32-bit Pascal compiler, and links into 05/2's API technolo
gy. Key benefits include UCSD Pascal links into the 05/2 
API technology, Turbo Pascal compatibility, production of 
portable programming code, and value for money prod
uct with a full range of programmers toolboxes. 

Prominare 
Order number 361 
Prominare, Inc. 

$S89.00 
MSR $695.00 

A PM programmer's tool for the creation of fully featured 
GU ls for 05/2. Acting as an extended resource editor, 
Prominare supports all 05/2 controls for all versions of 
OS/2, including Warp. 

Source Safe 
One Tree Software 
SourceSafe coordinates developers on a LAN and tracks 
versions of source code modules and entire projects. 
SourceSafe's PM and commandline interfaces provide 
easy access to your entire development system. 

Single User: 
Order number 176 

Five User: 
Order number 177 

SPF/PCv4.0 
Order number 186 
Command Technology 
SPF/PC is a powerful file 
manager and full -screen 
text editor that emulates 
IBM 's mainframe ISPF / 
PDF, providing a familiar 
environment for main 
frame programmers faced 
with the challenge of 
developing on a PC. 

$32S.OO 
MSR $395.00 

$1,295.00 
MSR $1,595.00 

$189.00 
MSR $295.00 

TCXL Developers Workshop -
Multi Platform $499.00 
Order number 391 MSR $999.00 
Innovative Data Concepts 

•

e TCXL Developer's Workshop makes 
programming a PC faster and easier. 
This multi-platform package combines 
the power ofTCXL's CUA-style interface 

with an object-oriented front-end fo r 
interfacing TCXL and C ++, an interactive 

user interface design tool, a powerful "drop-in" text edi
tor, and the ability to write applications for both DOS and 
Windows with one set of source code. Supports DOS, DOS 
Protected Mode, Windows, 05/2 Character Mode, and 
05/2 Presentation Manager. 



DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

TCXL Multi Platform 
Order number 389 
Innovative Data Concepts 

$149.00 
MSR $249.00 

TCXL User Interface is a multi-platform CUA-style user 
interface tool kit that combines virtual windows, memo
ry, dialog controls, mouse support, and more. Supports 
DOS, DOS protected mode, Windows, 05/2 character 
Mode and 05/2 Presentation Manager. 

TCXL Programmer's PowerPak -
Multi Platform $299.00 
Order number 390 MSR $629.00 
Innovative Data Concepts 
The TCXL Programmer's PowerPak, a multi-platform user 
interface package, enhances C programming. This all
inclusive package combines the power ofTCXL's CUA
style user interface with an interactive user interface 
design tool, high speed data compress, customized print
er output, data file management, and the ability to write 
applications for both DOS and Windows with one set of 
source code. Supports DOS, DOS Protected Mode 
Windows, 05/2 Character Mode, and 05/2 Presentation 
Manager. 

Unite CD-Maker $219.00 
Order number 378 MSR $249.00 

Unite CD-Maker is a workplace shell 
enabled mastering product for 05/2 
Warp. Use it to create CD-Roms. 

•

rrus 

Unite Image Viewer Object 
Version 1.1 $1,175.00 
Order number 324 MSR $1,200.00 
Cirrus Technology 
The first Document Image Viewer SOM developer's object 
specifically for 05/2. Ready for use with Watcom's VX
REXX, IBM's Visua!Age, or as an AP! set. The viewer may 
be used for bitonal, greyscale and JPEG color image dis
play, manipulation, and printing. 

Unite Scanner Object 
Version 1.1 
Order number 325 
Cirrus Technology 

$2,399.00 

MSR $2,500.00 

The first Scanner SOM developer's object specifically for 
05/2. Ready for use with Watcom's VX-REXX, IBM's 
Visua!Age, or as an AP! set. The scanner object may be 
used with select SCSI-based devices, and includes the 
Unite Image Viewer Object. 

Update it! 
Order number 375 
Innovative Data Concepts 

$99.00 
MSR $249.00 

Update it! for DOS, Windows and 05/2 is a multi-plat
form file update utility that lets developers and publish
ers ship compressed, password-protected change "files" 
for incremental product updates, and bug fixes , etc. ... 
without the need to ship a complete new copy of the 
product. 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS • OTHER 

VisiiParts Version 2.0 
IS International 

Visiiparts Version 2.0 is a set of high
quality GUI parts that enhance and 
extend the set of parts provided with 
Visua!Age. VisiiParts includes a syn
chronized list (multi-column list), a 
spin list and word-wrap list that dis

plays list items in their entirety, thereby eliminating the 
need to scroll horizontally. 

OS/2 Team Version $499.00 
Ordernumber415 MSR $595.00 

OS/2 Single User Version $329.00 
Order number 416 MSR $395.00 

VisualAge $1,595.00 
Order number 281 MSR $2,495.00 
IBM 
Client/server application development takes on new 
power with Visual Age, which includes visual program
ming tools, a library of reuseable parts, distributed data
base support, and graphical user interface support. 
Includes IBM Smalltalk object-oriented programming 
environment. 

DATABASE 

DB2/2 
IBM 
This industrial-strength database management system 
brings to your PC desktop and client/server LAN environment 
the function, reliability, and performance that users of DB2 
for mainframes have come to expect-at an affordable PC 
price. Supports application access from OS/2, DOS, and 
Windows client workstations as well as NetBios and 
Novel II PX/SPX communications protocols. 

DB2/2 CD ROM $265.00 
Order number 271 A MSR $425.00 

DB2/2 3.5" diskette $265.00 
Order number 271 B MSR $425.00 

DB2/2, Client Server 
CD-ROM $1,249.00 
Order number 272A MSR $1,995.00 

DB2/2, Client Server 3.5" 
diskette $1,249.00 
Order number 2728 MSR $1,995.00 

DB2/2 Product Library 
(Pubs only) $149.95 
Order number 342 MSR $199.00 
IBM 
Hard-copy publications only; base set of books, plus pro
gramming and reference guides, query manager pubs, mes
sages and problem determination guide, and master index. 

DATABASE 

DBExpert Introductory price $199.00 
Order number 363 MSR $495.00 
Designer Software, Inc. 
Full-featured 05/2 database for users and developers. 
Create forms, reports, or complete applications without 
programming or SOL. Works with DB2/2, dBASE, and 
Oracle. 

HODstar™ Supporter 
(100-user license) $650.00 
Order number 256 MSR $685.00 
HODstar™ Support Solutions 
Expands upon the Monitor product by adding call 
tracking. Features automatic call alarming, self-updat
ing call queues, and support for HODstar Pager. Also 
available in single-user, site-wide, and 'unlimited use' 
license. 

Manage-It! 
Order number 182 
Baron Software Services 

$115.00 
MSR $150.00 

Manage-It! provides the Help Desk administrator with 
the necessary software tools to track incoming calls, 
produce statistical reports and maintain a knowledge 
base essential to the support desk. 

SQL for OS/2 Version 3.2 $295.00 
Order number 213 MSR $395.00 
Watcom 
Watcom SOL for 05/2 is a high-performance stand
alone SOL client/server DBMS for 05/2. Watcom SOL 
for 05/2 includes a variety of interfaces to access 
Watcom SOL from many popular 05/2, DOS, and 
Windows appilcations including embedded SOL appli
cation development with popular CIC++ compilers. 

NETWORKING 

Corel SCSI 
Order number 123 
Corel Corporation 

sale price: $49.00 
MSR $129.00 

With CorelSCSI you can daisy-chain up to seven disk, 
CD-ROM, WORM, and other SCSI drives to maximize 
the power of your desktop 05/2 machines. 

Desktop Observatory $39.00 
Ordernumber 124 MSR $179.00 
Pinnacle Technology, Inc. 
Remotely configure and password-protect desktops. 
Prevent deletes, copies, moves, dragging, shadows, or 
renames, or hide objects from view. Launch your own 
C or REXX routines on any network client, based on 
event. 
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NETWORKING 

HODstar Broadcaster 
(site-wide license) 
Order number 302 
HOOstar Support Services 

$210.00 
MSR $225.00 

Provide your employees with a quick and convenient 
way to keep up-to-date with your company's activities! 
Employees can browse current and older messages, cut 
and paste critical information such as phone numbers 
and schedules to their own applications, or print and 
save individual messages. Also available in 'unlimited
use' license. Uses the same database as all HODstar 
products. 

Unlimited site-license 
Order number 31 O 

HODstar™ Monitor 
(100-user license) 
Order number 254 
HODstar™ Support Solutions 

$36S.OO 
MSR $375.00 

$269.00 

MSR $285.00 

HODstar's base-line product, Monitor, provides your 
support staff complete profiles and assignments for all 
resources on any network without giving users access 
to the actual servers. Also available in single-user 
license, site-wide, or 'unlimited use' license. 

LAN Distance Remote 
Version 1.1 
Order number 343 
IBM 

$S7.9S 
MSR $69.00 

The IBM Lan Distance family of products extends the 
"office LAN" to remote users. It allows you to transpar
ently dial in and execute office applications as if you 
were physically connected to the LAN. 

LAN Distance Remote 
AL Cert. 
Order number 344 

$49.00 
MSR $59.00 

LAN Intensive Care Utilities for IBM 
LAN Server 3.0/4.0 $899.00* 
Order number 409 MSR $970.00 
Lieberman and Associates 

The complete tool set for the LAN adminis
trator. Back up, restore, consolidate, 
break up domains retaining all account 
information, permissions, and pass-

words. Demo disk, literature pack, and 
lower price for smaller domains available. 

* For SO-unlimited users. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-0S2-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945) 

FAX ( 612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 
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NETWORKING 

LAN Server 4.0 
IBM 
LAN Server is easy to use and easy to grow, making it the 
best network operating system for small and medium
sized businesses as well as large and corporate installa
tions. Supports OS/2, Windows, and Macintosh, as well 
as most Ethernet and Token Ring adapters. 

Lan Server 4.0-Entry $S2S.00 
Order number 273A (CD-ROM) MSR $795.00 
Order number 273B (3.5" diskette) MSR $795.00 

Lan Server 4.0-Advanced 
$1,475.00 

Order number 274 A (CD-ROM) MSR $2,295.00 

Order number 274 B (3.5" diskette) MSR $2,295.00 

IBM LAN Server Upgrades 

Entry to Entry 
Order number 275A (CD-ROM) 

Order number 275B (3.5 diskette) 

$29S.OO 
MSR $395.00 

Upgrades LAN Server Entry version 2.0 & 3.0 to LAN 
Server version 4.0 

Entry to Advanced 
Order number 307A (CD-ROM) 

Order number 307B (3.5 diskette) 

$1,050.00 
MSR $1,570.00 

Upgrades LAN Server Versions 1.0, 1.2, 1 .3 and Entry 2.0 
& 3.0 and 4.0 

Advanced to Advanced 
Order number 308A (CD-ROM) 

Order number 308B (3.5 diskette) 

$32S.OO 
MSR $495.00 

Upgrades LAN Server Advanced Version 2.0 and 3.0 to 
LAN Server 4.0 

IBM LAN Server 4 
Virtual Update $49.00 
Order number 406 
IBM 
Four and one half hour video whic. 
explains the new features of the IBM 
LAN Server 4 with step by step 
demonstrations of installation and 
tuning. 

LANtastic for OS/2 $11S.OO 

(S-user) 
Order number 338 

(10-user) 
Order number 339 

Order number 287 

MSR $139.00 
Artisoft, Inc. 
LANtastic for OS/2 brings easy
to-use networking and peer
to-peer sharing to the OS/2 
platform. 

$499.9S 
MSR $629.00 

$87S.OO 
MSR $1,119.00 

NETWORKING 

TCP/IPv2.0 
Order number 276 
IBM 

$16S.OO 
MSR $230.00 

This is a collection ofTCP/IP communication tools that 
allows you to establish an integrated computing environ
ment between the most popular brands of workstations 
and hosts- IBM and non-IBM alike. 

TCP/IP Programmers 
Tool Kit $410.00 

MSR $510.00 Order number 341 
IBM 
TCP/IP V2.0 for 05/2- Programmer's TK Dusi Media; 
32-bit A Pis, including sockets, SUN RPC, FTP API, and 
SNMP OPI functions; provides support for IBM C Set/2 
compiler. 

BOOKS 

Advanced OS/2 Presentation 
Manager Programming $29.9S 
Order number 237 MSR $34.95 
Thomas E. Burge and Joseph Celi 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Application Development 
Usmg OS/2 REXX $34.9S 
Order number 220 MSR $39.95 
Anthony Rudd 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Client Server 
Survival Guide 
for OS/2 $34.9S 
Order number 209 MSR 
$39.95 
by Robert Orfali and Dan Harkey 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

Client Server: 
The 10% You Need To 
Know $29.9S 
Order number 357MSR $29.95 
by Randy Langel 
(IBM) 

Designing OS/2 Applications $29.9S 
Order number 238 MSR $34.95 
David E. Reich 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

Developing C and C++ Software in 
the OS/2 Environment $34.9S 
Order number 202 
by V. Mitra Gopaul 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

MSR $39.95 



I 

BOOKS 

EGANGA: A Programmer's Reference 
Guide, 2nd Ed. $21.00 
Order number 353 
by Bradley Kliewer 
(McGraw Hill) 

MSR $21.00 

Inside OS/2 WARP, Version 3 $32.9S 
Order number 351 MSR $39.99 
by Mark Minasi 
(Macmillian Computer Publishing) 

Instant OS/2! Porting C 
Applications to OS/2 
Order number 227 
by Len Dorfman 
(McGraw-Hill) 

Mastering OS/2 REXX 
$34.9S 

Order number 222 MSR $39.95 
Gabriel F. Gargiulo (John Wiley & Sons) 

$29.9S 
MSR $34.95 

New Riders' Official Internet Yellow 
Pages, 2nd Ed. $24.9S 
Order number 348 
by Maxwell 
(Macmillian Computer Publishing) 

MSR $29.99 

OS/2 Extra! VIO, KBD, and MOU 
Special Functions Revealed $17.9S 
Order number 232 MSR $19.95 
Edited by Lou Dorfman and Marc Neuberger. 

OS/2 Online Book Collection $34.9S 
Order number 283 
IBM 

MSR $49.00 

OS/2 Presentation Manager 
Pro9ramming for COBOL Programmers, 
Revised Edition $34.9S 
Order number 223 
by Robert B. Chapman 
(John Wiley & Sons) 

MSR $39.95 

OS/2 Presentation Manager GPI: 
Graphics Programming Guide to 
the 32-bit Operating System $32.9S 
Order number 329 MSR $36.95 
by Graham C.E. Winn 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945) 

FAX (612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 

BOOKS 

• ....,°'""..,_ --P'CU..nOuida 
■ -thliAS/400 

PC Users Guide to 
AS400 $34.9S 
Order number 244MSR $39.95 
by Henry W. Kliewer & Bradley D. 
Kliewer 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

OS/2 C++ Class Library: Power GUI 
Programming with (Set++ $32.9S 
Order number 331 MSR $36.95 
by Law, Leong, Love and Tsjui 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold) 

REXX Reference Summary $19.9S 
Handbook 
Order number 253 MSR $27.95 
(CFS Nevada, Inc.) 

Stacker for OS/2 & DOS: An Illustrated 
Tutorial $17.9S 
Order number 246 MSR $19.95 
by Lisa Heller 
(Windcrest/McGraw Hill) 

Stepping Up to OS/2 WARP $14.SO 
Order number 321 MSR $16.95 
by R.M. Albrecht and M. Plura 
(Abacus Books) 

The Ultimate OS/2 File $24.9S 
Management Tool Kit 
Order number 224 MSR $29.95 
by Len Dorfman and Mike Stegman 
(McGraw-Hill) 

Usin9 OS/2 WARP, 
Special Edition $24.9S 
Order number 350 MSR $29.99 
by Barry Nance 
(Macmillian Computer Publishing) 

Usin9 the Internet, 
Special Ed. $32.9S 
Order number 347 MSR $39.95 
by Mary Anne Pike 
(Macmillian Computer Publishing) 

Writing OS/2 REXX Programs $34.9S 
Order number 225 MSR $39.95 
by Ronny Richardson 
(McGraw-Hill) 

Writing VX-REXX Programs $34.9S 
Order number 230 MSR $39.95 
by Ronny Richardson 
(McGraw-Hill) 

BOOKS 

Your OS/2 Version 3.0 WARP 
Consultant $19.9S 
Order number 352 
by Herb Tyson 

MSR $25.00 

(Macmillian Computer Publishing) 

GAMES 

OS/2 Blackjack 1.0 $17.9S 
Order number 242 MSR $49.95 
Reed Software 
Written by a former Las Vegas Casino Pit Boss, OS/2 
Blackjack is easy for the beginner to play, yet challenging 
for the advanced player. Choose from a variety of options 
for the rules of the game to simulate the house rules of 
your favorite casino. 

OS/2 Poker 1.0 $17.9S 
Order number 268 MSR $49.95 
Reed Software, Inc. 
OS/2 Poker is two games in one. The Video Poker game is 
just like playing a real casino video poker machine. The 
Interactive Poker game lets you play your cards against 
the Dealer's. A variety of options are available, including 
selecting your favorite color scheme, and viewing statis
tics about your play. Sound effects can be turned on and 
off. 

Sim City Classic for 
Unix and 0S/2 $39.00 
Order number 288 MSR $69.95 
DUX Software Corp. 
A full native, 32-bit version. SimCity gives you the keys to 
the city. The rest is up to you. You'll need to take action 
against monsters, earthquakes, pollution, crime, traffic grid
lock and much more. The sounds, colors and actions are irre
sistible. 

Trickle Down 
Order number 297 
MultiGrain Solutions 

sale price $S.00 
MSR $29.95 

Trickle Down challenges the creativity of children and 
adults alike to develop strategies that defeat its crafty 
artificial intelligence and still have plenty of fun. 

MULTIMEDIA 

MIDI Renderer 
Ordernumber 155 
Diacoustics 

$63.9S 
MSR $129.95 

Good-bye, FM synthesis! MIDI Renderer, a user-modifi
able software synthesizer, produces CD-quality digital 
.wav files from MIDI music files. Uses existing audio 
card. OS/2, Windows, and DOS on CD-ROM. 
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MANUFACTURING 

ONSPEC 32 
Order number 185 

$69S.OO 
MSR $995.00 

ONSPEC Automation Solutions 
Advanced supervisory control and monitoring solution 
designed to work in a lab or with plant-floor automation 
systems to provide real-time data acquisition, control, 
alarming and trending. Native 32-bit micro version takes 
full advantage of OS/2 power. 

CD-ROM 

OS/2 Professional 
CD-ROM $1S.OO 
Order number 163 
More than 1,200 OS/2 share
ware, freeware, demoware 
programs, tools, and scores 
ofOS/2 resources. 

Best of 
OS/2 Professional CD-ROM $6.00 
Ordernumber 418 
Two 3.5" diskettes featuring broad sampling of our 
popular CD-ROM. 

Client Server: 
The 10% You Need To Know $210.00 
Order number 323 
by Randy Langel 
(IBM) 

MSR $249.95 

The book or multimedia 
CD-ROM are in-house 
consultants that explain 
all the major business, 
organizational, political, 
process and technology 
issues of Client/Server. 

Includes common success factors and rules of thumb. 

Arcadia Workplace Companion 
V.2.0 
$89.00 
Order number 333 MSR $149.95 
Arcadia 
A 32-bit Workplace Shell-aware integrated personal 
information manager. In addition to a full -featured 
calendar and clock with event scheduling and 
reminders. Workplace Companion is a suite of produc
tivity tools including a telephone/address book with 
contact management features, an appointment book 
and visual planner, a versatile to-do list, and a free
form notepad. 

Arcadia Power Pak Ver. 1.0 
Order number 334 MSR $49.95 
Arcadia 
PowerPak is an add-on tool for your 
IBM Works suite that creates programs 
for maintaining Works databases and 
schedules them according to your 
requirements. 

Relish $69.9S 
Order number 320 MSR $189.00 
Sundial Systems Corp. 
Time management for the way you want to work. Drag
drop convenience. Desktop objects for common and 
customizable views. Everything hot-linked for maxi
mum flexibility. 

Time & Place 2 
Order number 282 
IBM 

$8S.OO 
MSR $120.00 

This LAN-based calendar displays daily, weekly or 
monthly calendars. It also features windows in which 
meetings can be scheduled, room or equipment reser
vations made, free time searched, priorities assigned, 
and due dates set. A memo function also allows you to 
relay event-specific messages between worksessions. 

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-052-KWIK 
(1-800-672-5945) 

FAX ( 612) 823-6267 

INTERNATIONAL 1-612-823-6255 
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RAID SOFTWARE 

EZ Raid Lite for OS/2 
Order number 360 
Pro Engineering 

$15S.9S 
MSR $195.00 

This software RAID solution for OS/2 desktop systems fea
tures disk mirroring for realtime backups, disk striping for 
turbo-charged system performance and disk spanning for 
simplified data management. Works with all industry stan
dard disk interfaces. 

EZRAID Pro Version 2.0 $62S.OO 
Order number 127 MSR $795.00 
This high performance software RAID solution supports RAID 
levels 0, 1, 4&5 and spanning. Provides increased perfor
mance, fault tolerance, manageability, and affordability. 

•

Oasas Raid 1 $99.00 
Order number 400 MSR $200.00 
lntegra Technologies, Inc. 
asas Raid 1 (Open Architecture Scalable 

Array Software) creates and manages a cost/per
formance effective fault-tolerant disk array system for 
OS/2, DOS/Windows, Novell Netware and SCO UNIX operat
ing systems. 

•

Oasas Raid S $499.00 
Order number 401 MSR $800.00 

lntegra Technologies, Inc. 

IMAGING 
Unitelite 
Order number 289 
Cirrus Technology 

$24S.OO 
MSR $295.00 

Unitelite is a Workplace Shell-enabled imaging product 
for OS/2 2. 1 and WARP. Advanced, yet easy-to-use fea
tures: scan, view, organize folders and print. 

WORD PROCESSING 

Clearlook $149.00 
Order number 296 MSR $199.00 
Clearlook 
Developed exclusively for OS/2, Clearlook's cellular word 
processor gives users significant document processing 
capabilities. Invoke the flexible format control via an 
unlimited number of text areas and cells. 

Deluxe American Heritage 
Dictionary $44.9S 
Order number 327 MSR $59.00 
DUX Software 
The 200,000-word Deluxe Edition is the first completely new 
dictionary for the 90's. Containing nearly twice as many 
words as the Standard Edition, it is one of the largest and 
most authoritative software dictionaries you can buy. 



WORD PROCESSING WORD PROCESSING 05/2 PRO MERCHANDISE 

Describe s.o $12.00 
CX Standard Edition $169.00 
Order number 199 MSR $179.00 
A full-featured, native 32-bit word processor. Superior 
multitasking, multithreading and Workplace Shell inte
gration provide speedy results. First Look includes 5.0 
software and 4.0 documentation-free installation sup
port and access to Pay Support Services. Automatic 
upgrade to DeScribe 5.0 Final Release. 

SuperType Master Library 
sa price: $9.00 

OS/2 Professional 
T-Shirt 
Order number 130 

Order number 205 MSR $29.95 
White 50% blend, colorful OS/2 Professional logo. Adult 
size (XL) only. 

IQ Engineering 
Super Type Master Library contains 96 scalable, profes
sionally-designed display, text and headline fonts to add 
style and creativity to all your applications in OS/2. 

OS/2 Professional 
baseball cap 

$7.9S 

Describe Voyager '9S $44.9S 
Order number 364 MSR $49.95 

Order number 131 
Off-white cotton twill, 
purple brim with colorful 
OS/2 Professional logo. 

DeScribe, Inc. 
The DeScribe Voyager '95 CD ROM features full unexpiring 
versions of the award-winning DeScribe Word Processor 
5.0 for OS/2, Windows, NT, and Windows '95. Technical 
support is available at an extra charge. No guarantees and 
no refunds. All product sales are final. 

05/2 PRO MERCHANDISE 
$10.00 

OS/2 Express-0 Mug $12.00 
(FREE with ESP membership) 

OS/2 Professional 
Warp T-Shirt 
Order number 291 

Order number 379 
Describe S.O User's Guide $44.9S 

Order number 365 MSR $49.95 
Que Books 

0S/2 EXPRESS SAVINGS PROGRA 

E.S.P. 
JOIN E.S.P. AND ENJOY: 

• Free shipping & handling on all OS/2 EXPRESS orders* 

Colorful 14 oz. black ceramic 
mug. Big enough to get you 
through a de-bugging session; 
stable enough to not tip over 
on a desk full of papers. 

Warp yourself! with the exclusive OS/2 Professional Warp 
Launch T-Shirt. Gold 100% pre-shrunk cotton. Adult size 
(XL) only. 

05/2 PRO MEDIA 

OS/2 Professional 
Magazine 
Order number 134 

• Free 10-issue subscription or renewal to OS/2 Professional ($25 value) 

Keep up with the latest 
developments in the ever
changing world of the mul
titasking, multipiping OS/2 
operating system, and 
save $14.50 off the news
stand price . Not good 
enough? We'll throw in a 
free Borg poster with 

• Free OS/2 EXPRESS-0 mug 
• Quarterly newsletter of special low pricing available only to E.S.P. members 

• Guaranteed lowest prices 

TO JOIN E.S.P. CALL 1-800-OS/2 KWIK 
• Free shipping and handling available only on U.S. orders delivered via USPS Priority Mail or UPS ground 

(our discretion). All other member orders will receive a 30% discount on shipping and handling. 
' Canadian orders, $65 U.S. Other foreign orders, $105.00 U.S. 

any paid subscription. Price: $25 U.S.; 
$40 Canada and Mexico; $65 Overseas air. 

PRICING 

OS/2 Express prices its items below 
manufacturers' suggested retail. Prices are 
subject to change without notice. OS/2 
Express is not responsible for any mis
prints. All prices expire July 15, 1995. 

HOW TO ORDER 

By phone: 
Call our kwik-order desk at 1-800-0S2-
KWIK (1-800-672-5945). 
Canada/Overseas (612) 823-6255. 
M-F 8AM-8PM, SAT9AM-5PM CEN

TRAL. Please have the following informa
tion in front of you when you call: 
ti 01iantity, name, and order number of 

each product you want ro order 
ti Your VISA or MasterCard number 

(including expiration date) 

ORDERING 

ti A complete street address for delivery 
if different than mailing address 

By fax: 
Fax your completed order form (be sure 
ro include VISA or MasterCard number 
and expiration dare) to: (612) 823-6267. 

By mail: 
Mail us your completed order form with 
check or money order ( or indicate your 
VISA or MasterCard number and expira
tion date). Mail to: OS/2 Express, 4604 
Chicago Ave., So., Minneapolis, MN 
55407. 

SHIPPING AND RETURNS 
OS/2 Express ships available stock within 
48 hours, bur we cannot guarantee ship
ping or arrival dates. If we've made a 

shipping error, we'll fix it. If a product is 
defective, we will assist you in getting a 
replacement from the manufacn1rer. You 
can return any non-clearance product ro 
us for refund or replacement within 30 
days of the date you ordered it, but all 
returns must first be authorized by our 
RMA number (return merchandise 
authorization number). All returned mer
chandise must be complete and in its 
original packaging. Shipping charges are 
not refundable. Return shipping charges 
are nor reimbursable. S5.00 restocking fee 
for items under $100 and 20% for items 
over $100 per i rem will be charged 
regardless of the reason. 

SPECIAL NOTICE 
OS/2 Express makes no representations 
about the functionality of products 

offered, and offers no guarantees or war
ranties, or support availability expressed 
or implied. All product defects are the 
responsibility of the manufacturer. OS/2 
Express is a reader ordering service of 
OS/2 Professional Magazine. Unless oth
erwise notified in writing, all sales are for 
commercial purposes only. OS/2 is a reg
istered trademark of IBM. All other 
trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners. Jurisdiction: 
Montgomery County, MD. 

SHIPPING 
ormal shipping is Priority Mail and will 

be charged to your order. 0-5 lbs. S8.00, 
6-10 lbs. $14.00. Continental U.S. only. 
Canada, international and rush 
orders-additional charges apply. 
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ORDER FORM 6/95 

Qty. Item # Description 

Did You Add Warp Connect 
To Your Order? 

Subtotal 

Sales Tax (MN deliveries add 6.5%, NY 7%, MD 5% ) 

U.S. Shipping & Handling (0-5 lbs: $8.00, 6-10 lbs: $14.00) 

Rush Delivery (call for Charges) • additional charges apply for non-U.S. delivery 

TOTAL AMOUNT 

Unit Price Total MAIL ORDER TO: 

OS2 Express 
4604 Chicago Ave., So. 

Minneapolis, MN 55407 

FAX ORDER TO: 

OS2 Express 

(612) 823-6267 

PHONE ORDER TO: 

(800) 0 S2-KWIK 
(800) 672-5945 

International (612) 823-6255 

M-F 8AM-8PM CST 

SAT 9AM-5PM CST 

ORDERED BY: (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) SHIP TO: (IF DIFFERENT THAN 'ORDERED BY') 
' 

Name Name 

Company Company 

Street Address Street Address (UPS cannot deliver to P.O. Boxes) 

City State Zip 

Daytime Phone Fax Number 

PAYMENT METHOD: (PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH) 

0 Enclosed a check or money order in U.S. Funds. Checks must have 
your name preprinted. Returned checks are subject to a service charge 
for the greater of $15 or maximum amount allowed by state law. 

City State Zip 

Daytime Phone 

□ VISA 

Credit Card Number Expiration Date 

Print Name _____________________________ _ 

Signature-------------------------------
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HANDS ON 

Wli-h nwre than 40 changu from rer.1ion I .I, C!earfook 1.5 fook.1 headed for .1ucc&:1.1. 

BY BRUCE BYFIELD 

he ad asked for new beta testers. For $20, I could try a 

new OS/2 word processor. If I liked it, the money 

would go toward the price of the finished product. 

h twas my introduction in September 1994 to Clearlook. 

Several weeks and several betas later, I decided to buy. I've been 

beta testing versions of Clearlook ever since. 

At times, I've doubted my support. Clearlook still lacks a few 

advanced features. It has been unrealistic about release dates. And 

at times, I've wondered if I've committed to vaporware. 

But downloading Clearlook 1.5 has helped quiet those doubts. 

DeScribe 5.0, it's not. Yet, with more than 40 changes from 

version 1.1, ranging from minor enhancements to new features 

and greater customization, version 1.5 is a major upgrade that 

adds to my conviction that Clearlook is geared for success. Clear

look 1.5 has many minor, but welcome enhancements. They 

include hanging and double indents, the defining of a style by 

importing current settings and hyphenation. An especially wel

come improvement is Clearlook files no longer need to be saved 

with a .ctx extension. Single line scrolling has also sped up, while 

the repetition of a single line down the screen during scrolling has 

been eliminated. 

One major feature Clearlook 1.5 adds is support for all charac

ters on the current code page. These can be added by using the Alt 

key and the numeric keypad or--as in WordPerfect-through the 

menu. Clearlook's menu window is easier to use if resized, and 

does not number the characters for convenience, as WordPerfect's 

does. Nor does it yet support different code pages. Still, at least I 

appear less ignorant when typing non-English words. 

Other major features are completely new import filters for 

WordPerfect 5.1/5.2 and 6.0. Version 1.l's WP5.1 filter was lit

tle better than an ASCII import. By contrast, with l.5's, most 

formatting is preserved. Although I have had some spacing prob

lems, they seem traceable to previous use ofW ordPerfect's filters. 

Clearlook's filters do not import, and I look forward to the Ami 

Pro and MS Word filters, which should be available by the time 

this article is printed. However, Clearlook's filters are now suffi

ciently reliable that I can conclude my transition from WordPer-

feet with its ceremonial removal from the hard drive. These 

changes should go a long way toward making Clearlook more 

acceptable to general users. However, observers of the OS/2 mar

ket might also be interested in Clearlook's responses to mixed 

feedback. Those who dislike the decentralized command struc

ture can now boot directly to the editing window, bypassing the 

status window. Similarly, font attributes such as italics and bold 

can be toggled off with the same command that starts them, or 

by Ctrl-R. Users can even choose between the OS/2 or the 

redesigned Clearlook directory windows. 

Months ago, I pegged Clearlook as a scrappy little company 

with a gift for public relations. It has made mistakes, such as being 

slow to put its demo on an FTP site. But the friendliness of its 

technical support is a byword. John McCarron, Clearlook's pres

ident, regularly answers comments in the comp.os.os2.apps 

newsgroup-one of the few commercial vendors to do so. 

Recently, the company announced that it will develop for 

OpenDoc and that its demo will be preloaded on some IBM and 

clone systems. 

I like instant gratification as much as anyone, but Clearlook 

1.5 will do until the version 2.0 beta tests later this summer. ♦ 

Bruce Byfield is an instructor of English at Simon Fraser University 

in Burnaby, Canada. He can be reached at byfield@monashee.sJu.ca. 

AT A GLANCE 

Clearlook Corporation 
PO Box 11219 

Burke, VA22009-1219 

800-818-5665; BBS: 703-204-3440 
List Price: Clearlook 1.5 $169 

Clearlook 1.5+ 2.0: $219 
Educational: $119 
Electronic Version: $99 

(other group and Team OS/2 discounts available) 
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Make Tracks to Obiect World 
San Francisco, August 13-17. 
Join the race to build true distributed applications. Learn how to use 
OT to solve real-world problems. And get your career in high gear. 
Do all this and more at Object World San Francisco, August 13-17, 
at Moscone Center. 

You'll discover how companies like yours are using OT to build 
applications that improve performance, cut costs, boost profits 
and create competitive advantage. You'll get the chance to 
test ride hundreds of new OT products and services from 
over 100 exhibitors. And you'll hear from scores of 
professionals who've used OT to put their companies
and their careers - on the fast track. 

Learn at lightning speed. 
Object World's Tutorials and Conference Program will help 
you understand the ins and outs of OT. You can choose from 
18 full- and half-day Tutorials and dozens of Conference 
Sessions organjzed into four tracks: Objects in Business, 
Technology of Objects, Distributed Computing with Objects, 
and Software Developers. 

Hear from the leaders of the pack at our 
Keynote Presentations. 
Don't rruss rousing keynote addresses by the leaders of OT. 
Colin Crook, Senior Technology Officer, Citicorp, will discuss 
"Object Technology: The Journey So Far and What Lies Ahead." 
Gerald Held, Seruor VP of the Server Technologies Division, 
Oracle Corporation, will explore "Object Technology: Road Map 
For The Future." And tune-in to National Public Radio's "Tech 
Nation ... Americans & Technology." Join host Dr. Moira Gunn 
and special guests Steven Mills of IBM, Steve Jobs ofNeXT 
Computer, Chris Stone of OMG, Bud Tribble of SunSoft and 
Joe Guglierru ofTaligent as they talk about distributed 
computing's impact on a connected world. 

There's something for every member 
of your team. 
From start to firush, Object World San Francisco is filled with 
opporturuties to expand your knowledge of OT. Find out about 
the latest exhjbitor tools, services and customer applications at 
our live Distributed Applications Showcase. 
Take advantage of Object World 's many special -§!>~'\\.\\ ~PLJc-,~ 
events including Bonus Sessions, Birds of a ~ ~ - e Feather sessions and Exhibitor Serrunars. ■■'=-- -IE+5ii ~ Applaud the winners of the Computerworld f-~ ~ 

Object Application Awards Program, meet !._ • • -.J ~ ~ 
noted OT authors, and enjoy the California ~ o,\l\\ 

Wine Tasting Reception. WW• 
For more information, circle #286 

Save $200 and get a Free CD ROM. 
If you register for Object World's full Conference Program by 
July 14, you'll save $200. You ' ll also receive a Free CD ROM 
OMG World Guide To Object Technology, Object Management 
Group's definitive reference database for OT. And, you'll recieve 
money-saving coupons you can redeem for products and services, 
only at Object World. Plus, you'll get our Program Guide & 
Buyer's Directory, the reference tool for new OT products. 

Reserve your place at Object World San Francisco. 
And get an edge on the competition. 

Get it in gear. Register by July 14 and save $200. 

Sign up for Object World San Francisco by July 14 and get a FREE Exhibits Pass. 
Or save up to $200 on the full conference program. And be sure to ask about our team 
discounts! Return this coupon to: IDG World Expo, P.O. Box 9107, Framingham, 
MAO 170 I. Or call us toll free at 1-800-225-4698 (in U.S.) or 1-508-879-6700. 
Can't wait? Fax your registration to 1-508-872-8237. Or register via our 
World Wide Web: http://www.idgwec.com and select Object World San Francisco. 

Check one: 

0 Reserve my $200 discount for selected conference packages. 
I will not be obligated until my registration is confirmed by an 
Object World Representative. 

0 Register me for my FREE Exhibits Pass. And please send me more 
information about the full conference program. 

0 Register me for my FREE Exhibits Pass-a $50 value. 

0 I'm not ready to register at this time. Please send me more 
information about: 
□ Attending □ Exhibiting at Object World San Francisco 

I NAME ___________________ _ 

TITLE ___________________ _ 

ORGANIZATION ________________ _ 

STREET ___________________ _ 

CITY/TOWN ________ STATE/PROVINCE ____ _ 

ZIP/POSTALCODE _______ COUNTRY ______ _ 

PRIORITY CODI:.: 0S2 



Network administrators will 
soon have a new tool to help 
them monitor their Lotus 
Notes environments. BMC 
Software is currently imple-
menting support for Lotus 

otes into its application 
management tool, PATROL. 
A PATROL Knowledge 
Module (KM) is under <level-
opment to monitor and man-
age Lotus Notes running 
under OS/2, UNIX and Win-
<lows NT environments. 

Using PATROL in con-

LAN manager 
ProServe CX v2.0 has been 
released by Sytron Corpora
tion. The software is a server 
based data storage manager 
for Local Area Networks run
ning Novell NetWare v3.11, 
v3.12 and v4.0x. For client 

ProServe v2.0, a server-based 
data storage manager for LANs, 
protects all DOS, Windows and 
OS/2 workstations. 

MARKETLINE 
Product News far the OS/2 User 

SCOOPS 
PATROL Your Notes 

junction with Lotus Notes, for undelivered and dead mail 
managers can take proactive and monitors the size of users' 
recovery actions to ensure mail databases to reduce disk 
optimal availability of Notes space if necessary. PATROL 
servers and databases. The is adaptable to any size Notes 
PATROL KM is a library of environment, from the small 
managing tools designed to office to the thousand-user 
monitor mail servers and gate- network, the company says. 
ways, replication, databases, PATROL monitors server 
server resources and commu- disk space size and server sta-
nications. tus and checks modem and 

The KM continuously line availability. The software 
monitors the mail routing is capable of issuing reports for 
process, making sure that the problem tracking and resolu-
router is operational, checks tion documentation. By 

New Products 
backup and restore, ProServe 
CX protects all DOS, Win
dows and OS/2 workstations 
and NetWare 2.x, 3.11, 3.12 
and 4.0 network servers. 

Application 
Development 
tool. 

extending support to Lotus 
Notes, PATROL will enable 
users to move forward in man-
aging their computer enter-
prises, the company says. 

The PATROL KM for 
Lotus Notes will first support 
UNIX and OS/2 and will be 
available in August, with sup-
port for Windows NT to fol-
low, says Penny Smith, man-
ager of market communica-
tions for BMC Open Systems 
Products. 

ProServe CX v2.0 features 
autoloader device support, 
automatic driver distribution, 
an overwrite media option, 
software anti-throttle support 
and enhanced concurrent 
transfer. 

With 
Prorninare 
Designer, users 
can create visual 
interfaces with

in minutes 
without written 
source code. 
Multiplatform 

With the aid of Prominare Designer, users can 
create visual interfaces within minutes without 
written source code. 

Pricing for ProServe CX 
starts at $299. 

Sytron Corporation, 134 
Flanders Road, Westboro, 
MA 01581. (508) 898-0100, 
fax (508) 898-2677. 

Uncoded visuals 
Prominare Inc., of Canada, 
has launched Prominare 
Designer, an OS/2 Rapid 

development is made easier by 
the software's ability to gener
ate code across platforms for 
multiple class libraries and 
compilers. 

As an extended resource 

editor, Prominare Designer 
supports all versions ofOS/2. 

The software also supports all 
OS/2 PM controls including 

MMPM/2 and Pen for OS/2. 
Prominare Designer sells 

for $699. 
Prorninare, Inc., 222 The 

Esplanade, Suite 618, Toron
to, Ontario, Canada MSA 
4M8. (416) 363-2292, fax 
(416) 363-6157, CompuServe 
70363,1175; Internet 
query@prominare.com. 
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Memory blocks 
SmartHeap Version 
2.2 from MicroQuill 
Software Publishing is 
a memory manage
ment library and 
debugging toolkit. The 
software allows OS/2 
users to allocate and 
free small memory 
blocks more efficiently 
while providing sup
port for shared memo
ry pools. Users also can 
detect errors such as 
overwrites, double

Systo-Tek protects your computer from 
dangerous overheating by emitting a 
piercing sound if your CPU's cooling fan 
quits. 

frees and linkage in shared 
memory. 

As a memory management 
library, SmartHeap provides 
replacements for ANSI C 
"malloc" and C++, effectively 
allocating large amounts of 
memory while lessening 
swapping and paging. 
SmartHeap also features alter
native memory managers 
including fixed-size blocks 
and stackable and moveable 
block allocaters. 

SmartHeap version 2.2 for 
OS/2 costs $695. Free 
upgrades are available to pre
sent SmartHeap users. 

Micro()_yill, 4900 25th 
Avenue, NE, Suite 206, Seat
tle, WA 98105. (206) 525-
8218, fax (206) 525- 8309, 
Internet info@rnicroquill.com. 

Wake-up call 
Practical Enhanced Logic 
Corp., has announced its 
release of Systo-T ek, software 
designed to detect CPU fan 
failure on Pentium and 
486DX systems. Systo-Tek 
emits a piercing sound upon 
failure of the CPU's miniature 
cooling fan. Fan failure can 
allow the CPU to overheat, 
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causing damage to the proces
sor and mother board and 
possibly triggering the dis
semination of erroneous data. 
Systo-Tek costs $19.95. 

Practical Enhanced Logic 
Corp., 22695 Old Canal 
Road, Yorba Linda, CA 
92687. (714) 282-6188, fax 
(714) 282-6199. 

Billions and billions 
The Cosmos for OS/2 Ver
sion 4.0 from Mensys displays 
and prints star charts, simu
lates celestial events, and can 
zoom in and out of star 
groups, with or without ani
mation. The application fea
tures the Yale Catalogue of 
Bright Stars, a deep sky cata
logue and deep sky database 
with an optional binary ver
sion of the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory 
catalogue. 

Fully integrated on-line 
help uses OS/2 Help Manager 
featuring a "quick start" 
option and an encyclopedia of 
astronomy. 

Although not necessary, a 
mathematical coprocessor is 
recommended for use. Cos
mos for OS/2 is priced as fol
lows: Version 4.0, $89; 3.0 

Upgrade, $39, and SAO data
base, $15. 

Mensys, P.O. Box 674, 
2100 AR Heemstede, The 
Netherlands. (011) +31 23 47 
08 37, fax (011) +31 23 47 11 
96, CompuServe 100272, 
3130. 

Fungus amongus 
Disknet 3.03, has been 
released by Reflex, Inc. The 
software provides the user 
with a transparent, multilevel 
anti-virus security system. 

Disknet automatically scans 
and verifies disks as virus-free. 
The software features network 

Audio conferencing 
Call Port, an audio confer
encing system, is now avail
able from Coherent Commu
nications Systems Corpora
tion. 

Consisting of a loudspeak
er and power amplifier, a low 
noise directional microphone 
with preamplifier and an 
acoustic echo canceller inte
grated into compact housing, 
Call Port is a hands-free, full 
duplex unit for the PC or 
workstation conferencing 
environment. The unit can be 
placed on the desktop or 

For audio 
conferencing, 
the Call Port 
consists of a 
loud speaker, 
amplifier and 
microphone 
that can be 
placed on the 
desktop or 
mounted to 
the monitor. 

messaging to warn of detected 
viruses and multiple defense 
security layers. 

For LAN workstations, 
installation can be structured 
to use the network security file 
for operator identification and 
to automatically execute logon 
procedures. 

Cost for a five user license 
begins at $495. The software 
is compatible with Windows 
3.x, OS/2 and all major net
works. 

Reflex, Inc., 2100 196th 
St., SW, Suite 124, Lynwood, 
WA 98036. (800) 6-REFLEX, 
fax (206) 776-2891. 

mounted on either side of any 
PC or workstation monitor. 
Call Port's microphone pick
up area and speaker output 
are designed for use in modu
lar office or cubicle areas 
allowing coherent audio con
ferencing for up to three peo
ple seated in its vicinity. 

Call Port standard version 
costs $395. A silicon graphic 
version sells for $495. 

Coherent Communication 
Systems Corporation, 44084 
Riverside Parkway, Leesburg, 
VA 22075. (703) 729-6400, 
fax (703) 729-6152. 



MARKETLINE 

News 
You got it where? Noble, B. D alton, Doubleday, 

DeScribe, Inc. is charting some Scribner's, and Bookstop book-

interesting new sales channels stores and at press time was 

to increase awareness of its expected to retail for $49.95. 

DeScribe Word Processor. The Voyager CD will also be 

DeScribe is making its V oy- available from OS/2 Express 

ager CD-ROM available for $44.95. 

through the Barnes &Noble The Voyager CD has no 

bookstore group and other expiration date. However, to 

more traditional OS/2 software help keep costs down, the 
distribution channels. company will not offer 

The Voyager CD is a fully refunds or technical support 
functional, single user version for the product. 
ofDeScribe 5.0 and for a limit-
ed time is packaged with the Arcada backup 
DeScribe User's Guide. The D esigned to exploit Warp's 

package (ISBN# 1-56529-885- 32-bit multitasking capabili-

3) is available at Barnes & ties, Arcada Software, Inc. has 

.ltNI St~Hl~ltlll~INt; Sl~lt\'l~lt 
fttr tts/2 
Advanced job 
scheduling for 
NOVELL and IBM LANs 

·"""'.❖,.., 

Presentation Manager 32-bit software . 
Centralized control for network-wide execution. 
Schedule multiple OS/2, DOS/Windows jobs for 

concurrent execution on any OS/2 node. 
Conditional job scheduling depending on jobs 

ret. codes and presence of multiple files. 
Complete logging (includes captured screens). 
Runaway jobs control, chained job scheduling. 
APls for job scheduling from user programs. 
Sophisticated calendar, security, load balancing , 
company holiday schedule, job recovery, peri
odic scheduling of the same jobs, and much 
more. 

DOS version of the package is also available. 

MicroWork, Inc. 
Phone: (708) 940-8979 Fax: (708) 940-8979 
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released a new version of suite market, Corel is offering 
Arcada Backup Exec. The its CD Office Companion. 
backup software includes a The CD features apps for 
Wizard function that guides business users in the office and 
the user through the backup on the road. CorelFLOW 2 
and restore processes. for business diagramming and 

The software also features a flowcharting and Corel 

disaster-recovery capability. GALLERY 2, a multimedia 

T his allows the user to restore file manager, are included 

lost data directly from the with the package. These two 

backup medium without hav- components are fully func-

ing to reinstall the operating tional, scaled down versions of 

system. Arcada Backup Exec their standalone predecessors. 

is available in quater-inch car- The CD Office companion 

tridge and SCSI versions. also includes a PIM, CorelF AX, 
and a Web Browser. At press 

A suite complement time the CD was expected to 

W ith an eye toward the office retail for $149. ♦ 

Take control of your OS/2 scheduling needs with 
Advanced Task Scheduler for OS/2 

ATS 
Version 3.0 

Are you looking for a way to 
manage your production job 
streams? • Do you have pro
grams that need to run after the 
completion of one or more other 
programs? • Do you want to 
process files that have just been 
received from another system or 
modified locally? • Do you need 
to schedule around holidays and 
periods of heavy CPU load? 

With ATS you can run your pro
grams when YOU want them to 
run without you having to be 
there. 

Major Features of ATS for 0S/2: 

v' Manage production job 
streams 

v' Programs can be scheduled 
to run anytime 

v' Programs can be dependent 
upon files, other programs, 
holiday schedules, and 
external signals 

v' Integrated operators console 
v' Logging-to file and console 
New Features: 
v' Job queues-for managing 

your resources while 
managing your tasks 

\10«' v' Periodic scheduling 
w~'o\e ~~~ 

~,j~\ !1,'f\ef «-~'' v' Complete API and command 
~1~6e~ ~,c,6 °~, 01 ~- line interface • 

\)~ •o'C\,. C,~ 

".;:~~6u\~::· 6e~:i.'\S• M H R ·,• ' • 
Software and Consulting ~ 

2227 U.S. Highway #1 • Suite 146 • North Brunswick, NJ 08902 ~ 
Voice: (908) 821-0359 • Fax: (908) 821-0350 • CompuServe 70312,627 
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1 ttend the SHARE Technical 
Conference and discover the 
powerful connections that exist in 
the area of desktop computing. 

HA E offers more than 100 
user sessions, tutorials, concept 

...___ overviews, vendor demonstrations 
ana liands-on labs on current 
industry t pies like: 

0 /2 Warp 

Deskto Connectivity and 
LoeaJ Ar Networks 

For complete co ference 
details, contac HARE at: 

Phone: 3 2/ 22-0932 

Fax: 12/644-636 

Internet: sharehq@share.org 

52 0S2 Professional June 1995 

~onnect to the Future of 
Desktop Computing 

SHARE 
Technical Conference 
August13-18,1995 
Orlando 
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Exceptional REXX 
BY RONNY RICHARDSON 

Exceptions are problems outside the programmer's 

control. For example, a user might press Control

Break to halt a program or a disk drive might not 

be ready. Exception handling adds logic to a program to 

deal with these conditions. 

What Is Exception Handling? 
Normally, a program follows a predetermined pattern. 

Look at CAPIT AL.CMD-its only function is to see if 

the user started it with a "/?" to get help. Knowing that, 

we know preciselywhat sequence of events will take place. 

Or do we? If the user presses Control-Break, the pro

gram aborts. If we want the program to continue run

ning, then we need to build in exception handling. 

Do You Always Need It? 
No! A program written to solve a temporary problem 

rarely needs exception handling. The programmer will 

most likely watch the program run and can correct any 

problems. Likewise, programs written for the program

mer's personal use rarely require this option. But pro

grams that will be used by others or that need commer

cial polish should have exception handling. 

Types Of Exception Handling 
REXX recognizes six types of exceptions as outlined in 

CAPITALCMD 

/* Name: CAPITAL.CMD 
PURPOSE: Convert A Word To All Uppercase*/ 

HelpCheck - ARG(l) 
IF HelpCheck = u/?" THEN 

DO 

SAY uBatch File Utility That Takes" 

SAY uThe First Word Passed To It" 
SAY uconverts It To Uppercase And" 
SAY uPasses It Back To The Batch Fileu 
SAY uvia The Variable RETURN Inu 
SAY "The Environment" 
EXIT 

END 
DROP HelpCheck 

Word= ARG(l) 
PARSE UPPER VAR Word OutWord Word 
ENV = 'OS2ENVIRONMENT' 

LastRC = VALUE('Return',OutWord,Env) 

EXCEPT-1 .CMD 

/ * NAME: EXCEPT-1.CMD 
PURPOSE: Shows Handling Control-Break*/ 

HelpCheck = ARG(l) 
IF HelpCheck ="/?"THEN 

DO 
SAY "Shows Handling Control-Break" 
EXIT 

Table 1 - ~ Of Exceptions 
ErTor Occurs when a command to OS/2 returned control to REXX with some indication that it encountered an 

error--usually a return code. 

Failure Signals that a command to OS/2 returned control to REXX with some indication that it encountered a failure. 

Halt Notifies the error handler that the user pressed Ctrl-Break. 

NoValue Raised when a variable that has not been initialized is used as though it contained a value. 

Not Ready Raised by input/output action that fails. This can happen with the Say and Parse instructions, the Lineln and 
Charln functions or by reading beyond the end of a file. 

Syntax Typically raised when a program has a bug. These are true syntax errors and are not covered here. However, some 
syntax errors are exceptions: for instance if the program is unable to locate an external subroutine, or if a variable 
obtained from a user that contained character data (rather than a number) was used in a calculation. 
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CODE 

END 

CALL RxFuncAdd 'SysLoadFuncs', 'RexxUtil', 

'SysLoadFuncs' 
CALL SysLoadFuncs 

lOCALL ON HALT 

CLS 
CALL SysCurPos 18, 00 
SAY "Press Ctrl-Break With Program Running" 
DO I= 1 TO 10000 

CALL SysCurPos 12, 30 
SAY "Loop" I "Of 10,000" 

END 

EXIT 
HALT: 

CLS 
SAY "Currently On Loop#" I I I "Of 10,000" 
SAY "Do You Really Want To Stop (Y /N ) ?" 
Character= SysGetKey(NoEcho) 
IF Character "y" THEN EXIT I 
IF Character= "Y" THEN EXIT I 
CLS 

Turn your ideas into reality 
3 times faster. 

@ Mechanical 
U::- Design 

~ Cabinetry/ 
-t"""'" Woodworking 

ltII:ll Furn~ure DB Arrangements 

~ r.. f:J ~ Electrical 
~ Schematics 

~ For~Letterhead 
~ Design 

~ Construction 
t:Ij;,._ Plans 

Home/Office 
Layouts 

Landscape 
Design 

• £ Schedules & IIUI Flowcharts 

Graphic 
Illustrations 

So 1·asv to 11s1· ..... vl't 
111on· 21) f1·at1m·s 1'!.:111 any (~\i) 1111dl'r $1000 

• F'ull foa1un.'1.l 10 qmckly rnakr- any 20 drnwing 

• Liurs, Aro., Cun·rs. Symbols, Export to WI~ Aunlyzl.\ 

Assocmlln' Dimen'iioning, 2D Bool<'nns. aud more 

• Param<'tnc parts, Programless macros 

• PntcntNI - Dynamic highlighting, Smart rrdraw 

n>duces lcurmng time AND slashes drnwi11g time! 
• 011lim• graphical hyper! lelp, Onlin<' D<'ruos 

• Outstanding DXF compatibilit y 

• DOS version also available 

Sysu:n1 IT<fUIITlllnllj 18~1 romp,11tibk
PC wn.h m11lh ropn~. 8 \1B rrtt on 
han.l d151c. n"OOU91' 08t2 6 \1B RA.\.1 nun-
11m.nn. OS/'2 I .J or lugl)tf" DOS: 1 \18 R,\\f 
rrummum ( .. MB ~1mw,11(kd), 1)08 3.J or higl)tf". 

===-= CAD i ;.; ;;;; ___ ,._ 

800-426-2231 ext. 67 
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Table 1. To manage these exceptions, REXX provides 

three different types of exception handling: default, 

Type I and Type II. When a REXX program first starts, 

the program has no internal condition handlers turned 

on. In REXX terminology, conditions are said to be dis

abled. While these conditions can still happen, they are 

handled by REXX itself and not by the program. REXX 

ignores the Error, NotReady and No Value conditions. 

By default, REXX treats a Failure condition as an Error 

condition, which it ignores. The default handlers for 

Halt and Syntax immediately terminate the program, 

then display a message and Return a return code to OS/2. 

When exception handling is built into the program, it 

takes priority over the default exception handling built 

intoREXXitself. 

Type I exception handling is invoked with the Signal 

On instruction. It has the following characteristics: 

• It works for any of the six conditions. 

Don't waste another minute 
® on CompuServe 

Time is a precious commodity. 

Using Golden CommPass 
makes the most of every 
minute. 

..---. Reduce connection charges 
and discover the power of 
OS/2's multithreading. Make 
all your choices off-line, 
before you connect. 

Download a trial version from 
the Golden CommPass 
support forum (GO 
GCPSUPPORT) and find out 
what you've been missing! 

Golden CommPass® 
0Sj'2® NAVIGATION &:l!'lWI.RI. ,.~l~,~

1
·i1 

Creative Systems Programming Corp. 
(609) 234-1500 Fax (609) 234-1920 
Internet: 71511 .151@CompuServe.com ......... 

1994 
IC> Copyright 1995. Creative Systems Programming Corporation. All rights reserved . 
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CALL SysCurPos 18, 00 • As soon as the first condition is encountered, that 

condition handler is disabled. 

• It automatically terminates all Do, If, Select and 

Interpret instructions. 

SAY "Press Ctrl-Break With Program Running" 
RETURN 

• It does not terminate active procedures. 

• It is generally not possible to return to the point where 

the condition was raised. 

Type II exception handling is invoked with the Call 

On instruction. It has the following characteristics: 

• It works for only four of the six conditions: Error, 

Failure, Halt and NotReady. 

• It is not disabled when a condition is encountered. 

• It does not terminate Do, If, Select or Interpret 

instructions. 

• It does not terminate active procedures. 

• A Return instruction will return the program to the 

point where the condition occurred. 

S1MCITY 
CLASSJ C The Original City Simulator 

Yes! 

/* NAME: 

EXCEPT-2.CMD 

EXCEPT-2.CMD 
PURPOSE: Shows Exception Handling*/ 

HelpCheck = ARG(l) 
IF HelpCheck ="/?"THEN 

DO 
SAY "Shows Exception Handling" 

EXIT 
END 

CALL RxFuncAdd 'SysLoa dFuncs ' , ' RexxUtil ', 
'SysLoadFuncs' 

CALL SysLoadFuncs 

SAY "Make Sure A-Dri ve Has No Disk In I t" 
SAY " So The ' Not Re ady ' Er r or Is Raised " 

SAY "Remember, OS /2 Takes Several Sec ond s" 
SAY "To F i gure Out The Drive Is Not Ready" 

"The Eagle Has Landed" 

On Warp! 

This is the Real Thing. A full native, 32 b it, multi-threaded imple
mentation of the multi platform, multi award winning game almost 
everyone has gotten their hands on and loved to p lay. 

The Deluxe 
American Heritage 

Dictionary™ In SimCity, you become the mayor of an evolving, growing city. 
Seven world famous cities are simulated, or design your own village 
or metropolis. 

SimCity gives you the keys of the city. The rest is up to you. You'll 
need to take action against monsters, earthquakes, pollution, crime, 
traffic gridlock and much more. The sounds, the colors and the 
actions are irresistible. 

Winner of over 40 major industry awards and gaining international 
acclaim has put SimCity in a class by itself. Accept no Substitu tes! 

Requirements: 0S/2 2.1 or 0S/2 Warp, IBM or compatible 386 or 486, 8 Mb 
RAM, 2 Mb HD, VGA or greater graphics, Color, 0S/2 sound support. 

Call 1-800 543-4999 or (415) 473-1800 

Email: simcity@dux.com E 
DUX 

• search on 200,000 words 
• full definitions 
• parts of speech 
• proper usage 
• hyphenation 
e idioms 

• inflections 
• abbreviations 
• sample sentences 
• word origins 
• biographical data 
e and more 

Includes Roget's II Thesaurus and a lot more 

Under $60. Call 1-800-543-4999 for details. 

Email : sales@dux.com 

Published by DUX Software 
iii 
DU X 
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CODE 

PAUSE 
SIGNAL ON NOTREADY 

TOP: 
CALL LineOut "A:JUNK.TXT", "Erase This File" 

EXIT 
NOTREADY: 

SAY "Failure Writing To A-Drive" 
SAY "Wou l d You Like To Try Again (Y/N)? " 
Character= SysGetKey(NoEcho) 

I F Character = "n" THEN EXIT I 
I F Character = " N· THEN EXIT I 
SI GNAL ON NOTREADY 

SAY • Trying Again• 

SAY 
SI GNAL TOP 

EXCEPT-3.CMD 

/* NAME: EXCEPT- 3 .CMD 

PURPOSE : Shows Except i on Handling*/ 

HelpCheck = ARG{l) 
IF HelpCheck =•/?• THEN 

Software Builders 
ZIPMAN™ 

for PKZIP/PKUNZIP'" 
Version 2.00 for OS/'1:

$39.95 

Easy to use graphical interface. 
View more than one ZIP file at a t ime. 

Drag and Drop files to be zipped from the Drives Folder. 

Call toll free at 1-800-432-0025 
Software Builders, Inc. 

1630 Pleasant Hill Rd ., Suite 180-243, Duluth, GA 30136 

Atlanta (404) 717-8003, FAX (404) 717-9054 (24 hours) 

Please add $5.00 S/H in the US & Canada. $8.50 overseas. 18\. 
Georgia residenls add 5% sales lax. ~ 
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Enabling/Disabling Exception Handling 
If a program tested for every condition that could arise 

everywhere possible, even the simplest program would 

be overburdened with exception handling. The solution 

in REXX is to turn on exception handling and define 

which subroutine will handle each specific condition, 

and REXX: then automatically jumps to that subroutine 

any time a condition occurs. 

Once the exception handling routines have been writ

ten, the syntax to enable each one is: 

SIGNAL/CALL ON Condition [NAME Label] 

where Condition is the condition to trap and Label is the 

optional label that starts the trapping routine. If no label 

name is given, the name of the condition is used. While 

only one handler per condition can be active at any given 

time, it is easy to switch between exception handling rou

tines as needed. If you need to turn exception handling 

back off, just replace the On with an Off. 

It is valid to use an Exit instruction to terminate the 

w~~ET• THE SECRET ,s OUT! 
tor 0s12 Customers judge us ... The BEST! 

raffl!ifflD'lml'llm!''.'":"':'::,::"1" 0 Don't worry about that desktop you 
Styles 

YNo Copy 

No Mo11e 

V No Delete 
No Shadow 

No Create 

No Rename 

No Drag 

No Drop 
No Settings 

No Help 

Use Sy-.tr.m Oel, 11/t 

Help 

;iliew 

Include 

Sort 

just configured . Now you can 
protect, setup, and support your 

l'!ackg,ound desktop while reducing support time 
Menu 

file 

,Window 

General 

Setup 

Security 

Password 

and cost. Enjoy extended access to 
the workplace shell, workstation 
security, desktop management 
utilities, and much more. 

• Workplace backup. 
• Password protect existing objects. 

Setup • Page 1 of 4 ♦ ♦ Lockup 

No Select 

No Sort 

,.Jo Anange 

No Find 
No Details View 

No Tree View 

Y Use System Default 

Help 

• Selectively remove pop-up menu 
"D items. 

• Selectively save and restore 
individual objects. 

l'!eckgrnu,d • Prevent object changes. =~:• • Individual user desktops. 
.Window 

.General 

Setup 

S ecurity 

• Central logon and audit facilities. 
• Workplace setup and administra

tion tools. 
• Background installation and CID 

support. Setup • Page 2 of 2 ♦ ♦ Password 

~,- ~~~:!; :!riipSupportl. 

I~ -I Visa, MC & Discover 

SYNTEGRATION 
13241 Norton Avenue Tel: (909) 464-9450 .' ,' . : : , · _ .' ,' , : : , · ™ 

Chino, CA 91710, USA Fax:(909) 627-3541 fO( IBM LAN torOS/2 
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program inside an exception handler. When used with 

Type II exception handling, it is also valid to use a Return 

instruction to resume processing at the point where the 

condition arose. 

Enabling Examples 
EXCEPT-1.CMD is a demonstration program that 

counts to 10,000 using a loop to simulate a "hung" pro

gram. If the user presses Control-Break, it raises the 

Halt condition, and the Halt internal subroutine takes 

over to trap the condition. 

After the Halt subroutine name, the next line clears 

the screen. The next two lines ask a question. The fifth 

line gets an answer from the user. If the user presses the 

"y" key, line six or seven terminates the program. If the 

subroutine reaches line eight, the user wants to contin

ue, so it clears the screen, repositions the cursor, and 

replaces the original message on the screen. Finally, it 

returns control to the line in the program after the line 

where the condition was raised. 

Telephony Sottware Solutions With Performance That 

SNfNES 
►Our powerful advanced OS/2 IVR software has always pro
vided unmatched performance. Script-driven telephone calls, a 
voice/fax/database engine, complete call progress reporting, and 
network/host capability are among the standard features that 
have made FAXForward™ a leader in the field. Available scripts 
for Automated Attendant, Voice Mail, Fax Mail, Fax Server, 
and other functions maximize Fax Forward's utility. 

► Now, FAXForward™ adds Voice Recognition, Text-to
Speech conversion, Data Communications (Spring 1995), and 
an available Developer's Kit, to take your telecommunications to 
a whole new level. 

► FAXForward™ can run from one line to unlimited lines. 
FAXForward™ is IBM OS/2 Certified, IBM LAN Certified 
and BORLAND Certified. 

Narragansett Bay Software• 690 Warren Ave. • East Providence, RI 02914 

Sales: 401-435-5090 • Demo: 800-841-0267 

DO 
SAY "Shows Exception Handling" 
EXIT 

END 

CALL RxFuncAdd 'SysLoadFuncs', 'RexxUtil',, 
'SysLoadFuncs' 

CALL SysLoadFuncs 

SIGNAL ON NOVALUE 
DROP (VarNotSet) 

NOVALUE: 
SAY "The Variable On Line Number" Sigl, 

"Does Not Have A Value" 

SAY "The Line Is: ' " 11, 
SourceLine(Sigl) I I "'" 

SAY " The Program Is Aborting" 
EXIT Sigl 

It's Time To Get 

In Charge! 
In Charge! is a full function personal finance 
system for 0S/2. 

In Charge·! supports: 
• Multiple sets of financial books 

• All types of accounts, from checking to stock margin 

• Multiple currencies 

• Multiple year budgeting 

• Integrated insurance management system 

• Powerful check printing facility 

And much more! 

In Charge! is available 
through OS/2 Express, or directly 

S~?P~fo,o@ 
(404) 257-0187 • Fax: (404) 255-8032 
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EXCEPT-2.CMD is a demonstration program that tries to 

write to a file on the Drive A using the Lineout function. How

ever, before it begins it asks the user to make sure there is no 

diskette in the Drive A. That raises the N otReady condition and 

runs the corresponding subroutine. 

Like EXCEPT-1.CMD, it asks if the user he wants to con

tinue. Since the exception handling was enabled with the Signal 

On instruction, a Return instruction cannot be used to return 

control to the main program. Instead, another Signal On 

instruction is used to jump back to the main routine. As we will 

see later, that is not always possible. Type I exception handling 

is disabled as soon as the first condition is raised so line seven in 

this routine turns it back on. 

EXCEPT-3.CMD is a demonstration program that raises 

the No Value condition by trying to drop a variable that has not 

been initialized. Its exception handling subroutine displays the 

line number where the error occurred ( using the special Sigl vari

able) and the line containing the error (using the SourceLine 

function) and then exits. 

GigaTrend Inc. is 

Backing Up The OS/2 World 
with ... 

The best hardware-

The best software-

CH EYE°N'-JE 
T E'C H NOLOGV PAR -rNER 

BackMaster TM 

We Provide the Entire Backup Solution ... 
with LIFETIME SUPPORT 

The GigaMan says, 
"I'm a Wizard with OS/2 Solutionsr-

GigaTrend Inc. 
World Headquarters 
2234 Rutherford Road 
Carlsbad, CA 92008 

(800) 743-4442 
(619) 931-9122 

(619) 929-0846 (FAX) 
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Selecting Between Type I And II 
The Type I exception handler does not allow you to return to 

the location where the condition was raised, except in very sim

ple programs. While it terminates all Do loops and similar 

structures, it does not terminate the active subroutine. When a 

condition is raised in a deeply nested subroutine, the lack of 

the ability to return to the location that raised the condition 

makes it very difficult to back out of the nested subroutine 

structure. 

Type I exception handlers are best used when the program 

displays information about the condition and then terminate. 

They can also be useful in dealing with conditions that can be 

isolated to a particular subroutine, so the exception handler 

knows how to return to the active subroutine. Using a Type I 

exception handler across multiple subroutines and expecting 

the program to successfully resume running is problematic at 

best. 

The Type II exception handler often has a delay between the 

time a condition is raised and the time it is trapped, since REXX 

SINGLE KEV-STROKE 
SCREEN PRINTING 

lll ::l & J!I O "' ■ ♦ 
ClO • :11 .i..-ees D - --~-------··· 

\ CLIPBOARD 0 VIEWER 

\,'\ 
SCREEN 
SAVER 

SCREEN CAPTURE /jf,,, 
.WPG .MET .BMP .PCX TIF .GIF .PCT 

• Quality Color or Black & White copies of color Desktop Images. 
e Copy any portion of any image on the Desktop. 
e Screen Saver prevents monitor burn-in. 
• Date & Time Display for Time-Stamping images. 
• LAN installable. Complete support for LAN attached printers. 
• Economical! 4 Utilities for I Price! Entity licensing available. 
• The most stable and reliable product available. 
e Includes both OS/2 2. 1 /2.0 (32-bit) and OS/2 1.3 ( 16-bit) versions. 

THE LEADER: PrntScrn™ Screen Image Utility for OS/2 

~ 
~ T H 

MITNOR Software 
Phone: (918) 357-1628 
Fax: (918) 357-2869 
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specifies that the Type II exception handler traps the condition 

at the end of the current clause. This is why the Type II excep

tion handler cannot be used for the Syntax and No Value condi

tions . Any clause containing one of these conditions is most like

ly too flawed to continue executing until the end of the clause is 

reached. However, its ability to return to the program line imme

diately following the exception makes it the method of choice in 

most cases where the program is to resume execution after the 

exception. 

Available Information 
REXX has several internal functions that return information the 

exception handler can use either to display information for the 

user or to make a decision on how to proceed. The Condition 

function is used to return the name and description of the condi

tion being trapped, the keyword that was being executed, and the 

state of the currently trapped condition. Additionally, the Error

Text function returns the REXX error message associated with 

an error number and the SourceLine internal function is used to 

The Mini-Application Suite 
every OS/2 user must have! 

■ icons File Bar Screen Saver 2.0 Raids DirMaster 

j Flle ~/PM WPS Trashcan 
I 
! _____________ ~ 

Comes with : 
A File Manager. A Screen Saver. A Disk Space Graphcr. A Task Bar. 
A WPS Trashcan. A multimedi a Arcade Game. And a great price! 

SDS 
Stardock Systems Inc. 

39.95 SRP! 
13405 Addison 
Gibraltar, Ml 
48173 

Phone: (313)782-2248, FAX (313) 782-9868 

For more information c ircle #289 Available through OS/2 Express 

CACHE 

display lines of the currently active program. 

Exceptionally Clean 
You may not need an exception handler for every REXX program 

you write. However, when you want a clean, professional look

ing program for distribution ( or just to impress your co-workers), 

take the time to add a few exception handling routines. Not only 

will it make your programs look better, but it should relieve some 

of your support headaches. ♦ 

Ronny Richardson has written three books far McGraw-Hill on 

OS/2. They are OS/2 Batch Files To Go, Writing OS/2 RE.XX Pro

grams and Writing VX"REXX Programs. He is also anAssociate Pro

fessor of Business at Quincy University. 

Finally, the PM controls 
you've been looking for. 

OS/2 programmers, shape up your apps 
by adding our PMCX custom controls 
to your application. 

• Spreadsheet 
• Multi-column, multi-function list-box 
• Multi-select combo-box 
• Scrollable control-list 
• Data entry field 
• Rich-Text-Format (RTF) viewer 
• GIF picture-box 
• Gauges and more! 

Name your poison! C, ICLUI, OWL, Objectpm, 
Prominare Designer, Universal Resource Editor, 
IBM CSet++, Borland C++, .. . 

Ob-iect Control Pack 
J /HK" 

Secant 23811 Chagrin Bl vd. #34-1 
Beachwood, OH 44122 

Technologies (216) 595-3830 18\. 
See for yourself! HTTP://www.secant.com ~ 

For more information ci rcle #147 Available through OS/2 Ex,:,ress 
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THE TE BOOK 
Tips and Techniques fart e OS/2 Prefessional 

Multiple Installations Made Easy 

W arp is not hard to install, but 
installing any operating sys
tem on multiple systems is 

no simple matter. If you need to install 
OS/2 exactly the same way on each of 
many systems, then you should know 
about response files and remote installa
tion tools. 

OS/2 provides not one, but two solu
tions for the problem of multiple instal
lations. The first solution is the CID 
(configuration, installation and distrib
ution) utility. This is a high-powered 
approach to installing OS/2 on systems 
throughout your company via a LAN. 
If you have only a few systems to install 
(less than 10), then you can use a subset 
of the CID utilities and simply install 
from a portable CD-ROM or external 
hard drive. The second solution is to 
use automated response information. 
This technique is normally used as part 
of CID tools but can also be used with
out a LAN. 

The automated response information 
is contained in a response file. A 
response file of pre-written data con
tains all the options you want installed 
with OS/2. During the installation, the 
response file answers all ofOS/2's 
prompts for you. The response file is a 
powerful way for you to ensure each 
installation executes quickly and is con
sistent with all other OS/2 installations. 
Consistency is no hobgoblin of the 
mind where installing OS/2 is 
concerned; consistent installation of 
OS/2 means that the OS/2 support 
staff in your organization can spend less 
time understanding everyone's intimate 
setup and more time improving their 
productivity. 

In the following steps, assume that 
you want to use a response file to have 
OS/2 installed from a portable CD
ROM drive or external hard drive. 

BY GORDON SCOTT 

These procedures assume that your tar
get systems can access such devices 
before the process of installation begins. 
These procedures also assume you have 
met all ofIBM's licensing terms and 
conditions for installing OS/2. 

Retrieve the sample response 
file from the 05/2 

installation utilities. 

• On a system where OS/2 Warp is 
already installed, edit the file: 

\OS2\INSTALL \SAMPLE.ASP. 
If you did not install the Optional 

System Utilities during your installation 
ofOS/2 Warp, then SAMPLE.RSP 
may not be on your hard drive. If it is 
not in the \OS2\INST ALL subdirecto
ry, use one of the following steps. 
If you are installing from diskette: 

• Insert disk 7 into drive A. 
• At an OS/2 command prompt, Enter 

UNPACK A:REQUIRED C:\OS2\IN
STALUn:SAMPLE.RSP 

If you are installing from CD-ROM 
(Note: D represents the CD-ROM 
drive). 

• At an OS/2 command prompt, Enter 
UNPACK D:\OS21MAGE\DISK_7 
\REQUIRED C:\OS2\-INSTALL /n: 
SAMPLE.ASP 

• Edit SAMPLE.ASP 
If you have used OS/2's EASY 

INSTALLATION, you probably 
already have the SAMPLE.RSP file on 
your hard drive. If you used the 
Advanced installation, you would have 
had to select the Installation Utilities 
checkbox on the MORE dialog box for 
the Optional system utilities. By 
default, Installation Utilities will be 
installed if the Optional system utilities 
checkboxes are selected during the 
installation process. 

The UNPACK command can also 
be used to selectively retrieve any indi
vidual file from a packed file. The trick 
is knowing which packed file to search 
and knowing the name of the file you 
want. For more help on using the 
UNPACK command, type HELP 
UNPACK at the OS/2 command 
prompt. 

Modify the line in SAMPLE.RSP 
that specifies the source drive 

and path of the 05/2 DISK. 

• Search for SourcePath. 
• Modify the sample SourcePath line to 

read: SourcePath=D:\os2image. 

This command assumes two things: 
first, if you are installing from a 
portable CD-ROM drive, the D: is 
assumed to be the drive letter; second, if 
you are installing from a portable, 
external hard drive, you must have 
properly set up your directory structure 
on the hard drive. The step as shown 
here assumes that your portable hard 
drive is the D: drive and that on that 
drive you have all the disk images 
arranged in a tree structure under the 
\os2image directory. 

To set up the disk images on a 
portable hard drive you can simply copy 
the directory \os2image and all of its 
subdirectories from any OS/2 installa
tion CD to the hard drive. 

Specify a default display 
adapter. 

• In SAMPLE.ASP search for: Dis
playAdapter=0. 

• Modify the line to read: Dis
playAdapter= 7. 
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(Note: This sets the installation to use 
the default SVGA driver. Leaving it at 0 
accepts OS/2's own determination of the 
display adapter. If all your monitors can 
use the same driver successfully, you can 
use this method to speed installation.) 

You can use similar techniques for 
any other driver you want to install. 
Look through the response file for 
other device driver key words (such as: 
DefaultPrinter=, CDROM=, 
SCSI=DDIDD=, DDIDest=, 
DDISrc=). Some device drivers require 
the use of a device driver profile (.DDP 
file). If you are using a special program 
to install device drivers, be sure that the 
. DDP file gets copied over to the target 
system during installation. The DDI* 
keywords are used for this purpose. 

Add special lines to the 
CONFIG.SYS file on the 

target system. 

THE 1.S. NOTEBOOK 

• Search for: ConfigSysline. 
• Change the line KEYVALUE=a valid 

Config.sys statement to: 
ConfigSysline=CALL COPY C:\os2.ini 

C:\os2ini.bak 
ConfigSysline=CALL COPY 

C:\os2sys.ini C:\os2sys.bak. 

These are two useful lines to have in the 
CONFIG.SYS. This procedure can 
give you a quick way to back up your 
.INI files without adding the overhead 
of the archive procedure. If you wanted 
all of your target systems to have this 
procedure included, you could add it to 
the response file and OS/2 would add 
these lines during installation . 

Any other lines you want to add to 
the CONFIG.SYS file can be added as 
well. A word of caution: the response 
file and the installation program do not 
check whether the lines you are adding 
to the CONFIG.SYS are valid. Be cer
tain that whatever you add works cor
rectly. 

Ethics JULY 18•20, 1995 
HYNES C:ONYENTION C:ENTER 

BOSTON, MA 

in the Computer Media 

at 05/2 World 
Join OS/2 Profe.;Jwna!'.J Edwin Black and Bradley Kliewer, 

OS/2MagazineJ Alan Z eichick and Will Zachmann, 
and Atlantic Monthly:, J ames Fallows as they debate 

what's right & righteous in the computer media. 

J uly 20, 1995 at 3:15PM 
OS/2 World • Boston 
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Prepare the 05/2 installation 
diskettes to use your new 

response file. 

( ote: Be sure to make a backup 
copy ofOS/2's disk 1 before the fol
lowing procedure.) 
• Delete the file: SYSINST2.EXE from a 

copy of OS/2 disk # 1 . 
• Delete the file: BUNDLE. 
• Edit the CON FIG.SYS file on this same 

disk. 
• Change the line: 

SET OS2_SHELL=SYSINST2.EXE to 
SET OS2_SHELL=RSPINST.EXE. 

• Delete the statement: 
DEVICE=MOUSE.SYS. 

• Close the editor, saving the changes to 
the CONFIG.SYS file. 

• Copy SAMPLE.ASP, once you have 
modified it as you like, to disk 1. 

• Rename SAMPLE.ASP to 
OS2SE30.RSP. 

• Copy RSPINST.EXE from an 
\OS2\INSTALL subdirectory to disk 1. 

Once you have made these changes, 
you can then use the response file to 
automate the installation of OS/2 
quickly and effectively. You can then 
use that same installation data for 
another system. When OS/2 prompts 
you to insert disk 1 into drive A, insert 
your modified diskette instead of the 
normal diskette. 

If you are installing from diskettes, 
when OS/2 prompts you to put in disk 
1 a second time (further along in the 
installation), insert the original disk 1 
instead of the modified copy you used 
initially. (Note: if you have a Micro
Channel adapter you need to modify 
your OS/2 Installation diskette. See 
page 292 of the OS12 Warp User's Guide 
for details on what to do.) ♦ 

Gordon Scott works for the Electronic Pub

lishing group at IBM which offers services 

in developing online information for CD

ROM or Internet distribution. Gordon's e

mail address is GBS@VNETIBM. COM 

and the Electronic Publishing group can be 
reached at J-(800)926-0364. 



BOOKSTAX 

OS/2 Presentation Manager GPI, 2nd edition 
by Graham C. E. Winn,John Wiley&Sons, Inc., 344 pages, $39.95 

REVIEWED BY JAMES M. HANSEN 

This book is ofinterest to OS/2 programmers and develop

ers. Originally published in 1991, it has been updated with 

more than 60 programming examples (on disk) and exten

sive coverage of the Graphics Programming Interface ( G PI) and 

new OS/2 Warp enhancements. Readers will find many of the 

tricks and techniques needed to make professional quality graph

ical screen displays for programs running under OS/2. 

In general, I like this book because it first presents simple, eas

ily understood concepts and then builds on them in 

a natural, progressive manner. Chap

ter one establishes what the graphics 

subsystem looks like, then describes 

the basic techniques for accessing the 

printer and opening display windows, 

followed by more extensive detail. 

Not content with simply showing what 

it takes to draw something on the screen, 

Winn discusses system responsiveness and 

how to maintain enduser response in the 

OS/2 multithreaded environment. 

This is a comprehensive book. Just about 

everything you can do to an image on the screen 

or printed page is covered. For example, a concept 

presented early on is that of the "device context." 

This is the management technique and philosophy that makes it 

possible for multiple applications to share a screen, printer or other 

device without limitation and without inter-program interference. 

Drawing primitives and attributes are covered in chapter three, 

where the GPI is used to scale, rotate, shade and carve virtually 

anything nine ways to Sunday. 

The font discussion is lengthy and complete and the program

ming examples provides an interesting dialog for font selection 

and management. 

One of the seemingly mundane, yet more interesting subjects 

covered is that of clipping and display regions. The GPI provides 

no less than four programming objects for defining and main

taining window boundaries. 

Metafiles are also covered, including a programming example 

of how to create and process them. Metaftles are essentially files 

that record virtually anything in any format. When accessed, the 

metaftle output can be changed to a different format. The OS/2 

clipboard is a good example of this operation, showing how an 

image can be copied from one application, then pasted to anoth-

er image or document, all with the user blithely 

unaware of the complexity of the operation. 

The final chapter covers printing and plotting. 

Back in the old days ofOS/21.x, the Print Man

ager was a separate application program. 

Today, the functions it provides are scattered 

among the printer objects on the desktop. 

This is one of the longest chapters in the 

book and rightfully so. Given the complex

ity of sharing a printer, it is surprising that 

so much could be explained so clearly in 

so little space. 

Most of the example programs in 

this book are not trivial, nor are they 

for the faint of heart. Some are 15 to 

20 pages long, and all show good programming struc

ture and general technique. The examples themselves provide a 

good study for those with only intermediate programming abil

ity. They were tested to work with IBM's C SET++ compiler and 

as the label says, "results may vary" with other compilers. 

Winn is well qualified to discuss the subject since he was the 

lead GPI developer for OS/2's Vl.1 GPI and has been working 

with various aspects of the OS/2 GPI since 1986. 

This is not a book for those with only a casual interest in the 

subject. To get the most benefit, the reader should be familiar 

with Presentation Manager programming techniques and able to 

write a simple Presentation Manager program that creates a stan

dard message window and queue. ♦ 

James M. Hansen, president of New Boston MFG Technologies in 

New Boston, New Hampshire, is a writer on technology and comput

ing topics. 
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THE VIEW MANOR 

Remember When 
BY JERRY POURNELLE 

I 'mold enough to remember when it was IBM and the Seven 

Dwarfs. Everyone cried for the government to break up Big 

Blue because no one could compete. I also remember back 

in 1989 when Microsoft moved to the new campus in Red

mond. Gates and his people invited software developers, soft

ware retailers, every major computer journalist and perhaps more 

importantly, every Wall Street high tech stock analyst, to a real

ly big show. 

The campus was so new that we met in an old black temporary 

building, sitting at banquet tables and on ordinary chairs rather 

than the slick furniture they now have in 

their conference center. 

The whole room was decorated with 

enormous banners proclaiming OS/2 as 

the wave of the future. Bill Gates himself 

opened the proceedings with a slide pre

sentation. The slides obviously had been 

made with Power Point on a Macintosh, 

as there was no Windows version in those 

days; but they sang the praises of OS/2. 

They showed visual models of how DOS 

and Windows and Presentation Manager 

fit onto OS/2, and how all of that fit over 

SQJ,, so that you would be seamlessly 

connected from your desktop PC to the 

world of mainframe data bases. This was the future and there 

wasn't any doubt about it. 

Gates finished and there was another presentation along the 

same lines; then the IBM executive spoke. He talked for 15 min

utes, looked at his watch, and with perfunctory apologies 

announced he wouldn't have time for questions because he had to 

catch an airplane back to Boca. He left behind stunned silence as 

the assembled journalists and analysts wondered just what the hell 

was going on. IBM couldn't be that arrogant. Could they? 

The next day Gates addressed the group again. This time his 

message was subtly different: if you wanted to get applications 

running on OS/2, the best way would be to get them on Win

dows first. Not too long after that we heard the first rumors, then 

an announcement of a rift between IBM and Microsoft, followed 
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by another announcement that Windows and OS/2 would be 

going their separate ways. 

Then a couple of years ago Gates told another assembled group 

of journalists and financial analysts another story: "A few years 

ago I went to all the software developers and asked them to write 

applications for Microsoft Windows. They wouldn't do it. So I 

went to the Microsoft Applications Group, and they didn't have 

that option." 

At Spring Comdex 1995 the show was dominated by Win95 

applications about to be released and not just from Microsoft. 

Hundreds of developers are doing Win95 

apps. 

Now here comes Edwin Black, who 

wants to break up Microsoft so that IBM 

can compete. I have a great deal of respect 

for our editor and publisher. His proposed 

De-Installation of Windows is complicat

ed, but it's well thought out, and as he says, 

it's both legally and commercially possi

ble. More difficult and complex settle

ments have been implemented. 

It's also the wrong thing to do. 

It's wrong for two reasons. First, 

Microsoft's dominance isn't likely to last 

as long as IBM's did. Big companies come 

and go, and no matter how dominant Microsoft becomes, I doubt 

that it will ever be as hidebound and arrogant as IBM was. Do we 

really want to break up Microsoft so that Big Blue can go back to 

charging $600 for a CD-ROM of device driver tools? 

Second, and more importantly: whatever the effect on 

Microsoft and IBM and the Dwarfs, the one inevitable result 

would be a great increase in the power of government. Supervis

ing something as complicated as the de-installation of Windows 

would require a staff of bureaucrats. Once that was set up, they 

would want to keep their jobs and earn promotions; and the only 

way to do that would be to find even more ways to interfere with 

the computer industry. 

We already have a plague of bureaucrats feeding on this indus

try. We need more like we need the Red Death. ♦ 
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• 15,000 
Clipart images 

• S00Fonts 
• S00Photos 
• A powerful 

multimedia 
file manager 

• 75 Sound clips 
• 10 Video clips 

15,000 
Clipart Images 

(5 ,000 new images plus 10,000 images from GALLERY 1) 

For more information circle #5 

WORKS WITH ALL 
WINDOWS 
APPLICATIONS 

WORD PROCESSING 
• Microsoft Word 

• Lotus AmiPro 

• WordPerfect 

OFFICE PRODUCTS 
• Microsoft Office 

• Lotus SmartSuite 

• Perfect Office 

PRESENTATIONS 
• PowerPoint 

• Freelance 
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